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I’m writing this as Dave’s 
wife/widow, and occasional 
Boatworld helper.  Dave died 
on the 30th November 2022, 
at just 63 years of age, after a 
painful battle with advanced 
prostate cancer.  We had a 
true Celebration of Life for him 
at a local crematorium which 
included music, readings and 
poetry from family and friends.  
Afterwards we had ‘Dave Fest’ at 
a local food venue.   A beautiful 
send off for an amazing man 
who loved his music.  He learned 
how to play guitar at the age of 
60 – remarkable!

Boatworld was established over 
60 years ago by Dave’s Dad, 
Peter, and his Mum, Jill.  Dave 
worked for his parents from 
school age, after a quick dabble 
at being a silversmith.  Upon 

Peter and Jill’s retirement Dave 
and his brother, Steve, took 
over and put their own stamp 
on the business to include 
windsurfing, skateboarding, surf 
clothing etc and they introduced 
lots of other innovative ideas 
like scuba diving and this 
catalogue.  Dave would scour 
the trade shows in the USA and 
Europe to bring back the best 
products to the UK market – 
always at an affordable price. 
Eventually Dave bought Steve 
out of the business and for the 
last 20 years Boatworld was 
Dave’s baby.  He has, with the 

help of his business partner, 
Mike (Director), transformed 
Boatworld into a manufacturer 
of various boats, engines and 
equipment that all enable you 
guys to get on the water for 

an affordable price.  Dave was 
a truly hardworking man and 
everyone who knew him, loved 
him.  He has an amazing sense 
of humour and great direction 
in the business.  A true Ideas 
man.  I don’t know one person 
who worked for Dave who didn’t 
genuinely like and admire him.  
He was THAT cool!

Dave’s lifework was Boatworld, 
and it was his number one 
priority, after his family of course.   
Dave was a huge family man 
and would always encourage all 
of us to try out his new products 
before unleashing them on an 
unsuspecting public.  He was 
a fabulous human in so many 
ways and was the original 
founder of this catalogue that 
you now hold in your hand (or 
are reading electronically).  He 
was always looking for the next 
new thing that he could bring to 
you – the watersport enthusiast 
– and would lovingly entitle his 
new BEST thing ‘Gamechanger’. 
So, as you browse through 
this catalogue, which Dave 
used to produce each year and 
has now been produced by 
one of his daughters, Nicola 
(Director), please remember 
Dave with love, fun and 
laughter.   Nicola has changed 
the word ‘Gamechanger’ to 

‘Dave’s Fave’s’ and the logo 
(and other artwork) has 
been created by Vix, Dave’s 
eldest daughter and artist 
(@uneasyillustrator), so 
look out for this logo in the 
coming pages.

I can’t finish this piece 
without doing what Dave 
would want me to do – 
remind you to pause before 
you pick up the phone to a 
big corporation to order your 
boat, engine or watersport 
equipment – please take on 
Dave’s family values and get 
your stuff from Boatworld, 
a true family business.  
This will help all of us to 
grow Boatworld in Dave’s 
memory. 

Thank you for taking time 
to read this.  

Jaqui xx

Dave Copley, a Game Changer!
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How to order
ON-LINE: www.boatworld.co.uk 
or E-MAIL: sales@boatworld.co.uk
PayPal, major credit & debit cards accepted including:

We are proud to ship using FedEx, DHL, 
DPD & Royal Mail Tracked Services 
for a hassle free experience.

CARRIAGE CHARGES
Small items, eg sunglasses, phone cases etc. can be sent either standard delivery with 
Royal Mail at £3.50 or next working day delivery with DPD at £5.95

Large items, eg wakeboards, skis, tubes, covers, etc. 
will be sent by next day delivery service. The price will vary depending on 
the size of the order for next working day delivery.

Large items from £8.95. Skis, Zup, wakeboards & kneeboards from £15. 
Wakeboards towers from £20.

In昀氀atable boats and Outboard engines - please see website for detailed shipping prices.

Fishing Tenders & Power Boats are delivered using a dedicated van delivery. 
Please call for quoted pricing.

All these rates are for mainland England.

For Scottish Highlands, Northern Ireland, offshore islands and Europe 
please ask for a price and estimated delivery times.

EUROPE CARRIAGE CHARGES
We ship European wide and offer a wide range of shipping options. 
Call us for an exact shipping quote. 
Superyachts in need of super fast delivery we offer DHL airfreight.

Please note that all delivery outside of the UK are now subject to tax & duty charges. 
This is either paid on entry or charged before shipping. 

Proud to be members of

Or visit: 
info.gjwdirect.com/boatworld2
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
• Coloured hull 昀椀nished in Gunmetal Grey c/w 

165CC graphics in red and black

• Coloured centre console in Gunmetal Grey
• Tan coloured luxury upholstery

• O/a length 16ft 5inch( 4.98mts), 
beam 6ft 11in ( 2.12mts), 
draught 1ft 1inch (0.32mts), 
weight 500kg (boat only)

• Class C vessel 6 adults

• Rated up to 115hp max

• Built in 86 litre fuel tank

• Max design speed 40 knots (46MPH)
• Self draining main deck

• Compass S4 construction unsinkable design

MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
• Steering wheel 昀椀tted to centre console
• Spare engine transom plate for auxilary 

outboard

• Fitted Compass 3 switch control panel on the 
centre console for navigation lights, bilge pump 
and steaming light

• Fitted 5 circuit fuse panel inside centre console

• Fitted battery isolation switch

• Navigation lights: 1 x pair at the bow and 
1 x plugin detachable telescopic stern 
steaming light pole (stored in lid of rear bench 
seat locker)

SAFETY
• Fire extinguisher port in rear bench locker

• Fitted automatic bilge pump

DECK GEAR
• Flexible seating arrangements for up to 

10 people made up by seating for 4 over bow 
lockers, seating for 3 over stern bench locker, 
seating for 2 at the helm, 1 at front of centre 
console

• 2 x built in deck drains equipped 
with stop cocks.

• 1 x anchor bow roller s/s
• 2 boarding steps in front of bow locker

• Centre console c/w smoke-tinted windscreen, 
s/s grab handle and storage tray

• 2 x built in s/s handrails by bow seats
• 2 x cupholders

• 4 x Deck cleats
• Full luxury upholstered seating and backrests 

昀椀nished in “tan”

• Onboard stowage consisting of 6 lockers: 
Anchor locker/2 x bow seat side lockers/ centre 
console locker/helm seat locker comes as an 
insulated self draining cool box/rear bench 
seat locker

• Anchor locker self draining and 昀椀tted with 
stainless steel tether ring for anchor line

• Catches/locks on all lockers
• Upholstered s/s back support across the stern 

bench seat

• Folding (hinged) s/s boarding ladder s/s, 
c/w upholstered leaning post back support, 
boarding grab handle and non-slip boarding 
platform

• Fitted 2 x transom bridle “D” rings
• Black rubbing strip 昀椀tted all around hull

BOAT ONLY CP165CC 

£15995

Compass 165CC Package Deal
Compass 165cc with Honda 100hp 
& Extreme Trailer 

£30295
We will fit a customer supplied engine 
from £250 labour plus parts.

Dealer enquiries welcomeCompass 165 CC
The 165CC is a 16ft 5inch (4.98mts) centre console sports boat. Recommended engine range for this model is 60 – 115HP. 
The S4 method of construction is used making this boat virtually unsinkable with its crew on board. Like the whole range of Compass centre 
console boats, this boat has a deep freeboard making it feel secure and very capsize resistant. Self draining deck makes hosing down after 
your trip easy. This boat has a bimini option and can be 昀椀tted with a T Top Tower.
Equipped with a 115HP engine you can expect to get it up to a maximum design speed of 40knots (over 46mph). 
So this boat can really deliver on performance making it more than capable for watersports or fast cruising. Rated Class C up to 6 adults.

Power Boats
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
• Coloured hull 昀椀nished in Aegean blue c/w 

150CC graphics

• Luxury grade storm grey upholstery

• O/a length 15ft ( 4.57mts), beam 6ft 6in 
(1.97mts) , draught 1ft (0.31mts), 
weight 350kg (boat only)

• Class C vessel 5 adults

• Rated up to 60hp max

• Max design speed 32 knots (37MPH)
• Self draining main deck

• Compass S4 construction unsinkable design

MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
• Steering wheel 昀椀tted to centre console
• Spare engine transom plate for 

auxilary outboard

• Fitted Compass 3 switch control panel on the 
centre console for navigation lights, bilge pump 
and steaming light

• Fitted 5 circuit fuse panel inside centre console

• Fitted battery isolation switch

• Navigation lights: 1 x pair at the bow and 
1 x plugin detachable telescopic stern 
steaming light pole (stored in lid of rear bench 
seat locker)

SAFETY
• Fire extinguisher port in rear bench locker

• Fitted automatic bilge pump

DECK GEAR
• Flexible seating arrangements for up to 

8 people made up by seating for 4 over bow 
lockers, seating for 3 over stern bench locker, 
seating for 1 at the helm, 1 at front of centre 
console

• 2 x built in deck drains c/w stopcocks make 
hosing down easy.

• 1 x anchor bow roller s/s
• 2 x steps in front of anchor locker

• Centre console c/w smoke-tinted windscreen, 
s/s grab handle and storage tray

• 2 x built in s/s handrails by bow seats
• 2 x cupholders

• 4 x Deck cleats
• Fully upholstered seating and backrests 

昀椀nished in “storm grey”

• Onboard stowage consisting of 6 lockers: 
Anchor locker/2 x bow seat side lockers/ centre 
console locker/helm seat locker comes as an 
insulated self draining cool box/rear bench 
seat locker

• Anchor locker self draining and 昀椀tted with 
stainless steel tether ring for anchor line

• Catches/locks on all lockers
• Upholstered s/s back support across the stern 

bench seat

• Folding (hinged) s/s boarding ladder s/s, 
c/w boarding grab handle and non-slip 
boarding platform

• Fitted 2 x transom bridle “D” rings
• Black rubbing strip 昀椀tted all around hull
BOAT ONLY CP150CC 

£12995

Compass 150CC Package Deal
Compass 150cc with Honda 60hp 
& Extreme Trailer 

£23395
We will fit a customer supplied engine 
from £250 labour plus parts.

Dealer enquiries welcomeCompass 150 CC
The 150CC is a 15ft centre console sports boat. Recommended engine range for this model is 30-60HP. As with all Compass boats 
construction is done using the S4 method , making this vessel virtually unsinkable with its crew onboard. It’s deep freeboard also 
makes it feel secure and very capsize resistant. Self draining deck makes it easy to maintain and hose down after your trip out.

Equipped with a 60HP engine you can expect to get it up to 32knots. So like the 135CC, this is going to be economical to run while 
still packing in plenty of fun off the back of the boat or just letting you enjoy the ride. 
Rated Class C up to 5 adults lets you bring some friends along!

Power Boats
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
• Coloured hull in stealth black c/w 135CC 

graphics

• O/a length 13ft 5in (4.07mts), beam 5ft 11in 
(1.8mts), weight 250kg ( boat only), 
draft 0.26mts LWL  11ft 3in (3.42mts)

• Freeboard 2ft 4in (725cm)
• Class C vessel (4 adults,total 371kg).
• Rated up to 40hp Max – will plane with 

a 15hp upwards.

• Max design speed 28 knots (32mph)
• Self draining main deck

• Compass’ S4 construction method 
‘unsinkable design’

MECHANICAL & ELECTRICAL
• Steering wheel 昀椀tted to the centre console 

c/w cable to the engine
• Fitted spare transom plate for auxiliary engine

• Fitted Compass 3 switch control panel on the 
centre console for navigation lights, bilge pump 
and steaming light

• Fitted 5 circuit fuse panel inside centre console

• Centre console folds towards stern 
for garage storage.

• Fitted battery isolation switch

• Navigation lights: 1 x pair at the bow and 
1 x plugin detachable telescopic stern 
steaming light pole ( stored in lid of rear bench 
seat locker)

SAFETY
• Fire extinguisher port in rear bench locker

• Fitted automatic bilge pump

DECK GEAR
• Flexible seating arrangements for up to 7 

people made up by seating for 2 over bow 
locker, seating for 3 over stern bench locker, 
seating for 2 at the helm

• 1 x anchor bow roller s/s
• Folding centre console c/w smoke-tinted 

windscreen, s/s grab handle and storage tray
• 2 x handrails s/s by bow seats
• 2 x cupholders

• 4 x Deck cleats
• Fully upholstered seating and backrests 

昀椀nished in “storm grey”
• Onboard stowage consisting of 7 lockers: 

Anchor locker/bow seat locker/2 centre 
console lockers/helm seat locker/deck 昀氀oor 
locker/rear bench seat locker

• Anchor locker self draining and 昀椀tted with 
stainless steel tether ring for anchor line

• Deck 昀氀oor insulated cool box locker c/w drain 
plug

• Catches/locks on all lockers
• Upholstered s/s back support across the stern 

bench seat ( upholstered detachable bolster )
• Helm seat backrest and centre console fold 

down reducing o/a height of boat eg for easier 
access into your garage!

• Folding (hinged) s/s boarding ladder s/s, 
c/w boarding grab handle and non-slip 
boarding platform

• Fitted 2 x transom bridle “D” rings
• Black rubbing strip 昀椀tted all around hull
BOAT ONLY CP135CC 

£9995

Compass 135CC Package Deal
Compass 135CC Boat, Extreme EXT750 

Maxi Roller Trailer and Hidea 40HP EFI 

£16495
We will fit a customer supplied engine 
from £250 labour plus parts.

Hidea 
40HP EFI 
Long shaft, 
electric trim 
and tilt.
Engine only, 
HID40 
£5495

Compass 135 CC
Like the whole range of Compass boats, it is unsinkable. That’s because of Compass’ S4 construction method, which results in an 
extremely rigid and robust boat with masses of buoyancy, internal storage space and a deep freeboard. In the case of the 135CC that means 
it will support the weight of 4 adults and luggage weighing up tp 371kg. The deep freeboard means this boat is very dif昀椀cult to capsize.
The 135CC will plane with a 15hp engine upwards, but we would recommend 25-40hp depending on budget 
and performance requirements eg watersports activities. Each 135cc has a class-leading high speci昀椀cation 
and is fully equipped as follows, with no hidden extras.

6 T : 01246 453815
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What is a Cat D boat? 
Category D - Sheltered: Designed for voyages on sheltered coastal waters, 
small bays, small lakes, rivers and canals where conditions up to, and 
including, wind force 4 and signi昀椀cant wave heights up to 0.3m.

BOATWORLD BOATS... 
QUALITY BOATS AT EVERYDAY PRICES!

What is a Cat C boat?
Category C - Inshore: Designed for voyages in coastal waters, large bays, 
estuaries, lakes and rivers where conditions up to, and including, 
wind force 6 and signi昀椀cant wave heights up to 2m .
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2.7M 
TENDER

2.3M 
TENDER

3.3M 
SPORT

£
KAT230  

£650
KAT275 

£750
KATS330  

£1350

230TMODEL MODEL MODEL275T 330S

3 People 
(360kg)

2 People
(240kg)

230 x 140cm
Tube Dia. 43cm

22kg

270 x 140cm
Tube Dia. 43cm

24kg

330cm x 175cm
Tube Dia. 50cm

48kg

-

5 People
(515kg)

230T 230T275T 275T330S 330S

Catamaran Hull
Removable Air Floor/SUP 

SUP Fin Inlcuded

4HP MAX
Recommended

2.5 - 4HP

-

88 x 70 x 34cm
Box Size

15HP MAX
Recommended

8 - 15HP

Removable 
Transom Bracket 
& Launch Wheels

8HP MAX
Recommended

2.5 - 8HP

-

100 x 70 x 36cm 
Boat Box

86 x 46 x 20cm
Transom Box

230 & 275 In the Box : 
Boat, Air Floor, Seats, 

Oars, Foot Pump, 
Fin Box & Removable Fin, 

3 Metre of 6mm mooring line, 
Carry Bag & Repair Kit

330 In Boat Box :
Boat, Air Floor, Seats, Oars, Foot Pump, 

Fin Box & Removable Fin, 3 Metre of 6mm mooring 
line, Carry Bag & Repair Kit

In Transom Box:
Transom Bracket, Transom Bars, Launch Wheels, 

Fishing Rod Holders, Fixings & Carry Bag

i
For more detailed product speci昀椀cations 
please see our website

CAT C - Inshore
Up to 2m high waves

CAT D
Up to 0.3m 
high waves

8 T : 01246 453815
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Inflatable Boats

NEW FOR 2023 Boatworld KAT Range
Introducing the new KAT range from Boatworld. The KAT range are sleek, exciting and ready for anything. Featuring a high pressure 
boarding deck and a unique catamaran design. Which makes this boat stable and ef昀椀cient on the water. The KAT range comes 
complete with some fantastic features thanks to its considered design, such as the two grab handles at the inside rear 
for easy transport, davit rings bonded to boats and boarding grab lines. Featuring high pressure easy to board decks and a catamaran 
design hull, these boats are very stable and ef昀椀cient moving through the water. There is plenty of fun to be had with these boats. 
There is even the option to use the air deck as a stand up paddleboard with built in 昀椀n box and detachable 昀椀n supplied with every boat.

3
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2.7M2.5M 3.0M 3.3M 3.8M

Boatworld Air V Type Floor
Our range of Air V Type Floor are the perfect companions for any type of on-the-water activity. Whether it is simply open water cruising, 
昀椀shing or even coastal exploration the Air V Type Floor will make your ride super smooth. Our Air V Type Floor SIBS are all about performance and 
agility. The deep v-hull ensures the best possible stability and the drop-stitched 昀氀oor helps soften the ride. On all models of the air v types, there are 
transom tabs which make for faster planning and better performance.

CUSTOMER REVIEW

  ajones305 (veri昀椀ed owner) – 3 May 2022
I ordered the 380 v air deck and it arrived in record time and 

I’m so impressed with the quality of this boat and the space is 
great. It’s extremely stable and so smooth even had it on the 

plane with 2 adults and a child with just the orca 6hp outboard 
on and still got 9.4mph. I can’t wait to take delivery or my new 
orca 15hp outboard and get that pushing it. Can’t recommend 

this boat enough. I’d take this over the Honwave equivalent 
any day lighter in weight and on the wallet. 

Thank you Boatworld.

£
BWAF250  

£650
BWAF270 

£695
BWAF300  

£795
BWAF330  

£895
BWAF380  

£1095

380

380 x 184cm
Tube Dia. 

45cm

43kg

6 People
(868kg)

250MODEL MODEL270 300 330
3 People
+ 1 Child 
(491kg)

3 People
(450kg)

250 x 155cm
Tube Dia. 

42cm

28kg

270 x 156cm
Tube Dia. 

42cm

29kg

300 x 160cm
Tube Dia. 

42cm

32kg

V Shaped Hull
Drop Stitched V In昀氀atable Floor

330 x 160cm
Tube Dia. 

42cm

35kg

4 People
+ 1 Child 
(531kg)

5 People
(609kg)

250 270 300 330 380

CAT D
Up to 0.3m 
high waves

CAT C - Inshore
Up to 2m high waves

6HP MAX
Recommended

2.5 - 6HP

113 x 64 x 35cm
Box 

10HP MAX
Recommended

6 - 8HP

115 x 66 x 36cm
Box 

15HP MAX
Recommended

10 - 12HP

129 x 72 x 45cm
Box 

20HP MAX
Recommended

15 - 20HP

In the Box
Boat, Seat(s), Oars, Super Quick Double Action Pump with Gauge, 

3 metres of 6mm mooring line, Carry Bag & Repair Kit.

i
For more detailed product speci昀椀cations 
please see our website
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Boatworld Explorer 320 
Air V Floor Inflatable Boat
Introducing the Explorer 320. This boat is rugged and ready for anything. The design for this boat is based on the Air V but with some quality upgrades, 
such as extra reinforcement, grips, accessories and much more. If you’re looking for a boat for coastal cruising, 
昀椀shing on your local river or going wild camping, look no further than the Explorer. 
Coming in stealth black with a super wide beam, this boat is ideal for 
camping trips, exploration or just looking badass. 
Featuring a high pressure ‘Air V’ 昀氀oor built into the boat and a 
maximum engine rating of 15hp this boat is sure to get you on 
the plane with ease and handle well.

WHAT’S IN THE BOX: Tent, Protective Cover, 
230cm Telescopic Ladder, Double Action Pump with Gauge, 
Tie down straps, Fin Box & Removable Fin, 
Carry Case On Wheels

FEATURES: 
Dimensions: 220 x 160 x 146cm. Net weight: 37kg 
Air base depth: 15cm 
Carry case size: 98 x 48 x 43cm. Sleeps 2 
Removable super high pressure air 昀氀oor 
High pressure air tube frame 
210g Polyester material 
420D Oxford fabric protective cover 
Packs down into a wheeled carry case 
2 Doors

AMT £1249.95 

Boatworld Air Multi-Tent
This tent is a clever bit of kit. Featuring a high pressure removable air 昀氀oor and in昀氀atable structural tubes. You can simply in昀氀ate the tent up and 昀椀x it to the top of your in昀氀atable boat 
or car. The best part? Once you’re done in the morning simply de昀氀ate the tent and store it in its wheeled carry case. 
This is sure to make for some great camping trips. The tent comes with a heavy duty waterproof cover, so is well adapted to the UK climate. The Air Multi-Tent also comes with a 昀椀n 
box, so the whole tent can be used as a raft. Whether you’re going on a 昀椀shing trip, wild camping or just looking for fun; you’ll 昀椀nd endless adventure with the Air Multi-Tent.

Add a this clever tent to your boat or car!

Explorer 320MODEL
4 People + 1 Child

(725kg)

320cm x 170cm
Tube Dia. 45cm

37kg

Drop Stitched 
V In昀氀atable Hull / Floor
Reinforced PVC Hull

£
PB1  

£1095

CAT C - Inshore
Up to 2m high waves

15HP MAX
Recommended 8 - 15HP

Boat Box 100 x 70 x 36cm 
Transom Box 86 x 46 x 20cm

Borika Mounts & Rowlocks 
& Glue Included

In The Box : 
Boat, 2 x Borika Rowlocks C/W 

FMP225 Base Mounts, 1 x Borkia 
FMP224 Universal Base Mount, 2 x 
Sliding Seats, Super Quick Double 

Action Pump with Gauge, Oars, 6mm 
mooring line, Carry Bag & Repair Kit.

i
For more detailed product speci昀椀cations 
please see our website

CUSTOMER REVIEW

  Stephen Pemberton (veri昀椀ed owner)  
– 15 October 2021

As soon as boat arrived I was amazed how 
well the boat was put together. 

Some real thought has gone into this 
boat protection in the tubes and 昀氀oor. 

Best boat out of 4 that I’ve owned

3.2M

10 T : 01246 453815
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£
BWCP-365  
£1095

BWCP-400 

£1295

365MODEL MODEL400
6 People 
(995kg)

5 People 
+ 1 Child
(710kg)

365cm x 180cm
Tube Dia. 

45cm

69kg

400cm x 192cm 
Tube Dia 

46cm

77kg

V Shaped Hull (In昀氀atable Keel)
Solid Aluminium Sections

365 400
CAT C - Inshore

Up to 2m high waves

20HP MAX
Recommended

15 - 20HP
Boat Box 

135 x 64 x 37cm
Floor Box 

109 x 67 x 14cm

30HP MAX
Recommended

15 - 30HP

In the Box : Boat, Floor Sections, Seats, In昀氀atable Keel, Oars, 
High Pressure Double Action Pump, 3 Metre of 6mm mooring line, 

Carry Bag & Repair Kit

i
For more detailed product speci昀椀cations 
please see our website

CUSTOMER REVIEW

 Kevin Riddell (veri昀椀ed owner) – 10 July 2022 
Carbon Pro 365

Superb. Great build quality. 
Handles swell, boat wake and chop well. 
Gets on plane super quick! Very stable. 

Paired with a 15hp goes well 
and handles well. 

You will not be disappointed 
with this boat!

Carbon Pro Range
It’s our Pro boat with even more muscle and some extra special touches! GRP Transom with embossed Boatworld logo, sectional 
alloy 昀氀oor, seats and oars all 昀椀nished in resistant black anodising. High pressure keel enables you to get the Carbon Pro on 
the plane fast and keeps the boat tracking in a controlled manner. This boat is super strong and comes with a 5 year 
warranty on the Heytex 0.9mm 1100 denier cloth. Plus it also comes with a super fast high pressure double 
action pump supplied as standard, 2 stowage bags, an anchor D ring and anchor roller 昀椀tted as standard.

Close ups of 
the stunning 
carbon style cloth 
on the Carbon Pro...

3.65M 4.00M

Boatworld Bow Canopy 
BC-365. Designed to 昀椀t the larger boats in our range, the bow canopy is suitable 
for Carbon Pro 365, 380 Air V, Polar Bound, Range Master 420. It will also work 
on other brands of boats. Fully in昀氀atable. 
Hooks onto rubbing strakes for 
easy install. Windows for 
clear viewing.

£120

Customer image

Boat Box 
140 x 68 x 39

Floor Box 
115 x 72 x 17
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The Pro Range 2.8m, 3.3m & 4.2m
Solid and rugged for any nautical adventure. Sectional alloy 昀氀oor for a spacious and stable platform, great for 昀椀shermen. 
High pressure keel enables you to get the Pro Range on the plane fast and keeps the boat tracking in a controlled manner. 
These boats all come in a heavy cloth of 0.9mm 1100 denier in weight.

420 
RANGE MASTER330 PRO280 PRO

£
XC330  

£795
XC280  

£695
BW420 

£1295

330280MODEL MODEL MODEL420
6 People 
(800kg)

4 People
(595kg)

3 People 
+1 Child 
(500kg)

335cm x 158cm
Tube Dia. 43cm

280 x 150 cm 
Tube Dia 42cm

49kg45kg

420cm x 192cm
Tube Dia. 50cm

78kg

330280 330280400 400
V Shaped Hull (In昀氀atable Keel)

Solid Aluminium Sections
110 x 64 x 32cm

Box Size
98 x 58 x 30cm

Box Size
120 x 62 x 40 cm

Box Size

CAT C - Inshore
Up to 2m high waves

Ice White
Stealth Black
Fisher Green

Mid Grey

15HP MAX
Recommended

6 - 12HP

10HP MAX
Recommended

4 - 8HP

25HP MAX
Recommended

10 - 25HP

Red

In the Box
Boat, Floor Sections, Seats, In昀氀atable Keel, Oars (paddles on Range Master 420), 

Foot Pump, 3 metre of 6mm mooring line, Carry Bag & Repair Kit

i
For more detailed product speci昀椀cations 
please see our website

CUSTOMER REVIEW

5 out of 5

Ken - 24 June 2021
I have had my 330 Pro for 3 years and it has 
not failed once, I run it with a 9.8hp Mercury 

and had it in a 昀椀ve foot swell. 
fantastic little boat,

12 T : 01246 453815
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£
XCSIB230  
£395

XCSIB330 

£525

CUSTOMER REVIEW

Wayne Stevenson 
(veri昀椀ed owner) – 17 June 2021

Recently took delivery of this boat and had 
it on the water last weekend. It’s awesome 

and everything I hoped it would be. Customer 
service was absolutely spot on as well. I’ll 
de昀椀nitely be getting a new outboard from 

these guys when the times right.

Fancy adding 
our inflatable 
High Pressure 
Airdeck Floor?

230SL Airdeck Floor  

XC-AM230 £149 
330SL Airdeck Floor with Keel  

XC-AM330 £219

The SL Range 2.3m & 3.3m
The Boatworld SL range is the ideal boat to be used as yacht tender or for recreational use. SL denotes the 昀氀oor has wooden slats 
that create the deck. The number of slats vary between 3 to 5 slats. The SL range is compact and ultra-light and ef昀椀cient, perfect for 
a tender. In昀氀ate & stow by a single person in minutes. 0.7 mm cloth 1000 denier in weight.

230 SL 330 SL

330 SL 
AIRDECK 

FLOOR

230MODEL MODEL MODEL330

4 People 
(620kg)

2 People 
+ 1 Child
(250kg)

230 x 133cm
Tube Dia. 36cm

22kg

330 x 152cm
Tube Dia. 42cm

34kg

230 230330 330

Flat Hull 
Slatted Floor -

3 Wooden Slats

Flat Hull 
Slatted Floor -

5 Wooden Slats

96 x 50 x 24cm
Box Size

102 x 57 x26cm
Box Size

CAT D - Sheltered
Water Up to 

0.3 high waves

CAT C - Inshore
Up to 2m high 

waves

4HP MAX
Recommended

1.2 - 2.5HP

10HP MAX
Recommended

6 - 8HP

In the Box
Boat, Seat(s), Floor Slats, Oars, Foot Pump, 3 metres of 6mm mooring line, 

Carry Bag & Repair Kit

i
For more detailed product speci昀椀cations 
please see our website
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The SLD Range 2.3m, 2.5m & 2.8m
The Boatworld SLD range is very similar to our SL range with all the advantages 
of the slat 昀氀oor but with davit lifting points on the bow and the transom. 
These boats all come in a heavy-duty cloth of 0.7mm 1000 denier in weight.

250 SLD 280 SLD230 SLD

230 SLD 
AIRDECK 

FLOOR

CUSTOMER REVIEW

 Ron Coutts – 11 May 2022
Totally reccomend the 280 SLD 

everybody who’s seen it 
is gobsmacked at the value

£
SIB230SLD  

£425
SIB250SLD 

£455
SIB280SLD  

£485

230MODEL MODEL250 280

3 People
(345kg)

2 People 
+ 1 Child
(323kg)

230 x 138cm
Tube Dia. 38cm

22kg

250 x 142cm
Tube Dia. 38cm

25kg

280 x 142cm
Tube Dia. 38cm

34kg

Flat Hull
Slatted Floor - 3 Wooden Slats

Flat Hull
Slatted Floor - 

4 Wooden Slats

3 People 
+ 1 Child
(395kg)

230 250 280

CAT D - Sheltered Water
Up to 0.3m high waves

CAT C - Inshore
Up to 2m high 

waves

5HP MAX
Recommended

2 - 2.5HP

All equipped with 4 Stainless Steel
Eye Bolts for Davit Attachment

90 x 50 x 24cm
Box Size

98 x 55 x 26cm
Box Size

8HP MAX
Recommended

2.5 - 6HP

98 x 62 x 28cm
Box Size

In the Box
Boat, Seat(s), Floor Slats, Oars, Foot Pump,3 metres 

of 6mm mooring line, Carry Bag & Repair Kit. 

i
For more detailed product speci昀椀cations 
please see our website

Fancy adding 
our inflatable 
High Pressure 
Airdeck Floor?

230SLD Airdeck Floor  

XC-AM230 £149
250SLD Airdeck Floor  

XC-AM250 £159 
330SLD Airdeck Floor with Keel  

XC-AM330 £169

Customer image
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AIR DECK 
320

The Flat Air Deck 2.7m, 3.2m & 3.6m
Our range of Air Deck boats are the perfect craft for any type of on the water activity. Whether it is simply open-water cruising, 昀椀shing or 
even coastal exploration, the Boatworld Air Deck will make your ride super smooth. With it’s V planning hull these SIBS are all about performance and agility. 
The deep v-hull combines great directional stability with performance, and the high-pressure drop stitched 昀氀oor helps soften the ride. 
On all Air Deck models, you have an in昀氀atable keel trapped under the deck resulting in its smooth-looking performance hull.

AIR DECK 
270

AIR DECK 
360

£
BWFAD270-B  

£695
BWFAD320-B 

£850
BWFAD360-B 

£995

270MODEL MODEL320 360

4 People
(500kg)

3 People
(400kg)

270cm x 155cm
Tube Dia. 40cm

32kg

320cm x 155cm
Tube Dia. 42cm

36kg

360cm x 170cm
Tube Dia. 45cm

51kg

V Shaped Hull (In昀氀atable Keel)
High Pressure Drop Stitch Air Matt Floor

5 People
(600kg)

270 320 360

8HP MAX
Recommended

6 - 8HP

20HP MAX
Recommended

15 - 20HP

15HP MAX
Recommended

10 - 12HP

2 Stainless Steel Bow
D Rings for Towing

CAT C - Inshore
Up to 2m high waves

In the Box
Boat, Seat(s), Oars, Pump, 3 metres of 

6mm mooring line, Carry Bag & Repair Kit.

i
For more detailed 
product speci昀椀cations 
please see our website

113 x 64 x 35cm
Box Size

115 x 66 x35cm
Box Size

135 x 66 x 38cm
Box Size
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CUSTOMER REVIEW

C Stone (veri昀椀ed owner) – 26 August 2022
We did loads of research in to what boat would be 

the right one for us...we just wanted something 
that was safe to use on coastal Scottish waters... 

This Airdeck 320 is good to look at... 
It feels really safe to be in. 

SEE THE FULL REVIEW 
ON OUR WEBSITE



£
KA295  

£595
KA365 

£695
KA435 

£925

295MODEL MODEL365 435
2 People
(240kg)

295cm x 112cm
Tube Dia. 36cm

25kg

365cm x 112cm
Tube Dia. 36cm

30kg

435cm x 112cm
Tube Dia. 36cm

35kg

V Shaped Hull (In昀氀atable Keel)
High Pressure Drop Stitch Air Deck Floor

3 People
(400kg)

295 365 435
10HP MAX

Recommended
2.5 - 8HP

6HP MAX
Recommended

2.5 - 6HP

1 Stainless Steel Bow
D Rings for Towing

CAT C - Inshore
Up to 2m high waves

Boat, 2x Seats (295, 360 Boats), 
3x Seats (435 Boat), 2x Oars, 1x Pump, 

3 metres of 6mm mooring line, Carry Bag, & Repair Kit

i
For more detailed 
product speci昀椀cations 
please see our website

80 x 60 x 35cm
Box Size

80 x 64 x 35cm
Box Size

CUSTOMER REVIEW

 James (veri昀椀ed owner) – 20 July 2022
Excellent quality boat had it a year or so now gone out to sea 

a few times handles waves and swells very well for its size 
cat c so up to 2 metre waves can be safely taken on sturdy 

construction easy to set up and move around. I have the 435 
which is the largest but only really room for 2 adults once you 

have your gear on board. All in all a very good product a 
cheap way to get out to sea when matched with a 

decent engine. I would recommend 
this product.

Boatworld Inflatable Kayaks 
2.95m, 3.65m & 4.35m 
Check out our range of Boatworld Kayak boats for this season. An in昀氀atable keel trapped under a high pressure deck gives these boats 
a fast planing hull and terri昀椀c performance. Light and very agile, these boats don’t require much HP to get them up and away! 
Finished in grey 0.9mm cloth with black trim.

KAYAK 
435

KAYAK 
365

KAYAK 
295

Borika FASTen Tripod 
Support Stand 
SC800. Open up your setup to new options. 
This support stand is great for use on a stand 
up paddleboard, kayak or small boat. The 
Borika FASTen tripod support stand 昀椀ts into 
3 base mounts (not included), this then has 
two mounts on top for your chosen Borika 
accessories. You can use this stand as 
something to hold on to or in conjunction with a 
昀椀shing rod holder, camera holder or 昀椀sh 昀椀nder.
£207.95 

Inflatable Boats
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CAT D
Up to 0.3m high waves

3 Towing D rings at bow

The Boatworld Round Tail Tender
Round Tail tenders are an excellent all-round in昀氀atable dinghy. They are perfect for use as a tender, as an auxiliary boat or they can also 
be used as a small family dinghy. The round tail, unique in design, creates extra space in your boat without compromising on the size. Having 365 degrees 
of tubes and removing the sponsons creates a compact design that can be rolled down and then stowed in its carry bag, taking up little room when storing. 
As well as being easy to row, each boat is supplied with a bracket to mount an outboard motor, up to 2.5hp. If you are wanting to add a bit more stability to 
your 昀氀oor then you have the option to add an air deck 昀氀oor. This rigid 昀氀oor is constructed from the same material as an in昀氀atable stand-up paddleboard.

The drop stitched high-pressure 昀氀oor design replaces your slats for a solid feel 昀氀oor. 
The 昀椀tting of the 昀氀oor is very easy, simply lay the 昀氀oor into your boat whilst the tubes are slightly de昀氀ated 
and tuck under the tubes. In昀氀ate the air 昀氀oor and then re-in昀氀ate the partially de昀氀ated tubes of your boat.  BWRT-AF £74.95

Round Tail TenderMODEL
2 People + 1 Child

(350kg)

240cm x 140cm
Tube Dia. 38cm

22kg

Flat Hull Slatted Floor -
4 Wooden Slats

£
BWRT  

£395

2.5HP MAX Recommended
2 - 2.5HP

105 x 60 x 30cm
Box Size

In the Box
Boat, Seats, Oars, Pump, 
Carry Bag & Repair Kit. 

i
For more detailed product speci昀椀cations 
please see our website

Check out this selection from our hundreds of customer images. Big thanks to everyone for sending us your images!

Inflatable Boats

Fancy adding our inflatable High Pressure 
Air Floor to your Round Tail Tender?

BOATWORLD BOATS OUT IN THE WILD
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Honwave Boats
The stylish range of Honwave in昀氀atables are light, portable and easy to use. Built from the highest 
grade marine PVC, they are tough, durable and capable of taking on the harshest of environments.
Honwave’s aluminium-deck in昀氀atables are ideal watercraft for just about any nautical activity. 
Rugged and ready to go, their extra-large buoyancy guarantees smooth and safe cruising every time. 
The Honwave air v-昀氀oors are light and fast and are packed with comfort and performance features. 
Their deep-V hull design signi昀椀cantly optimises keel performance and ensures maximum stability at 
virtually any speed. The hull design incorporates an extended rear in昀氀ated 昀氀oor trim pad for effortless 
directional agility, responsive helm balance and increased buoyancy.

Honwave Aluminium Deck 
Inflatable Boat HWAF. 

T30-AE (3m) 
£1,150

T35-AE (3.5m) 
£1,250

T25-AE (2.5m) 
£950

T40-AE (4m) 
£1,350

Honwave Slatted Floor 
Inflatable boat HWSLF. 

 T25-SE (2.5m) 
£850

T20-SE (2m) 
£750

Honwave Accessories see the full range on our website

Honwave Bow Bag
The Honwave Bow Bag comes in a number of 
sizes for all the different Honwave boats.
T41 昀椀ts T25-SE, T25-AE
T51 昀椀ts T30-AE, T96 昀椀ts T24-IE
T61 昀椀ts T27-IE, T32-IE, T91 昀椀ts T38-IE
T71 昀椀ts T35-AE, T81 昀椀ts T40-AE
£58.95

Honwave Boat Bag
The Honwave Boat Bags come in a number of 
different sizes for all the different Honwave boats.
T41 for: T20-SE
T51 for: T24-IE, T25-SE, T25-AE, T30-AE, T27-IE, T32-IE. 
T61 for: T35-AE, T38-IE. Bag for Boat Only.
T81 for: T40-AE. Bag for Boat Only.
T70 for: T35-AE, T38-IE. Bag for Aluminium Floor. 
T90 for: T40-AE. Bag for Aluminium Floor.
£46.95

Honwave E3 
Transport Wheel Kit
06427-ZV5-T20HE. designed for all 
E3 versions of aluminium and air 昀氀oor 
Honwave In昀氀atable Boats. The swan neck 
is designed to go round the join between 
the 昀氀oor and the transom board.  Stow or 
remove when not in use. 
Saftey line included.

£272.95

Honwave Seat Bag
The Honwave Seat Bags come in 3 different sizes 
suitable for all the different Honwave boats. 
T11 is suitable for
T25-SE/T25-AE/T30-AE/T27-IE/T32-IE 
T21 is suitable for
T35-AE/T38-IE 
T31 is suitable for
T40-AE
£41.95

Honwave Air V Floor 
Inflatable Boat 

T27-IE (2.7m) 
£1,150

T32-IE (3.2m) 
£1,250

T24-IE (2.4m) 
£1,050

T38-IE (3.8m) 
£1,350

18 T : 01246 453815
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Compass 285 Tender
Compass are a family business based in Athens, Greece and have been making GRP boats since 1965. Boatworld are the UK 
distributors for Compass in the UK and Ireland. The baby of the Compass family of boats is the 285. 
This is, once again, an unsinkable fully GRP constructed, capable boat from Compass. The Compass 285 is ideal for 2 adults as a 
昀椀shing boat, either inshore, in estuaries or on a lake. Easy to launch and handle and is nice and stable in the water. It has a beautifully 
crafted planing cathedral hull so is a very stable boat and an excellent 昀椀shing platform and is a high quality boat in its class. 
The Compass 285 tender is a professionally made boat designed to offer you many years of service.

Standard features:

• Class D rated for 2 adults up to 8hp MAX 
(2.5-8hp recommended)

• Size 2.85mt (9ft 4”) x 1.35m beam (4ft 5”)
• Weight: 70kg
• Hinged bow locker

• Fitted engine transom plate

• 2 x stern and 1 x bow deck cleats

• Centre and transom bench seating 
for 2- 4 adults

• 2 x moulded  ABS handles on transom

• Fitted s/s bow eye
• Black rubbing strip all round hull

• Compass badges x 2

• 285 graphics on hull

• Reinforced deck area for oar rowlocks

• “Unsinkable” design
• Drain hole in top deck

• Threaded bilge drain plug bung

BOAT ONLY CP285  £1395
 
Optional extras:

• Pair of sectional aluminium oars c/w 
rowlocks , oar clips and mounts

• Bench seat bag and cushion

• Road trailer

• Range of Borika accessories.

• Range of engines from 2.5-8hp.
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Fishing Tenders

Tahe SportyYak 213  
BO120. The SportyYak 213 is the ideal dinghy. 
Man-powered or with a small engine, perfect in 
all situations and can be easily stored. 
During holidays, she becomes a big safe toy 
for the children. In harbours, lakes, rivers or 
on the beach, in any situation, the SportyYak 
213 is the most versatile dinghy available. 
Equipment: 2 Oars. 3 Rowlocks. 
1 Rope. 3 Rowlock brackets. 
Length; 2.13m ( 7 feet). 
Width; 1.15m (3.9 feet). 
Weight; 19KG (42 lbs). 
Capacity; 2 people (374 lbs or 169kg). 
Available in Blue or Green.
£429.95

Tahe SportyYak 245  
B0201. Exceptionally light, solidly built, incredibly long-lasting and 
stable, SportyYak boats have built a solid reputation in the world 
of leisure boating. The SportyYak 245 is the result of 35 years 
of experience and development! Light weight, easy to transport, 
giving you excellent glide when you row, it can also be 昀椀tted 
with either a thermal or electric motor. From carrying men and 
equipment to an anchored boat, to getting out to the best 昀椀shing 
spots, to being a great toy for the kids. There are almost no limits 
for this super safe and versatile boat! Accessories included with 
the dinghy: 2 oars. 3 rowlocks. 3 rowlock brackets. 1 rope. 
1 seat. 2-wheel system. Length; 2.45m. Width; 1.20m. Weight; 
39kg. Capacity; 3 people 289kg. Priority: Stability and safety. 
Catamaran shape and integrated all-terrain wheels make 
transport easy. Green or blue.
£759.95

INTEREST 

FREE 
CREDIT

available on any order 
over £99 in value



1 Cylinder 72cc 4 Stroke 
2.5hp @5000rpm

Foward & Neutral Gears

17” Standard Shaft

Manual Recoil Pull Start Cord

Intergated 1 Litre Fuel Tank

15kg Dry Weight

360° Steering

Throttle Tensioner

Intergrated Carry Handle

Orca 2.5hp The Orca 2.5hp is the smallest outboard motor in the 
Orca four-stroke range. The Orca 2.5hp utilises a single cylinder, water cooled 
power unit that is extremely compact in its design.

FREE 
CARRY 
BAG 
WITH THIS 
ENGINE

OR2.5-CB  £595

OR6 17” standard shaft £975  OR6LS 22” long shaft £1025

1 Cylinder 139cc 4 Stroke 
6hp @5000rpm

Forward, Neutral 
& Reverse Gears
17” Standard 
& 22” Long Shaft
Intergrated 1.4 Litre 
Fuel Tank

External Fuel 
Tank Connector

26kg 
Dry Weight

Start In 
Gear Protection

Manual Recoil 
Pull Start Cord

Intergrated 
Carry Handle

Orca 6hp These 4 Stroke Outboard Engines from Orca, with their smart, 
stylish looks, are light and easy to handle. They are convenient to store and use, 
offering the power you need to hit the water with con昀椀dence.

Throttle 
Tensioner

OR8-S 17” standard shaft £1050  OR8-L 22” long shaft £1100

1 Cylinder 165cc 4 Stroke 
8hp @5000rpm

Forward, Neutral 
& Reverse Gears
17” Standard 
& 22” Long Shaft
Intergrated 1.4 Litre 
Fuel Tank

External Fuel 
Tank Connector

26kg 
Dry Weight

Start In 
Gear Protection

Manual Recoil 
Pull Start Cord

Intergrated 
Carry Handle

Orca 8hp Convenient to store and use, as well as offering the power you need to hit 
the water with con昀椀dence. The 6 & 8 HP are essentially the same engine apart from the 8HP 
gets its extra power from an enlarged piston bore and carburettor.

Throttle 
Tensioner

20 T : 01246 453815
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Electric Start

Electric Start

Through Hub 
Exhaust

Orca 9.9hp If you’re looking for the winning combination of easy handling and 
great control, look no further than the Orca 9.9hp outboard. 
The perfect combination of power to weight ratio.

OR9.9 17” standard shaft  £1700  OR9.8HPL. 22” long shaft £1750

Twin Cylinder 212cc 4 Stroke 
9.9hp @5500rpm

Forward, Neutral 
& Reverse Gears
17” Standard 
& 22” Long Shaft

40kg 
Dry Weight

Start In 
Gear Protection

Manual Recoil 
Pull Start Cord

Throttle 
Tensioner

3 Gallon External Fuel Tank & 
Quick Connect Lead

Through Hub 
Exhaust

Orca 9.9hp Electric Start Renowned in the Orca range as 
the perfect combination of power to weight ratio - the Orca 9.9hp now comes with the 
convenience of electric start - push the button and off you go!

OR9.9ES 17” standard shaft  £2000  OR9.9LES 22” long shaft £2050

Twin Cylinder 212cc 4 Stroke 
9.9hp @5500rpm

Forward, Neutral 
& Reverse Gears
17” Standard 
& 22” Long Shaft

40kg 
Dry Weight

Start In 
Gear Protection

Throttle 
Tensioner

3 Gallon External Fuel Tank & 
Quick Connect Lead

Electric Start 
With Backup Manual Recoil Start

Through Hub 
Exhaust

Orca 12hp If you’re looking for the winning combination of easy handling and 
great control, look no further than the Orca 12hp outboard. 
The perfect combination of power to weight ratio.

OR12-S 17” standard shaft  £1750  OR12-L 22” long shaft £1800

Twin Cylinder 212cc 4 Stroke 
12hp @5500rpm

Forward, Neutral 
& Reverse Gears
17” Standard 
& 22” Long Shaft

40kg 
Dry Weight

Start In 
Gear Protection

Manual Recoil 
Pull Start Cord

Throttle 
Tensioner

3 Gallon External Fuel Tank & 
Quick Connect Lead

Through Hub 
Exhaust

Orca 12hp Electric Start Easy handling, great control now with 
electric start - fancy treating yourself? Then look no further than the Orca 12hp outboard. 
The perfect combination of power to weight ratio and convenience. 

OR12-S-ES 17” standard shaft  £2050  OR12-L-ES 22” long shaft £2100

Twin Cylinder 212cc 4 Stroke 
12hp @5500rpm

Forward, Neutral 
& Reverse Gears
17” Standard 
& 22” Long Shaft

40kg 
Dry Weight

Start In 
Gear Protection

Throttle 
Tensioner

3 Gallon External Fuel Tank & 
Quick Connect Lead

Electric Start 
With Backup Manual Recoil Start
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Orca 15hp Electric Start Want easy handling and great control, 
look no further than the Orca 15hp outboard. Electric start…push the button and go! 
12v/6amp charging included.

OR15 17” standard shaft  £2350 OR15LS 22” long shaft  £2400

Twin Cylinder 362cc 4 Stroke 
15hp @5500rpm

Forward, Neutral 
& Reverse Gears
17” Standard 
& 22” Long Shaft
Gear Start Protection, Oil & 
Temperature Overheat Warning Lights
Automatic 
Choke

5 Gallon External Fuel Tank & 
Quick Connect Lead
55kg 
Dry Weight

Electric Start 
With Backup Manual Recoil Start

Throttle 
Tensioner

Through Hub 
Exhaust

Hose Lock 
Flush Fitting

Remote Control 
Optional Extra

Electric Start

Orca 20hp Electric Start If you’re looking for the winning combination 
of easy handling and great control, look no further than the Orca 20hp outboard. Ideal for 
3.8m boats and up. Electric start…push the button and go! 12v/6amp charging included.

OR20-S 17” standard shaft  £2450 OR20L 22” long shaft  £2500

Twin Cylinder 362cc 4 Stroke 
20hp @5500rpm

Forward, Neutral 
& Reverse Gears
17” Standard 
& 22” Long Shaft
Gear Start Protection, Oil & 
Temperature Overheat Warning Lights
Automatic 
Choke

5 Gallon External Fuel Tank & 
Quick Connect Lead
58kg 
Dry Weight

Electric Start 
With Backup Manual Recoil Start

Throttle 
Tensioner

Through Hub 
Exhaust

Hose Lock 
Flush Fitting

Remote Control 
Optional Extra

Electric Start

Orca 25hp Electric Start The biggest power unit in the Orca Line up, 
offering the winning combination of easy handling and great control. Ideal for 3.8m boats and 
up. Electric start…push the button and go! 12v/6amp charging included.

OR25-S 17” standard shaft  £2650 OR25-L 22” long shaft  £2700

Twin Cylinder 362cc 4 Stroke 
25hp @5500rpm

Forward, Neutral 
& Reverse Gears
17” Standard 
& 22” Long Shaft
Gear Start Protection, Oil & 
Temperature Overheat Warning Lights
Automatic 
Choke

5 Gallon External Fuel Tank & 
Quick Connect Lead
58kg 
Dry Weight

Electric Start 
With Backup Manual Recoil Start

Throttle 
Tensioner

Through Hub 
Exhaust

Hose Lock 
Flush Fitting

Remote Control 
Optional Extra

Electric Start
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Responsible for ensuring 
Orca outboards are of 
top notch quality.

Gary has been overseeing 
the Orca brand since 2016, 
he gives every Outboard a 
thorough PDI (Pre delivery 
inspection) and bench test 
to ensure that every Orca 
outboard is ready for the 
water straight out of the box.

Thanks to Gary’s knowledge and 
expertise, in 2022 we brought in our 3 year warranty which has gone down a 
storm with customers, making our Orca Outboards even more popular.
Gary also oversees our aftersales service on our Honda Outboards dealership.
So if its Outboards, Gary’s your man.

Meet our Outboard 
Tech Guru 
Gary Wilkinson
Head of Boatworld Outboards 
and Servicing.



1 Cylinder 37.68cc 4 stroke 
1.3hp (1.0kw) @6500rpm
Twist & Go Centrifugal Clutch 
Forward & Neutral

Adjustable Shaft

Manual Recoil Pull Start Cord

Intergated 0.7 Litre Fuel Tank

9.8kg Dry Weight

360° Steering

Throttle Tensioner

Intergrated Carry Handle

Orca 1.3hp This neat 4 stroke air cooled outboard motor 
is quiet, lightweight and clean. It can run for more than a hour 
on a single tank of fuel!

OR 1.2 £225 FREE 
CARRY 
BAG 
WITH THIS 
ENGINE

1 Cylinder 57cc 4 stroke 
2.3hp @5000rpm

Twist & Go Centrifugal Clutch 
Forward & Neutral

17” Standard 
& 22” Long Shaft

Manual Recoil Pull Start Cord

Intergated 0.7 Litre Fuel Tank

13.5kg Dry Weight Standard 
14kg Dry Weight Long Shaft

360° Steering

Throttle Tensioner

Intergrated Carry Handle

Honda 2.3hp Quiet and reliable. Even being the tiniest Honda engine in the 
range, you’ll be surprised how much fun you can have from it. Accurately controls the ignition 
timing, so when you start – even from cold – the air-cooled BF2.3 will never let you down.

BF2.3SCHU 17” standard shaft  £790 BF2.3-LCHU 22” long shaft  £820

Twin Cylinder 127cc 4 Stroke 
6hp @5500rpm

Forward, Neutral 
& Reverse Gears
17” Standard 
& 22” Long Shaft

27kg Dry Weight Standard  
27.5kg Dry Weight Long Shaft
Throttle 
Tensioner

Through Hub 
Exhaust

Honda 6hp Compact, portable and easy to use, this range of marine engines 
are packed full of the very latest Honda innovation. So it’s not just clever engineering, 
it’s Engineering For Life.

BF6-SHNU 17” standard shaft £1400 BF6-LHNU 22” long shaft £1435

Manual Recoil Pull Start Cord

Intergated 0.7 Litre Fuel Tank

Twin Cylinder 222cc 4 Stroke 
10hp @5500rpm

Forward, Neutral 
& Reverse Gears
17” Standard 
& 22” Long Shaft
Gear Start Protection, Oil & 
Temperature Overheat Warning Lights
Automatic 
Choke

42kg Dry Weight Standard 
48kg Dry Weight Long Shaft

Electric Start 
Optional Extra

Throttle 
Tensioner

Through Hub 
Exhaust

Hose Lock 
Flush Fitting

Remote Control 
Optional Extra

BF10-SHU 17” standard shaft £2515 BF10-LHU 22” long shaft £2515

Honda 10hp The BF10 is renowned for offering superior reliability and economy, 
with responsive power and performance. And all this comes in a compact and portable 
design. 4 -Stoke Water Cooled. OHC 2-Cylinder.
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Twin Cylinder 350cc 4 Stroke 
15hp @5500rpm

Forward, Neutral 
& Reverse Gears
17” Standard 
& 22” Long Shaft
Gear Start Protection, Oil & 
Temperature Overheat Warning Lights
Automatic 
Choke

46.5kg Dry Weight Standard 
49.5kg Dry Weight Long Shaft

Electric Start 
Optional Extra

Throttle 
Tensioner

Through Hub 
Exhaust

Hose Lock 
Flush Fitting

Remote Control 
Optional Extra

BF15-SHU 17” standard shaft £2905 BF15-LHU 22” long shaft £2905

Honda 15hp The BF15 is renowned for offering superior reliability and economy, 
with responsive power and performance. And all this comes in a compact and portable 
design. 4 -Stoke Water Cooled. OHC 2-Cylinder. 

Twin Cylinder 350cc 4 Stroke 
20hp @5500rpm

Forward, Neutral 
& Reverse Gears
17” Standard 
& 22” Long Shaft
Gear Start Protection, Oil & 
Temperature Overheat Warning Lights
Automatic 
Choke

49.5kg Dry Weight Standard 
52kg Dry Weight Long Shaft

Electric Start 
Optional Extra

Throttle 
Tensioner

Through Hub 
Exhaust

Hose Lock 
Flush Fitting

Remote Control 
Optional Extra

BF20-SHU 17” standard shaft £3355 BF20-LHU 22” long shaft £3355

Honda 20hp A 20hp outboard that is actually portable . With foldaway handles, 
they’re perfect for any boat that needs pocket-sized power. This engine is so quiet you don’t 
need to raise your voice when you raise the power.

Three Cylinder 552cc 4 Stroke 
30hp @5500rpm

Forward, Neutral 
& Reverse Gears
17” Standard 
& 22” Long Shaft
Gear Start Protection, Oil & 
Temperature Overheat Warning Lights
Automatic 
Choke

77.5kg Dry Weight Standard 
79.5kg Dry Weight Long Shaft
Electronic 
PGM-IG
Throttle 
Tensioner

Through Hub 
Exhaust

Hose Lock 
Flush Fitting

Remote Control 
Optional Extra

BF30-S 17” standard shaft £5355 BF30-LHGU 22” long shaft £5355

Honda 30hp A mid-sized engine that thinks it’s a giant. Zipping across your 
favourite stretch of water or nipping around the coastline is when you’ll realise that choosing a 
Honda was a great decision.

Electronic PGM-IG

Three Cylinder 808cc 4 Stroke 
40hp @5500rpm
Forward, Neutral 
& Reverse Gears
17” Standard 
& 22” Long Shaft
Gear Start Protection, Oil & 
Temperature Overheat Warning Lights
Automatic 
Choke

96kg Dry Weight Standard 
98kg Dry Weight Long Shaft

Electronic 
PGM-IG
Throttle 
Tensioner

Through Hub 
Exhaust

Hose Lock 
Flush Fitting

Remote Control

BF40-SRTZ 17” standard shaft £6540 BF40-LRTU 22” long shaft £6540

Honda 40hp Electric Start The BF40 is a light, compact 808cc 
three-cylinder engine, with strong torque and exciting performance. PGM-Fi electronic fuel 
injection for easy start up, powerful acceleration and outstanding fuel economy.
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Fuel & Handling

Maintenance & Storage

Boatworld Dual Feed 
Outboard Motor Flusher 

BW370. Engine attachment for 昀氀ushing 
outboards with clean, fresh water. 
Supplied with 昀氀ushing connector.
£15.95

Boatworld Round Outboard Motor Flusher
ROMF. The Boatworld Round Outboard Motor Flusher is an engine 
attachment for 昀氀ushing outboards and stern drives with clean, 
freshwater. These 昀氀ush muffs with round ears are a great 昀椀t 
for our smaller and larger outboard engines and prevent any 
damage to your engine from overheating. Works with our 
Orca Outboards 9.8hp – 25hp. Will NOT 
work with the 2.5, 6 or 8hp. Suitable for 
other brand outboards from 8HP – 200HP 
£9.95

USE WITH BLUTHRU USE WITH BLUTHRU

Orca Fuel Connector
XC320-1. Orca fuel connector, uprate the 
6 HP Orca Outboard Engine 
and most outboards 
with small internal tank to 
an external tank option.

£6.95

Outboard 
engine trolley 
up to 
60kg/20HP 

3673. A lightweight, 
engine holding stand for 
motor storage. 
Also suitable for all brands 
of outboards with clamp 
screw transom mount. 
Max weight approx 60kg. 

£69.99

Smith & Allan Geartech EP 
80w-90 Gearbox Oil
Geartech EP 80W-90 is a high-quality axle and 昀椀nal 
drive lubricant, formulated using high quality, virgin, 
mineral base stocks which incorporate 
a tailored additive system. The 
昀氀uid exhibits outstanding extreme 
pressure capabilities, hence offering 
excellent load carrying properties 
and anti-wear protection. The 昀氀uid is 
thermally stable and highly resistant 
to oxidation, as well as displaying 
excellent control over foaming and 
protecting against corrosion.

OGO-100ml £1.50

OGO-120ml £2.40

OGO-250ml £4.80

OGO-330ml £6.00

Orca Outboard Oil
All season SAE 
10w-30 engine oil. 
OOO-1. 100ml £2
OOO-2. 350ml £3
OOO-3. 600ml £5
OOO-4. 1000ml £9
OOO-7. 1600ml £12
OOO-6. 2000ml £16

Boatworld Large Fuel Funnel
OOFF.  Integrated 昀椀lter so unwanted bits 
don’t get into your fuel and block the fuel 
system/carb. 18cm Diameter
22cm in length
Removable 昀椀lter
£9.99

Honda Fuel Line 
Connector
HFC. For use with any standard fuel line 
to attach the fuel line to Honda outboard 
engines. Suitable for use with Honda 
outboards after 2004.
£7.95

Boatworld Small Fuel Funnel
BWSFF. Built in 昀椀lter.
8cm Diameter
10cm in length

£4.95

Boatworld Outboard Padlock 
430DSPT. Perfect for locking your up your outboard 
securely Works on all Orca outboards and is a 
universal 昀椀t. 
£39.90

Boatworld Outboard 
3 or 5 Gallon Fuel Tank 
with Fuel Line & Pump Bulb
Moulded out of tough plastic. Built in carrying handle. 
Air bleed screw 昀椀tted into fuel cap. Built in fuel gauge. 
Comes complete with fuel line from tank to engine 
with inline pumping bulb. 

XC1789111. 
3 Gallon Capacity 

£59.95

OEFT-5. 
5 Gallon Capacity 

£79.95

GO A LOT 
FURTHER! 
3 or 5 GALLON 
FUEL TANK

Orca Outboard 
Engine Carry Bag 

ORB-1. Makes carrying your 
outboard motor a whole lot easier. 
The  bag is super heavy duty 
construction and wraps around  
and under the cowl of 
your outboard with 
2 QR webbing straps 
and buckles and an 
additional rope 
draw cord.

Wide webbing 
shoulder strap. 
Suits most outboards 
up to 3.5 HP. 

£19.95

STA-BIL 360 Marine Fuel 
Stabiliser 8oz 236ml 

STA-22239. Specially formulated for use in 
harsh marine environments, STA-BIL 360 
Marine offsets the effects of moisture in 
today’s ethanol-blended fuels and protects 
marine engines all-year-round, including 
periods of storage.

£13.95

STA-BIL 360 Marine Fuel 
Stabiliser 8oz 236ml 

STA-22239. Specially formulated for use in 
harsh marine environments, STA-BIL 360 
Marine offsets the effects of moisture in 
today’s ethanol-blended fuels and protects 
marine engines all-year-round, including 
periods of storage.

£9.95

CHECK OUT 
OUR OUTBOARD 
SERVICE KITS 
ON PAGE 27
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Hydrofoil Fins 
(dual fins) 
from 5hp to 
150hp 
XC225-1. Hydrofoils increase the 
surface area of the cavitation plate 
creating more lift, and raising the 
stern. The result is a boat that planes 
faster, rides smoother, has increased 
stability, and consumes less fuel. 
Size : Each 昀椀n: 260mm x 215mm. 
Fits 40hp-150hp. 
£19.95

Hydrofoil Fins from 40hp to 350hp 
HF-350. Hydrofoils increase the surface area of the cavitation plate 
creating more lift, and raising the stern. The result is a boat that 
planes faster, rides smoother, has increased stability and consumes 
less fuel. It can also help lift the skier, wakeboarder etc out of the 
water much quicker. Hydro foils, also known as whale tails, improve 
the overall performance in outboards or stern drive powered boats. 
Suitable for outboards from 40hp to 350hp. 
Universal 昀椀t. 
Comes with 
昀椀xtures & 昀椀ttings. 
Dimensions: 340mm 
x 370mm (width). 
£42.95

Hydrofoil Fins from 8hp to 40hp 
HF-40. Hydrofoils increase the surface area of the cavitation plate 
creating more lift, and raising the stern. The result is a boat that 
planes faster, rides smoother, has increased stability and consumes 
less fuel. It can also help lift the skier, wakeboarder etc out of the 
water much quicker. Hydro foils, also known as whale tails, improve 
the overall performance in outboards or stern drive powered boats.
Suitable for outboards from 8hp 
to 40hp. Universal 昀椀t. Suitable 
for Orca Outboards from 
15hp upwards. Comes 
with 昀椀xtures & 昀椀ttings. 
Dimensions: 340mm 
x 370mm (width). 
£34.95

Blu Thru is a safe and fast salt removal system that improves marine engine cooling performance by removing built up salt residue reducing corrosion 
in cooling chambers and heat risers. Blu Thru unlike many of our competitors has been lab and 昀椀eld tested without harm to internal engine seals or 
gaskets, in fact Blu Thru is designed to lubricate and protect your engine seals, water pump and gaskets. This product is a total clean no scrub salt 
removal system for your boat, motor, tackle, 昀椀shing rods, 昀椀shing reels, trailer, dive equipment, beach furniture and sea side home windows.

Marine Flush Kit XC1168. Each Kit contains a dispenser,  Flush Tablets, discount coupon, and instructions.  One 40 tablet bottle of the Blu 
Thru tablets will provide 10 engine 昀氀ushes and 10, 25 foot boat wash-down rinses, using 3 tablets for 昀氀ush and 1 for wash down in our 5:1 wash wand. 
£29.95

Tablet Refill Kit XC1169. Patented, environmentally friendly and race proven, 
our salt removal tablets will clean and protect your engine’s internal cooling components, gaskets, 
lubricate rubber, and o-rings. The 40 tablet bottle will provide 12 engine 昀氀ushes on average. 
£19.95

Scan for 
engine 
flush
video

Make your engine like new with Salt Bustin’ Blu Thru !!

Blu Thru Test Result

2 tablets left to soak for 2 days
Before After

TRADE ENQUIRIES 
WELCOME

Great Blu Thru 
review from 

Motorboat Owner... 

5/5 for 
performance

We'll have that!!

HYDROFOIL FIN 
MEGA DEAL!

FASTen - Borika 
Universal Tiller Extender 
46.01. This is used to control a boat motor/
engine in a situation where one needs to shift 
the centre of gravity closer to the bow of a boat. 
600mm long. 

£27.95

Boatworld Tiller Arm Extension 
C16140. Boatworld Tiller Arm Extension Extendable arm 
24”- 40” (60cm x 101cm). Anodised tiller arm perfect for 
saltwater use. Universal 昀椀t with tightening bolt 
which should 昀椀t most outboard tillers. 
Works on all Orca Outboards.
£24.90

Boatworld Telescopic 
Tiller Arm Extender 
TTAE. A tiller arm extender can aid the shift of the 
centre of gravity towards the bow of the boat 
which aids planing on in昀氀atable boats. It can 
also help if you have a cuddy-style boat 
with an outboard with the tiller to 
help steer and accelerate 
from inside the boat. 

Clamps on tiller arm for 
good control and easy release. 

Telescopic from 85cm to 115cm. 
Easy grip handle for comfort. 

£28.95

Performance
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Orca Outboard 
15hp / 20hp / 25hp 
1st Service Maintenance Kit
All the parts required to perform the 1st service 
on your Orca outboard. 
OSMK-15-1ST, OSMK-20-1ST 
OSMK-25-1ST
£34.95

Orca Outboard 
15hp / 20hp / 25hp
Full Service Maintenance Kit
All the parts required to perform a full service 
on your Orca outboard.
O15HP-FSK, O20HP-FSK, O25HP-FSK
£74.95

Orca Outboard 
2.5hp 
1st Service Maintenance Kit
All the parts required to perform the 1st service 
on your Orca outboard. 
OSMK-2.5-1ST
£19.95

Orca Outboard 
2.5hp 
Full Service Maintenance Kit
All the parts required to perform a full service 
on your Orca outboard. 
O2.5HP-FSK
£44.95

Orca Outboard 
6hp / 8hp 
1st Service Maintenance Kit
All the parts required to perform the 1st service 
on your Orca outboard. 
OSMK-6-1ST 
OSMK-8-1ST 

£24.95

Orca Outboard 
6hp / 8hp 
Full Service Maintenance Kit
All the parts required to perform a full service 
on your Orca outboard. 
O6HP-FSK, O8HP-FSK
£49.95

Orca Outboard 
9.9hp / 12hp 
1st Service Maintenance Kit
All the parts required to perform the 1st service on 
your Orca outboard. 
OSMK-9.9-1ST 
OSMK-12-1ST
£29.95

Orca Outboard 
9.9hp / 12hp
Full Service Maintenance Kit
All the parts required to perform a full service 
on your Orca outboard. 
O9.9HP-FSK, O12HP-FSK
£69.95

FULL STOCK OF 
ENGINE SPARES & PARTS 
See our website or call the team
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Outboard Motor Spare Parts

OUTBOARD SERVICING 
& MAINTENANCE WORK 
undertaken in our workshop in Chesterfield 

Sign up to our 

SERVICE PLAN
From £150 a year we can 
service & winterise your engine. 
No matter where you are in the country. 
Ask one of our team members for details.



Thrustme Cruiser Being lightweight, compact 
and easily mounted makes the Cruiser an ideal small motor to 昀椀t 
most 昀氀oating devices such as SUPs and Kayaks.

18v Brushless Motor

Built In 259Wh 18V 
Lithium Ion

Runs for up to 2.5 Hours

4 Hours Charging Time 
230v 3A

Adjustable Shaft Length

3.3kg

16kg Thrust (Approx 2hp) 
14kg Reverse Thrust 

775-CRUISER  £1250

Snap On/Off Wireless Remote

6 Forward & Reverse Speeds

Orca 56lb & 86lb The perfect electric motor for driving your in昀氀atable boat. 
Equipped with a telescopic tiller. The depth of the leg and pressure 
of the steering is also adjustable.

58Ib XC-OE58  £235 
86Ib ORE86  £295

58Ib 12v Brush Motor 
86Ib 24v Brush Motor

5 Forward & 3 Reverse Speeds

58Ib: 1700 Rev/Min 
86Ib: 1900 Rev/Min

Telescopic Tiller Arm

50db Noise Level

11kg for 56lb 
12kg for 86lb

360˚ Steering

Adjustable Leg Depth

58Ib: x1 12V 86Ib: x2 12v 50-60AH 
Recommended Battery Size, Not Included

Thrustme Kicker Lightweight and compact, the kicker lends itself perfectly 
as a short range propulsion system for a tender that will get you to and from the shore 
with no fuss and no noise. Fully enclosed propeller.

THRK  £1350

18v Brushless Motor

Built In 259Wh 18.5V 
Lithium Ion

4 Hours Charging Time 230v 3A 
Runs for up to 2.5 Hours

Adjustable Shaft Length

4.4kg

16KG Thrust 14kg Reverse Thrust 
Approx 2hp petrol equivalent 

1000 Charge 
Life Expectancy

Snap On/Off Wireless Remote

6 Forward & Reverse Speeds

Why consider 
an electric 
outboard? 
 

Going electric is a smart way to cut down on weight, 
maintenance time /cost and help the environment. 
With their quiet operation and ef昀椀cient power, 
electric outboards are very versatile. 

Perfect for use on lightweight craft such as an in昀氀atable boat, 
kayak or tender. Charge your outboard straight from the mains 

or even solar for reliable 

and sustainable boating.

2 Year Warranty2

2 Year Warranty2
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Solar-Chargeable Solar-Chargeable

Torqeedo Travel 603 Whisper-quiet, direct-drive technology. 
The lightest Torqeedo. These clean and convenient electric outboards 
make motoring easy and carefree.

Brushless Motor

Intergated 915Wh Lithium Ion

Onboard Computer 
With GPS-Based Range Calculation

Short Shaft (62.5cm) 

Ultra-Quiet 33db

15.5kg Total 11.3kg 
Without Battery

2hp Petrol Equivalent 
19.95KG Static Thrust

IP67 Waterproof Rated

Instantaneous Throttle 
Response

Instantaneous Throttle 
Response

TT603  £1569

Torqeedo Travel 1103  A durable, dynamic 
direct-drive motor with a high-performance lithium-ion battery 
and a built-in onboard computer with GPS.

Brushless Motor

Intergated 915Wh Lithium Ion

Onboard Computer 
With GPS-Based Range Calculation

Available In Short Shaft (62.5cm)  
& Long Shaft (75cm)

Ultra-Quiet 33db

17.3kg Total 
11.3kg Without Battery

3hp Petrol Equivalent 
31.75KG Static Thrust

IP67 Waterproof Rated

1151-00 Standard shaft  £2049
1152-00 Long shaft  £2079

Temo 450 Eco-friendly, universal and light. Designed to adapt to all boat types 
and uses, Temo allows you to make your dinghy trips and your harbour and mooring 
manoeuvres without stressing your body or your mind.

25v Brushless Motor 
450W Motor Power

Built In Lithium Ion Battery

31/2 Hour Charging Time with 220V

130 to 170cm Shaft Length

220V or 12/24V Charging

4.9kg

12kg Static Thrust 
Approx 2hp petrol equivalent

IP67 Waterproof Rated

Trigger Throttle Control

TEMO-450  £1499

Torqeedo Cruise 3.0 A 6 horsepower-equivalent drive system for 
sailboats up to 30 feet or displacement hulls up to 3 tons. Runs on 24-volts (not included) 
and is best paired with one or more Power 24-3500 lithium-ion batteries.

Brushless Motor

Onboard Computer 
With GPS-Based Range Calculation

Standard Shaft

Ultra-Quiet 33db

19.7kg

6HP Petrol Equivalent 
142lbs Thrust

IP67 Waterproof Rated

Instantaneous Throttle 
Response

TC1264-00  £3219

Runs for 
up to 5hrs 20mins

Runs for 
up to 20hrs

2 Year Warranty2 2 Year Warranty2

2 Year Warranty2
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Honwave E3 Transport Wheel Kit
06427-ZV5-T20HE. designed for all E3 versions of aluminium and air 昀氀oor Honwave In昀氀atable 
Boats. The swan neck design is designed to go round the join between the 昀氀oor and then 
transom board. Stow or remove when not in use. Saftey line included.

£272.95

30 T : 01246 453815
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Boatworld Inflatable Boat Launching Trolley
BWLT. The Boatworld Dinghy Launching trailer is the perfect accessory for Boating. 
The trailer makes Launching and retrieving your boat a doddle. The fully 
stainless steel frame is perfect for any water and the large wheels mean 
no terrain is too tough to tackle. The trolley has 2 rubber holders and 
a double rubber holder in the front. Weight: 25 kg. Max. load: 150 kg. 
Stainless Steel Square Frame. Length: 190 x 270 cm. Width: 140 x 
185 cm. Air-昀椀lled rubber wheels. Maximum boat length: 3.3 m – 10.8 feet. 
Delivery unassembled. Cannot be registered for driving on public 
roads. The wheel bearings must be 昀椀lled with grease 
before use.

£195.95

Boatworld Airdeck Dinghy 
Launch Wheels Boats up to 120kg   
AWHW-120. Swan neck style launching wheels for in昀氀atable boats with 
extending 昀氀aps (TrimTabs) on the transom which make it impractical to 
昀椀t conventional launch wheels. Stainless Steel. Swivel when not in use. 
Detachable. Heavy Duty pneumatic tyres. Come with all 昀椀ttings. 
Suitable 
for boats & 
engines set 
up’s weighing 
up to 120kg.  

£199

Boatworld Bow Launch Wheels
BLW. Designed to make it even easier than just a set of launch wheels to launch your in昀氀atable boat. 
The bow launch wheels sit underneath the bow of the boats to create the effect of having the boats on a trailer 
but without the expense. Once your standard launch wheels, which are attached to the transom, are deployed 
you can then lift the bow of the boat, sit it on the bow launch wheels, hook the 
wheels onto the D-ring at the front of the boat and then away you go. 
It even doubles up as a sack barrow for carrying your boat whilst packed 
away down to where you are going to launch. Stainless Steel 
Construction. Use on any size In昀氀atable Boat. Wheel to Wheel 
Width: 56cm. Metal Frame Width: 40cm. The boat must have 
D-ring underneath rubbing strake to secure the boat. 
Rubber Tyres for use on any surface. Can also be 
used as a sack barrow.

£165.95

Boatworld Stainless Steel Launch Wheels
These fantastic Boatworld Stainless Steel Launch wheels are perfect for wheeling 
your in昀氀atable boat about. They have a great sprung loaded action for simple 
and easy deployment. You can switch from launch to stow position in a couple 
of seconds (see video on Boatworld website). The wheels are also completely 
detachable if you want by simply removing the cotter pin. The 10” tyres have a 
proper off-road tread pattern and cope with rugged surfaces. Made from 304-grade 
stainless steel. Rated up to 120kg. Equipped with 250mm ( 10”) diameter x 85mm (3.5”) 
wide quality tyres. The pneumatic tyre verion has angled valve stem for easy in昀氀ation. 
Easy to use sprung loaded action results in simple movement from launch to 
stow mode. Also detachable. Switch launch to stow position in just a couple 
of seconds! Angled shafts let wheels sit under the boat for launch and sit 
well outboard the boat whilst stowed. Supplied complete with stainless steel 
昀椀xings and 昀椀tting instructions.
Pneumatic tyre. SSLW £115.95 PER PAIR

Bond It HA6 Marine Silicone Sealant 310ml
A premium, non-shrinking, marine quality, 
silicone sealant. It is unaffected by UV, 
ozone, saltwater immersion and extremes 
of temperature and is non-slumping in paste 
form. Perfect for when you are 昀椀tting launch 
wheels to your in昀氀atable boat transoms or 昀椀tting 
accessories to your GRP boat. CE Approved: 
Conforms to EN15651-1,2, F EXT-INT, G 25LM. 
Made in the UK.

BDHA6WH white 
BDHA6BL black
BDHA6GR grey
BDHA6T translucent

£8.95

Boatworld Stainless Steel Launch Wheels with Hard Tyres
SSLWH. perfect for wheeling your in昀氀atable boat about. They have a great sprung loaded 
action for simple and easy deployment. You can switch from launch to stow position in a 
couple of seconds (see video on this listing). The wheels are also completely detachable 
by simply removing the cotter pin. The 10” puncture-proof hard tyres will ensure that you 
never get a 昀氀at. Made from 304-grade stainless steel. Rated up to 120kg. Equipped with 
250mm ( 10”) diameter x 85mm (3.5”) wide quality pneumatic tyres. Tyres have angled valve 
stem for easy in昀氀ation. Easy to use sprung loaded action results in simple movement from 
launch to stow mode. Detachable. Switch launch to stow position in just a couple of seconds. 
Angled shafts let wheels sit under the boat for launch and sit well outboard the boat 
whilst stowed. Supplied complete with stainless steel 昀椀xings and 昀椀tting instructions
£119.95 PER PAIR

Dinghy Wheeler
AQDW1. The Best Way to move your portable tender! Perfect for the In昀氀atable 
Boats !! These Transom Wheels have 3 Easy Steps from sea to land and 
from land to sea - No more dragging with Dinghy Wheeler! Easy installation. 
Maintenance Free. 3 Positions wheel locking by heavy duty spring. Anti-
corroding lightweight material. Two Wheelers are supplied. 
Size:  Overall 300mm x 100mm. 
Wheel 100mm x 150mm. Fixing Pad 
135mm x 87mm. Fits most makes 
of in昀氀atable boat or small dinghy. 
Wheels roll easily over 昀椀rm surfaces, 
and tuck out of the way once boat 
is in water. Extra wide wheels 
are perfect for all 昀椀rm surfaces. 
Stainless steel 昀椀xing bolts included. 
Easy installation. Max capacity: 
112kg Max boat length: 12ft -3.66m
£45 PER PAIR

Shop our full 
range of boat 
launchers

Shop our 
full range 
of launch 
wheels

Extreme Launcher 2 Trolley
EXTL2.  Suitable for small dinghies up to 13” or 4m in length. It has two keel rollers and 
four adjustable side rollers, making launching and recovery a breeze. 
The large 14” sand hopper puncture-proof tyres allow you to manoeuvre the trolley over 
sand and gravel. Designed and Manufactured in the UK. Can be reduced in size 
for easy storage. Please note this trolley is not suitable for road use. 
Overall Max Length: 2800mm. 
Overall Min Length: 1700mm. 
Overall Width: 1350mm. 
Carrying capacity: 240kg.
£378

Inflatable Boat Launch Trolleys & Launch Wheels



At Boatworld, we stock a range of high quality galvanised 
Extreme Trailers for in昀氀atable boats, RIBS and SIBS. 
Manufactured in the UK, these trailers feature long carpeted 
bunks and transom pads for complete boat and outboard 
support. These are suitable for small in昀氀atable boats all the way 
up to 5.3m in length and 550kg. Recommended for launching 
and transporting Boatworld in昀氀atable boats.

Prices from £1125

We have a wide range of bunked Extreme Trailers here at Boatworld. 
These are high quality, galvanised and designed right here in the 
UK. Unlike the in昀氀atable boat bunked range this range is suitable for 
dinghies, hard boats and RIBs. Featuring long carpeted bunks on either 
side and central keel rollers, the trailer comes standard with plenty of 
con昀椀guration options for your chosen craft.

Prices from £1122

The popular Roller range of boat trailers from Extreme is a proven 
trailer. Thanks to Extreme Trailers roller swing arm design, launching 
and recovery is simple and easy. We stock a complete range of sizes in 
the roller trailer range for all types of solid hull boats, sports boats and 
RIBs. These trailers are ready to go from new, coming with a lightboard 
and winch as standard like all Extreme trailers.

Prices from £976

We have a range of trailers at Boatworld for all your PWC needs, not 
just boats. Including both single and double jetski trailers in bunked and 
roller options. The trailers in this range are highly adjustable and can 
be made to 昀椀t most jet skis… Be sure to check out our Custom jetski 
models featuring alloy wheels and a black powder coat 昀椀nish!

Prices from £1125

Looking for something more speci昀椀c? We stock a range of specialist 
trailers from Extreme Trailers. This includes trailers for boats such as 
the Cornish Shrimper 17 and Catamarans, or combination trailers for a 
launcher and a trailer in one, as well as Kayak and Paddleboard trailers 
for mass transport. All of course designed and built to last by Extreme.

Prices from £1717

Bunked Boat Trailers
Shop our 
full range of 
bunked 
boat trailers

Roller Boat Trailers
Shop our 
full range of 
roller 
boat trailers

Shop our 
full range of 
jetski 
trailers

Jetski Trailers
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Shop our 
full range of 
specialised 
trailers

Specialised Trailers

Trailers

Inflatable Boat Trailers
Shop our 
full range 
of inflatable 
boat trailers



Boatworld Mustang Pro Series Wakeboard Tower
XC103. The Boatworld Mustang Pro Series Wakeboard Tower has a swooped styling, thick and rigid 
tubing, ultra-bright polished 昀椀nish, and universal mounting joints. Constructed from 6061 T6 aircraft 
grade aluminium tubing, the Boatworld Mustang Pro Series Wakeboard Tower has an angled back 
design that is incredibly rigid for a stable pull behind the boat. The tower is mounted on horizontal 
sidebars following the lines of the windscreen, this enables the Boatworld Mustang Pro Series 
Wakeboard Tower to be one of the highest towers on the market. Calling all riders looking for Big Air! 
Our Mustang Pro Series Wakeboard Tower 
is the perfect universal wakeboard 
tower it will 昀椀t any boat between 76-108” 
(1.93m-2.74m) in width, for a truly universal 
design that will enhance your boat. Also, 
being a collapsable wakeboard tower 
the Mustang Pro can be folded down for 
convenient storage. 

Polished £895
Anodised £995

Boatworld Vertigo Wakeboard Tower 
XC102. The Boatworld Vertigo Wakeboard Tower has a swooped styling, thick and rigid tubing, 
ultra-bright polished 昀椀nish, and universal mounting brackets. Constructed from 2.25in diameter 6061 T6 
aircraft grade aluminium tubing, our Vertigo wakeboard tower has a swept angled back design that is 
incredibly rigid for a stable pull behind the boat. We have two sizes available in our wakeboard towers, 
one for the narrower boats and one for the more standard size boat. 
Our standard size tower 昀椀ts any boat between 76” (193cm) and 108” (274cm) in width and the narrow 
width tower 昀椀ts any boat 66” (167cm) and 98” 
(248cm) A truly universal wakeboard tower 
design that will enhance the appearance of your 
boat. This collapsible wakeboard tower allows one 
person to quickly and easily fold this tower below 
windscreen height for convenient storage. Please 
note: Wakeboard racks and other accessories are 
sold separately.

Polished £695
Anodised £795

1. You will enjoy your time on the water more with a properly installed wakeboard tower. 
A wakeboard tower will make your time on the water much more fun.

2. A wakeboard tower installation will get your extra gear out of your boat, reducing your 
chance of passenger, or boat interior, damage.

3. A wakeboard tower will increase the value of your boat.

4. A wakeboard tower makes it easier to pull your skiers or wakeboarders out of the water.
5. Wakeboard towers look great on your boat!

Boatworld Wakeboard towers boost riders to new 
heights, keep clutter out of the cockpit, and look cool.

If your boat was supplied without a tower, put one on now!

Boatworld towers are the best buy on the market bar none.  
We use top-quality materials, such as 2” 6061-T6 aircraft grade aluminium and quick-release 
hand knobs. Installation is easy and will take 2 people less than a day to transform your Boat.

All 昀椀xing bolts are included, all you need is a decent tool kit.
Whatever design of boat you have, we have a tower to suit your needs 
at the best price anywhere, and that’s a price promise !!

Why install a Wakeboard Tower?

If people ask if you bought a new boat, just tell them you bought a new Boatworld tower!

Check out more customer photos 
of the Vertigo in action!..

#1 LOWEST PRICE WAKEBOARD TOWER 
IN UK & EUROPE!

Customer photo

Customer photo

Customer photo

Got pics of our towers? 
Upload ‘em to our Facebook!

Check 
out our 
Wakeboard 
Towers Blog
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Boatworld Adjustable Water Ski Pylon
XC193. High quality polished 2 inch diameter stainless steel pole and support arms. 
Comes complete with all 昀椀xings. Pylon adjusts telescopically in height between 
34" to 58" (86cm to 147cm). Telescopic 1 inch diameter support arms adjust 
between 33" to 57" (83.5cm to 144cm). Polished smooth rope head for less wear 
and tear. Stainless steel clip pins attach support arms to pole for quick and easy 
assembly. Coupled with main pylon screwed to base 
plate for easy mounting and 
dismounting. The Boatworld 
Adjustable Water Ski 
Pylon is ideal for skiers, 
wakeboarders and 
towables. Designed to 
昀椀t in open cockpits and 
through rear bench 
supports on most 
sports boats 
and ribs.

£299

Boatworld 2.5” 
Rack Adapter Clamp
XC 188.If your wakeboard tower 
is 21/2” dia this clamp allows you to adapt all our 
racks/mirrors/speakers to 昀椀t your tower.
£24.95
EACH

Boatworld 2.5" 
Speaker Can Clamp
XC230. The Boatworld 2.5" Speaker Can Clamp 
is the perfect answer to getting your speakers to 
昀椀t onto larger 2.5" diameter towers. Made from the 
same polished aluminium as all our Boatworld Tower 
products to match perfectly!

£19.95 
EACH

Boatworld Adjustable 
JetSki/Boat Ski Pylon
XC1931. Polished 2 inch diameter stainless steel 
pole and support arms. Comes complete with 
all 昀椀xings. Pylon adjusts telescopically in height 
between 21 1/4” to 25 1/4” (54cm to 64cm). Fully 
adjustable bottom 昀椀xing bracket on main pole to 
take up any 昀椀xing angle between horizontal and 
80 Degrees. Telescopic 1 inch diameter support 
arms adjust between 15 3/4” to 24” (40cm to 
61cm). Integrated handle for rear facing observer 
with knurled grip. Polished smooth rope head for 
less wear and tear. Stainless steel clip pins attach 
support arms to pole for quick and easy assembly. 
These clips and a single Allen Bolt to release 
main pole from bottom bracket, means the whole 
assembly can be detached/attached in 
a couple of minutes!! Space above 
support arm bracket for 昀椀xing 
Boatworld Wakeboard Rack 
(not included). Rack 昀椀tting not 
recommended for kneeboarding 
or towing towables without mods. 
Contact us for details!!

£199

Boatworld JetSki/Boat Rack Post
XC193-2. This high quality Boatworld JetSki/Boat Rack Post has 
the following features: Polished 2 inch diameter stainless 
steel pole (bolted onto threaded insert). Comes complete 
with all 昀椀xings. 15 3/4” (40cm) tall. Fully adjustable bottom 
昀椀xing bracket on main pole to take up any 昀椀xing angle 
between horizontal and 80 Degrees. Bottom bracket 
on pole secured by 4 s/s screws/bolts into deck. 
Designed for 昀椀xing Boatworld Wakeboard Rack (not included). 
Our JetSki/Boat Rack Post is ideal for rear decks 
of Jetskis with a Boatworld Ski Pole 昀椀tted or cockpits/decks 
of boats where a Wakeboard Tower is not an option.  
Helps reduce clutter in/on the boat! NOTE Boatworld 
Wakeboard Rack not included in this price - post only!!
£79.95

#1 BEST SELLING 
SKI PYLON!

Boatworld Wakeboard 
Tower Speaker Cans
XC100. Boatworld Wakeboard Tower Speaker 
Cans look great on your Boatworld Wakeboard 
Tower! Simple to 昀椀t, just bolt. Fully adjustable. 
Our Wakeboard Tower Speaker Cans are in 
a bright polish 昀椀nish to match your Boatworld 
Wakeboard Tower. Sold as a pair. Priced as a 
pair! NB: Does not include speakers. Speak to 
us for advice on this.

£110 
PER PAIR

Boatworld 
Waterski Rack
WSR. A Waterski rack to 昀椀t your tower at a great 
price, will take 1 pair of Combo skis or 2 Slalom skis. 
Bungee straps for securing skis. Billet aluminium 
construction. Fully adjustable. Fully polished 
assembly. Rubber inserts to protect your waterskis. 
Supplied with rubber inserts for the 昀椀tting to enable 
昀椀tting of towers that are between 2-2.5in diameter.
£149

Boatworld Cobra 
Wakeboard Rack 
XC106. The Cobra Wakeboard Rack is the most 
versatile of our racks, adjusting to 昀椀t any angle of 
pipe. It holds two wakeboards and comes in a high 
polish 昀椀nish. Bungee straps for securing boards 
Holds two boards. Billet aluminium construction. 
Fully adjustable. Fully polished assembly. Rubber 
inserts to protect your high-end wakeboards. 

Polished £125 Anodised £145

Boatworld Kneeboard / 
Wakeboard Rack
XC344. Ideal rack for the kneeboarder and 
wakeboarder. This rack will take one kneeboard and 
one wakeboard. Easy to install on any 2” diameter 
wakeboard tower. Billet aluminium construction. Fully 
adjustable. Fully polished assembly. Rubber inserts 
to protect your high-end wakeboard or kneeboard.
Carry your boards in style with this Boatworld Rack.
(Note for the kneeboard pair of 昀椀ngers there is a 
clear gap of 115mm for the kneeboard)

£179

Boatworld Wakesurfer /
Wakeboard Rack
XC343. Ideal rack for the wakesurfer and 
wakeboarder. This rack will take one wakesurfer 
and up to two wakeboards. Easy to install on any 
2” diameter wakeboard tower. Billet aluminium 
construction. Fully adjustable. Fully polished 
assembly. Rubber inserts to protect your high-end 
wakeboards. Carry your boards in style with this 
Boatworld Rack. (Note the centre pair of 昀椀ngers have 
a clear gap of 55mm for the wakesurfer)

£179

GET SOCIAL WITH US
for latest products info, 
videos, funny stuff, 
caption comps & more!

boatworld 

boatworlduk

boatworld uk

Boatworld Wakeboard 
Tower Mirror 
XC107. Wake up to a top notch mirror for all 2 inch and 
2.5 inch dia towers. Polished Aluminium Arms Center 
pivot allows you to position the mirror for the best 
viewing (Note: Most single arm mirrors don't work well 
on towers) Tournament Mirror 7 inch x 13 inch. 
Stainless Steel Fasteners  

Polished £79.95

Anodised £89.95
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Boatworld T Top Tower
XC105. Our Boatworld T-Top Tower is made from 2” dia. 6061 aluminium tube and is available in anodised or black powder coated 昀椀nishes. So be warned, it is going to make your boat 
striking to look at!! At 6’6” tall, the T-Top 昀椀ts most centre console boats where the console is from 24”to 50” wide, providing some shelter from the elements and support for the person 
at the helm. Complete with built in grab handles, it also provides you with a place to store your 昀椀shing rods off the back! The black bimini canvas top is fade and stain resistant. Why not 
complete the package with one of our T-Bags to hold life jackets and other gear under it? When you are putting the boat away, the whole thing has a quick release knob enabling you to 
fold it down for easy storage. All 昀椀xings are stainless steel. PLEASE NOTE THIS IS NOT DESIGNED FOR ATTACHING TOW ROPES TO.

£1050

Boatworld 
T Top Fishing Rod Holders
XC101. Boatworld T Top Fishing Rod Holders 
are designed to 昀椀t to the Boatworld 
T Top. Simple to 昀椀t. They are in 
the same bright anodised 昀椀nish. 
Fully adjustable. Fits tubes 2” 
in diameter. Boatworld T Top 
Fishing Rod Holders look 
great and make your boat 
less cluttered with lines and 
hooks on deck!

£45

Boatworld Universal 
T-Top Centre Console Boat Cover
XC1054. Our trailerable T-top Console Cover is secured to 
the underside of the 昀椀xed T-top structure and will enclose any 
size console, helm seat and T-top support combination with a 
maximum base perimeter (at the deck) of 18” or less. All console 
covers measure 48”W x 60”L x 66”H. Features: Adjustable straps 
allow the cover to work with most console con昀椀gurations.
Boats with smaller console and T-tops can also cover and protect 
the helm seat. Heavy duty marine grade zipper allows for easy 
installation and removal.

£55

Available 
in anodised 
alumium 
or black 
powder 
coated 
finishes.

Black powder coated finish

Extreme Mirror
XC108. Size: 15.2cm x 50.8cm. Windshield frames 5mm to 28mm. 
Mounts above or below windshield. Multi-lens convex mirror. One 
stationary and two adjustable.

£149

Ellipse Mirror
XC109. Size: 4” x 11” multi-lens mirror features one stationary 
and two adjustable lenses. Also has a ball and socket tension 
adjustment knob that will keep 
the mirror where you 
position it. CIPA's 
windshield frame 
bracket will mount 
to rectangular or 
round-top windshield 
frames from 3/8” to 11/4”.
£69.95

Suction Cup Mirror
XC110. Size: 4” (10.2cm) x 8” (20.3cm) Fully adjustable 
mirror, stays in position. No holes to drill, no scratching.

£29.95

Safety Mirror
XC111. Size: 10.2cm x 20.3cm Universal interior 
mirror. Mounts above or below windshield.
Fits frames from 1.1cm to 1.0 2.5cm thick.

£39.95

Boat Mirror
XC112. Size: 7.6cm x 20.3cm Universal. Fully 
adjustable. Convex lens for wide rear view.

£19.95

Vision 180˚Mirror
XC108-1. The Ultimate Tournament boat mirror, 昀椀tted as standard by 
Mastercraft. Jumbo size of 181/2” x 51/2”  provides full 180˚ range of 
port to starboard rear view vision.
The Deluxe Windshield Mirror Bracket will 昀椀t virtually any boat 
windshield. It has a depth 
of 1 7/8 inches, which 
is about a half inch 
more than most marine 
brackets currently on 
the market. The Deluxe bracket 
also has the ability to tilt forward for storage 
when not in use, 
rather than removing the entire unit.

£229

Boat Mirrors

A Boat mirror is an essential piece of equipment for your boat.
It allows the driver to keep their eye on all that is going on around them, 
whether that be towing a wakeboarder or skier or being aware of other 
approaching vessels.

We offer a full and extensive ranges of mirrors to fit every style of boat 
from a small run around to a top of the range Mastercraft.
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Suction Cup 
Fender Straps
SF-1C. Great for Boats and 
Personal Watercraft  Attach 
your boat fenders exactly where 
you need the protection. Giant 
3-1/4” suction cups attach to 
gelcoat or windshields quickly 
and easily. Perfect for most boats 
and personal watercraft where 
cleats never seem to be where 
you need them. Durable 1” wide 
straps adjust up to 24” long. 
Fenders not included. 
2 per package.

£12.95

Boatworld Contour Fender
HH-1. Traditional round fenders tend to roll up, leaving your boat unprotected. They’re also bulky 
to stow. Boats with step-down gunwales are especially vulnerable to damage from docks.These 
Contour Fenders stay put and stow conveniently under boat seats. They hinge to wrap around the 
gunwale and hull, following the contours of the boat. They are constructed of a durable marine 
grade tri-laminate cover, with closed cell foam inside. There’s a tough polycarbonate grommet at 
each end for hanging from cleats. Blue, Black or White. Size: 24” long x 6” wide x 21/2” thick.
£16.95

Boatworld 
Sibbed 16” Fender 
4 Pack
Made from high quality marine grade 
vinyl and is designed to deliver superior 
strength and long lasting service. Full 
length SIBs increase strength, minimise 
roll & protect against abrasions. 
Rubber valve provides easy in昀氀ation 
when required with standard sports 
ball needle (not included). Moulded 
in eyelets provide strong ropehold. 
Boatworld Fenders are guaranteed 
against bursting or splitting for the life of 
the fender. Fenders are supplied already 
in昀氀ated. Size 16x41/2”. 
Blue  F-1B4. White F-1W4.
£25 

Boatworld 
Sibbed Single Fender
Made from high quality marine grade vinyl 
and is designed to deliver superior strength 
and long lasting service. Full length SIBs 
increase strength, minimise roll & protect 
against abrasions. Rubber valve provides 
easy in昀氀ation when required with standard 
sports ball needle (not included). Moulded 
in eyelets provide strong ropehold. Choice 
of white or blue colours. Boatworld Fenders 
are guaranteed against bursting or splitting 
for the life of the fender. Fenders are 
supplied already in昀氀ated.
F1. 16x41/2”£6.99 

F2. 20x51/2” £9.99

Boatworld 
Rope Floats
Our Boatworld Rope Floats come in 
2 colours, red and yellow. Made from 
ultrasonically welded plastic. It is ideal 
for watersports ropes, small anchor lines, 
昀椀shing nets and ponds and marking out 
swimming lanes or restricted areas. Size 
5 1/2”(14cm) long x 3” (7.5cm) wide. 12mm 
hole through the middle.
XC188-Y. Yellow.
XC188-R. Red.
£2.50

Airhead 5” Floats
These durable ultrasonically welded plastic 
昀氀oats are great for pools, ski ropes, anchor 
lines, marker buoys and crab traps. They’re 
economically priced, yet built to last. Size: 
5 inches long x 3 inches diameter with a 
1/2-inch hole in the center.  
F-5R: Red, 1 per retail package  
F-5Y: Yellow, 1 per retail package
£4.95

Airhead Non-Slip 
Fender Straps
SF-2. These Non-Slip Fender Straps 
allow you to attach boat fenders to rails 
and cleats quickly and securely. The 
non-slip pads sewn to the underside of 
the straps help to minimize sliding along 
rails. Easily adjust the length in seconds 
from 6 to 40 inches. Pack of two. 
Fenders Not Included. 

£9.95 PER PAIR

Boatworld PWC Contour Fender
HH-PWCB. Docking a PWC has never been safer with the introduction 
of the Boatworld PWC Contour Fender.  Engineered speci昀椀cally for 
PWCs it hinges in the centre to better protect PWC bodies from docks 
designed for bigger boats. It hooks under the rub rail with a moulded 
acetyl hook integrated into the back of the fender. If your PWC has 
them, you will want to connect the top of the fender to a cleat or ski eye 
with the adjustable strap and vinyl dipped steel hook provided. If not, 
simply thread the strap through the rubber block provided and place it 
inside the PWC s storage compartment then shut it. The block anchors 
the fender strap perfectly and will not damage the body. 
We recommend 2 fenders per PWC. Fits all PWCs. 

£17.95

Jet Logic PWC Fenders
SB4. Jetskis and personal watercraft require specialised fenders to prevent damage 
from 昀氀oating underneath docks designed for boats. The 
Jet Logic PWC Fenders are 3” x 18” with nylon 
covers and attach to your PWC with 2 giant 
suction cups or secure under your seat and 
console. The Jet Logic PWC Fenders are 
great for protecting your jetski when moored up 
to docks, for rafting boat to boat or PWC 
to boat.

£26.95 PER PAIR

Boatworld Inflatable 
Dock & Rafting Bumper
HH-R612. 6 ft x 12” (183cm x 30.5cm). 
These in昀氀atables offer unmatched 
protection while rafting boat-to-boat or 
docking. Constructed of durable reinforced 
PVC tarpaulin. Stainless steel D-rings 
are mounted at each end for convenient 
tie-ups. They’re equipped with a H-Valve for 
quick in昀氀ation and de昀氀ation. They de昀氀ate 
quickly and stow away compactly. Essential 
protection for pontoons and houseboats!

£99

Boatworld 
A Style Mooring 
Buoy & Fender
One-piece reinforced ropehold buoy, 
meets the needs of commercial as 
well as recreational boaters. Rubber 
valve for in昀氀ating using needle 
pump. Size 15" long x 111/2 dia" 
( 38cm x 28 cm ). 
Eye dia. 1" (25mm). 
Supplied de昀氀ated. 
B-1W.   Black/White. 
B-1R.   Black/Red.
£19.95
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Safety Equipment PLEASE NOTE: Flares & Fire Extinguishers can only be shipped to a UK Mainland address, no exceptions.

Boatworld Boat Seat Bags 
Store your lunch, drinks, lifejackets and equipment in them. Padded seat cushion 10mm of 
closed-cell foam. Detachable shoulder strap so it is usable as a rucksack or shoulder bag.
Small 550mm L x 250mm W x 230mm H. 
Black BWSBS-B. 
£24.95
Medium 750mm L x 250mm W x 230mm H. 
Black BWSBM-B. Grey BWSBM-G. 
£27.95
Large 850mm L x 250mm W x 230mm H. 
Black BWSBL-B. Grey BWSBL-G. 
£29.95
Extra Large 1200mm L x 250mm W x 230mm H. 
Black BWSBXL-B. Grey BWSBXL-G. 
£34.95

Boatworld Inflatable 
Boat Bow Bag 
IBBB. Up the storage level in your 
SIB. Great for anchors, ropes, 昀氀ares 
and all the items which can end up 
loose on your deck. Protect your gear 
from spray when riding the waves. 
Fully Adjustable. Black Sprayproof 
Fabric. Front Zip for each access. 
72 x 44 x 40cm. 126ltr Capacity. 
£35

Honwave Seat Bag 
The Honwave Seat Bags come in 
3 different sizes suitable for all the 
different Honwave boats.

T11 is suitable for 
T25-SE/T25-AE/T30-AE/T27-IE/T32-IE
T21 is suitable for T35-AE/T38-IE
T31 is suitable for T40-AE
£41.95

Boatworld Boat Bag 
Designed to keep your in昀氀atable boat neat and tidy when not in 
use. They wrap around your boat and then clip in place to stop 
your boat from unfolding in transit. PU backed thick polyester to 
ensure that the water which might still be on your boat won’t 
penetrate.

Small for boats 2.3m-2.8m BWBB-S 

£34.95

Medium for boats 2.8m-3.6m BWBB-M 

£39.95

Large for boats 3.6m-4.2m BWBB-L 

£44.95   

Honwave Boat Bag 
The Honwave Boat Bags come in a number 
of different sizes for all the different 
Honwave boats.

T41 for: T20-SE
T51 for: T24-IE, T25-SE, T25-AE, 
T30-AE, T27-IE, T32-IE.
T61 for: T35-AE, T38-IE. Bag for Boat Only.
T81 for: T40-AE. Bag for Boat Only.
T70 for: T35-AE, T38-IE. Bag for Aluminium Floor.
T90 for: T40-AE. Bag for Aluminium Floor.
£46.95

Ocean Safety 
Hansson Inshore 
Flare Pack 
FLR5605. For use when less than 
3 miles from land, to raise alarm 
and pinpoint your position by 
night or day. Packaged in a water 
resistant and compact plastic 
bottle which is portable 
and easy to stow.
2 x Red handheld 昀氀ares, 
2 x Hand Smokes  
1 x Plastic Bottle.

£75

Inflatable Boat Storage Solutions

Honwave Bow Bag 
The Honwave Bow Bag comes in a 
number of sizes for all the different 
Honwave boats.

T41 昀椀ts T25-SE, T25-AE
T51 昀椀ts T30-AE, T96 昀椀ts T24-IE
T61 昀椀ts T27-IE, T32-IE, T91 昀椀ts T38-IE
T71 昀椀ts T35-AE, T81 昀椀ts T40-AE
£58.95

Aerosol 600g Fire Extinguisher
XC1789. Ideal for use in vehicles, caravans, boats, 
agricultural machinery, farms, garages, 
in the home, of昀椀ces, and for a wide range 
of industrial and commercial applications. 
Great size to 昀椀t all PWCs. 
BSI certi昀椀ed to BS6165: 2002 and Kitemarked. 
Fire Rating: 21B 
Suitable for B & C Fire classi昀椀cations
£16.95

Ocean Safety 
Auto Supplier 
Fire Extingusher 1kg
FIR0480. Designed to 昀椀t in the engine bay 
and to 昀椀re automatically should a 昀椀re start.
£44.95

Ocean Safety 
Throw Line 20 Metres
SAF0021. The Ocean Safety Throw Line is designed 
for use in rescue situations at sea or in any waterway. 
Allowing for increased accuracy in any under / 
over arm heaving line throw, this sock line package 
also provides a compact way to store 20 metres of 
buoyant line on-board. 20metre / 8mm rescue 昀氀oating 
safety line. Weighted to improve distance & accuracy. 
Durable, high visibility cover. 700kg breaking load.
Easy to repack.

£32.95

Ocean Safety 
Hansson Coastal 
Flare Pack
FLR5610. Packaged in a water 
resistant plastic bottle which is 
portable and easy to stow.
2 x Red handheld 昀氀ares
2 x Orange hand smoke
2 x Red parachute rockets
1 x Plastic bottle.

£103.95

Ocean Safety 
Day & Night 
Signal Flare
FLR5320. 
Red light intensity 10,000cd. 
Smoke or light duration >15 sec. 
Weight 190g. 
Dimensions 135 x 42mm.
£53.95
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Carson
Floating 
Keychain
FA-30. The FA-30 Floating 
Keychain is the perfect 
accessory for a day on the 
water, boating, or watersports. 
Never worry about losing 
your keys again! The Floating 
Keychain features lightweight 
Foam Core Technology and 
昀氀oats up to 3 standard keys. 
The bright, vibrant, 2-tone 
colors make it easy to spot if 
dropped in water.

£7.95

Carson Floating Keychain
FA-20. The FA-30 Floating Keychain is the perfect 
accessory for a day on the water, boating, or 
watersports. Never worry about losing your keys 
again! The Floating Keychain features lightweight 
Foam Core Technology and 昀氀oats up to 3 standard 
keys. The bright, vibrant, 2-tone colors make it easy 
to spot if dropped in water.

£8.95

Carson Water Resistant 
Floating Wallet
EW-20. Water resistant material to allow you to safely 
carry your credit cards, cash & identi昀椀cation. Will hold 
up to 32 grams, approximately 12 credit cards. Not 
waterproof. Contents may not stay dry. Blue or Orange.
£9.95

Safety Equipment PLEASE NOTE: Flares & Fire Extinguishers can only be shipped to a UK Mainland address, no exceptions.

Typhoon Hydro 
Lifejacket Manual
400360. The Hydro is a UK designed 
lifejacket, offering exceptional quality 
at an attractive price. This lifejacket 
is suitable for a range of water based 
activities. 150N buoyancy. 
Hook & loop adjustment closure. United 
moulders in昀氀ator. 
Single crotch strap. 
BS EN ISO 12402. 
CE approved.

£69.95

Boatworld 
Ski Vest
XC1280. Colour: Blue.
Size: S, XS/S, M/ L, XL/2XL. 
Fantastic quality at a great 
price.  4 buckles for a good 昀椀t. 
Soft, 昀氀exible foam core. 
Sturdy nylon exterior for 
durability. CE approved. 
Retro昀氀ective tape and 
safety whistle included.

£39.95

TWF Pet Life Jacket
1033. Available in 3 sizes: 0-5kg, 5-15kg, 15-20kg.
Bright Orange for Visibility.
Re昀氀ective Stripes.
Carry Handle.
Adjustable Straps 
with heavy-duty 
quick-release 
buckles.
Back Pocket.  

£21

Ocean Safety 
Rescueme PLB1
EPI3110. Wherever you are, at sea 
or on land, the rescueME PLB1 
provides the reassurance that global 
emergency services can be alerted 
by the press of a button. 
A simple spring-loaded 昀氀ap covers 
the activation button preventing 
inadvertent use. RescueME PLB1 
works with the only of昀椀cially 
recognised worldwide dedicated 
search and rescue satellite network 
(operated by Cospas Sarsat). As this 
is funded by governments there are 
NO CHARGES to use this service.
£290.95

Ocean Safety Rescueme PLB3
EPI3115. With the introduction of Automatic 
Identi昀椀cation System(AIS) functionality, Return 
Link Service(RLS)technology, and Near Field 
Communication(NFC) capabilities in one 406 MHz 
Personal Locator Beacon (PLB), the rescueME PLB3 
represents a signi昀椀cant step forward in the evolution 
of PLB’s. The merging of 406MHz and AIS distress 
messaging effectively pairs both global and local 
rescue, thereby maximizing access to the most effective 
rescue resources available. NFC capability provides 
users with the world’s 昀椀rst smartphone-connected PLB 
and the Return Link Service feature provides users with 
the comfort in knowing that their distress message has 
been received and their location detected by worldwide 
Search and Rescue personnel.

£475.95

Ocean Safety Coastal First Aid Kit
MED0510. An essential day-to-day 昀椀rst aid kit intended for coastal boating, 
cross-channel or weekend trips. 10 x Cleansing wipes. 
1 x Conforming bandage 5cm. 1 x Conforming bandage 7.5cm. 
1 x Eye bath. 1 x Eye pad dressing. 1 x Extra large dressing. 1 x Fingerstall. 
1 x First aid guidance lea昀氀et. 1 x Forceps. 5 x Gauze swabs 7.5cm. 
1 x Pair of Gloves. 1 x Large dressing. 1 x Medium dressing. 
1 x Paraf昀椀n gauze dressing. 
6 x Safety pins (assorted). 
1 x Scissors. 5 x Skin closer 
strips 3mm x 75mm. 
1 x Triangular bandage. 
40 x Washproof plasters. 
1 x Washproof strapping.

£28.95

Ocean Safety 
First Aid Manual – St Johns
MED0157. The of昀椀cial training 
manual for all three 昀椀rst aid 
providers, offering emergency 
procedures for everyone at 
home, at work, or at leisure. 
This edition is fully restructured 
and redesigned with bright 
colour-coded chapters for 
easy access on all the latest 
information on procedures. It 
includes a 32-page booklet 
with a quick-reference guide to 
昀椀rst-aid emergencies.
£18.95

Carson MiniScout 7x18mm 
Ultra-Compact, Lightweight Binocular
JD-710. The JD-710, MiniScout™ is a 7x18mm ultra-compact and 
Lightweight Sport Binocular that is so portable you can bring it with you 
anywhere. It has a center focus knob with an independent right diopter 
adjustment for maximum focusing 昀氀exibility. These ultra-compact 
binoculars are also lightweight at only 4.5 oz. These pocket-sized 
binoculars are so small and compact they can 昀椀t in a pocket, 
handbag or backpack. 
This ultra-compact 
binocular is the 
perfect companion 
for sporting events, 
concerts and all 
outdoor activities.

£43.95

Floating
Key Ring
XC140. 
£3.50

NEVER LOSE 
THOSE KEYS 
AGAIN!

Boatworld Telescopic 
P-1 Emergency Paddle
XCP-1. The Boatworld P-1 Telescopic 
Emergency Paddle is great for dinghies, 
liferafts and PWCs. Bright red in colour 
for easy visibility this paddle is a great 
addition to your safety gear. 
Anodised aluminium shaft. 
Blade size 28 x 15.7cm. 
Paddle extends from 53-108cm. 
Boat hook-shaped handle with 
handgrip in the blade. 
Stowed size. 
53mm x 15.7cm.
£12.95

Boatworld Propeller Bag
XC160. Size 30”x27”. Orange PVC protective 
propeller bags with a draw string at the neck and 
retro昀氀ective hi-vis tape. To comply with the law these 
must be placed over the propeller when a boat is 
being trailed. Big enough for outboards up to 250HP.

£14.95

Outboard Kill Switch Keys 
with Lanyard
BKS-6. Be Prepared, Always Carry a Spare! 
If you lose or break your kill switch key, for whatever 
reason, you won’t be able to start your engine. 
Most marinas don’t stock replacement keys, so your 
much-deserved day out on the water 
will be ruined. This lanyard has 7 keys 
to 昀椀t all Johnson, Evinrude, Mercury, 
Yamaha, Suzuki, Honda, and Nissan/Tohatsu 
kill switches. Equipped with a swivel snap hook 
to prevent tangles, and rust-free stainless 
steel crimps. Don’t 
leave the dock 
without it!

£6.95

Ocean Safety Standard Solas 
Approved Torch
SUR0015. Standard SOLAS-approved torch, 
complete with a spare bulb. Waterproof.
Requires 2 x C Cell batteries (not included).
£12.95

Ocean Safety Inshore First Aid Kit
MED0500. A basic 昀椀rst aid kit intended for smaller vessels staying relatively 
close to shore. The inshore kit will cope with most minor 昀椀rst-aid incidents. 6 
x Cleansing wipes. 1 x Conforming bandage 7.5cm. 
1 x Clinical waste bag (yellow). 1 x Gloves (pair). 1 x Emergency foil blanket. 
1 x Eye pad dressing. 1 x Face shield resuscitation device. 
1 x First aid guidance lea昀氀et. 
1 x Large dressing. 
1 x Medium dressing. 
6 x Safety pins (assorted). 
1 x Scissors tuff-cut. 
1 x Triangular bandage. 
20 x Washproof plasters (assorted).
£15.95
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Boatworld PVC Patch with Stainless 
Steel Towing/Lifting Eye    

Add a towing, lifting or tying off point to in昀氀atable boats. 
16cm (approx) diameter PVC Patch. Strong 50mm x 7mm stainless 
steel eye woven and welded into the patch. 
Note adhesive is not included. We recommend the IBS1. 
Adhesive available on page ?? 
or our website.

XC1261-G - Green. 
XC1261-W - White. 
XC1261-GY - Grey. 
XC1261-B - Black. 
XC1261-Y - Yellow. 
£8.95

Boat Compass
XC217 Low pro昀椀le 55mm wide x 55mm deep x 55mm 
high Finished in black. Comes mounted on hinge base 
allowing for vertical or horizontal 昀椀xing. 
Built in compensators and 
compensator tool. Comes complete 
with 2 mounting suction cups for 
quick immediate use and self 
adhesive mounting pad. 
Can be screw 昀椀xed 
(screws not included) 
£18.95

Boatworld Tow Harness
AHTH-1. As well as being a watersports tow harness, this makes an 
ideal harness for towing your in昀氀atable boat/tender behind a larger 
vessel. 1500lbs tensile strength, simply clip 2 x s/s snap hooks onto 
tow eyes of  your in昀氀atable boat and tie other looped end to the 
larger vessel. 12ft long. Easy to extend with another 
rope should you require. Yellow / Red.
£12.95

Boatworld Boat Battery Boxes
Complete with straps, buckles and mounting brackets to keep the battery box 
secure. Made with High Impact Polypropylene. There are 2 sizes:
Internal size : Small 260 x 180 x 200mm, Medium 350 x 180 x 230mm. 
External Size: Small 340 x 245 x 270mm, Medium 450 x 360 x 310mm. 
Weight: Small 900g, Medium 1300g. 
Multi-point Cable Access. 
Carry Handles. 
Vent Holes.

Small XC210 

£14.95 
 
Medium BA827 

£17.95

Boatworld Boat Seat 
with 360 Swivel 
AQSC.  This all round seat that can be mounted in any boat, 
in a variety of positions! When you consider that it comes 
with the 360 degree swivel base, this is a great deal at this 
price. Features: This makes it a great seat for 昀椀shing being 
able to spin 360 degrees. This Swivel Boat Seat has built 
in cushions on the seat and back for extra comfort and 
support. Can be folded down for easy transport/storage. 
Tough and water resistant leatherete fabric. 
UV and mould resistant. 
52cm x 46cm x 41cm. 
2 year warranty.

£74.95

Boat Seat Caddy
AQSC-1. The Seat caddy retro 
昀椀ts to our swivel boat seat. 
Always have a chilled one at 
the ready to celebrate that 
big catch!

£7.95

SX SMART TRIM TABS 
Smoother and faster acceleration – (great for skiing). 
40% Less bow rise and 35% lower on plane speed – (great for tubing). 
More top speed and no porpoising or chine walking. Improves handling and creates a smoother 
ride in any water. Improved fuel economy (11% +). Assembly & installation in minutes. 
Complete assembly and mounting requires only a drill, a 3/16 bit, and a phillips screw driver. 
The Integral design eliminates the need for wrenches. 
All components “lock” together with self locking clevis pins.

XC101-1. 12-14ft. SX Smart Trim Tabs Kit 40lbs 
XC101-2. 15-18ft. SX Smart Trim Tabs Kit 60lbs 
XC101-3. 18-22ft. SX Smart Trim Tabs Kit 80lbs

£165

“Planes almost instantly, 
noticeably smoother ride, 
a 3-4 mph increase 
in top end.”
BOATING WORLD

Acceleration: “A 10% improvement.”
Bow Angle during hole shot: “a 70% improvement.”
Ride & Handling: “there is little question Smart Tabs 
make the ride more comfortable.”
TRAILER BOATS

CHECK OUT OUR RANGE 
OF PUMPS ON PAGE 59
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For RIBs & SIBs
August Race 
Liquid Rib   
LR1. Liquid Rib is capable of 
cleaning Hypalon, PVC and 
fabric impression tubes to an 
unparalleled standard, often 
giving an “As New” result. 
Reviewed by Practical Boat 
Owner as being the best on the 
market. We recommend using 
August Race LR Sealer coat 
to protect your Rib tubes after 
cleaning with Liquid Rib. 1 litre. 

£18.95

Blue Gee Epoxy Kit 
5:1 Mix Ratio for use for bonding, laminating, sealing. 
Solvent-free. General Purpose. Kit Includes: 
Epoxy Resin 250ml. Epoxy Hardener 50ml. 
1 x Mixing Stick. 1 x 30ml Mixing Pot 

£21.95

Blue Gee White Gelcoat 
Repair Kit 
BG91893. A white pre-pigmented polyester Gelcoat 
resin ideal for repairs and small laminating projects. 
Catalyst included. Size: 100g 

£17.95

For RIBs & SIBs
August Race 
LR Sealer Coat
ARLRSC. The August Race 
LR Sealer is Polymer Tube 
Sealer which helps prevent 
water spotting/absorption on 
in昀氀atable SIB tubes. LR Sealer 
coat leaves a silky 昀椀nish to tubes 
and can even be used on fabric 
impression material to leave a 
market-leading, even 昀椀nish. It 
is environmentally friendly and 
100% bio-degradable. 250ml. 
£21.95

For all Boats
August Race 
Boat Wash Pro
BOAT0002. Boat Wash Pro is a PH 
Neutral all-over foaming cleaner for 
boats. Capable of removing dirt and 
grime from most substrates Boat 
Wash Pro incorporates anti-smear 
technology to ensure the best 
possible 昀椀nish for your boat. We 
recommend using Smooth Opacity 
polish after cleaning with 
Boat Wash Pro to 
protect and maintain 
your boats 
appearance. 1 litre.

£16.95

For Power Boats
August Race 
Bright Coat
BRIG0001. Bright Coat is a high 
strength fast-acting de-stainer for 
gel coats. Capable of removing 
most rust, watermarks and 
mud-staining. Due to its high 
strength, you will need to re-
polish following treatment using 
August Race Smooth Opacity 
Polish. 1 litre. 

£18.95

IBS PVC Professional 
Repair Kit
10401. Professional permanent Repair Kit for all makes of 
PVC In昀氀atable Dinghies & Rigid In昀氀atable Boats Everything 
you need in one watertight container to do a permanent repair. 
Available in the following colours: Black, Blue, Light Grey, 
Dark Grey, Orange, 
Red & White. 

£32.95

For Power Boats
August Race 
Smooth 
Opacity 
UV Wax
SMOO0001. Smooth Opacity 
UV is a deep-treating cream 
applied wax polish with a 
UV additive giving unrivalled 
long-lasting protection and 
ease of use. Protective 
qualities as well as a 
remarkable shine. 500ml. 

£18.00

For Power Boats 
August Race ‘GRP Sealer’ 
Super High Gloss 
Gel Coat Sealer
ARGRPS. Super Quick Shine spray wax 
is an amazingly quick detailing 
system giving a superb shine in 
seconds. Simply spray on and 
buff off with a soft cloth to leave 
a streak-free 昀椀nish. Great for 
use after taking the boat out as 
a quick solution to protect and 
shine, also perfect for use in boat 
showrooms. 1 litre. 

£21.95

For Power Boats
August Race 
Vinyl Bright
VB1. Vinyl Bright Revival 
Kit gives an unrivalled 
deep restorative treatment 
dramatically improving the 
appearance of even old dull 
vinyl upholstery. Vinyl Bright 
is applied using the deep-care 
sponge provided and then the 
surface should be thoroughly 
rinsed using clean water. Once 
dry apply AR Super Quick 
Shine using a soft cloth and buff 
to a sheen 昀椀nish. 1 litre. 
£18.95

For all Boats
August Race 
‘Spot Off’ 
Mould Remover
3484078. August Race™ Spot 
Off is a low-foaming mould spot 
remover for use on a variety of 
surfaces including rib tubes, 
vinyl upholstery and paint. Less 
aggressive than conventional 
bleaching agents, Spot Off 
gives amazing results fast.
(N.B. Please ensure to follow 
the label instructions for the 
most effective method of 
application). 
£18.95

For Power Boats
August Race 
‘Deck Mate’ 
Scented 
Synthetic 
Teak Cleaner
3484153. A highly effective, 
non-hazardous cleaner 
designed to gently and safely 
remove dirt and salt deposits 
from synthetic teak decks. 
Simply spray directly onto the 
surface, then using the sponge 
applicator provided or a soft 
bristle brush work into the grain. 
Wipe clean using a micro昀椀bre 
cloth and rinse with clean water.  

£15.95

For Trailers
August Race 
‘Trailer Restore’ 
Professional 
Metal Trailer 
Restorer
TRAIL002. The ultimate 
bare metal trailer restorer. 
Bring your trailer back to life! 
Specially formulated and 
developed in conjunction with 
some of the industry’s leading 
trailer manufacturers, August 
Race Trailer Restore is a new 
essential in every boaters 
toolbox.  

£18.95

For Trailers
August Race 
‘Trailer Gleam’ 
Protective 
Trailer 
Finishing Polish
TRAIL002. August Race Trailer 
Gleam is the best way to help 
prevent staining and rust marks 
on bare metal boat trailers, 
developed and formulated 
in conjunction with some of 
the industry’s leading trailer 
manufacturers Trailer Gleam is 
now a staple in boating circles.  

£18.95

For Power Boats
August Race 
Super Valet
3484320. Fast Finish Spray Wax. 
August Race Super Valet is an 
everyday valeting spray wax that 
gives an incredible shine, fast! 
Super Valet is safe to use on 
most wipeable surfaces and with 
its anti-static formula, it actively 
reduces dust and grime deposits. 
Perfect to use throughout the 
season to remove water spots 
and maintain a high shine 昀椀nish. 
1 litre. 

£18.95

For RIBs & SIBs
August Race LR Sealer UV 
formally Liquid Rib UV
LIQU0001. LR Sealer UV is a brand new super high UV protective 
RIB Tube Sealer (suitable for most types of material including fabric 
impression). A little goes a very long way and it quickly absorbs 
into the tube to give an industry-leading level of UV protection 
and an even, glossy 昀椀nish while also being fully 
Biodegradable. An independent Accelerated 
Weathering and UV Damage lab test carried out 
under extreme temperature changes and UV light 
to imitate central Europe weather conditions. 
Independent lab test results: “After 240 hours of 
Accelerated Weathering and UV Damage testing 
the sample with the coating was visually far 
better than the no coating sample”. This superior 
tech-packed treatment has now replaced our 
previous RIB tube protector (Liquid RIB UV). 250ml. 
£18.95

BEFORE AFTER!

#1 RESULTS!!..

For Power Boats
August Race 
Fresh
XCARF. August Race Fresh is a unique 
spray-applied enzyme treatment 
to eliminate bad odours from most 
surfaces. Fresh works deep into the 
surface and neutralises the source of 
bad odour leaving a pleasant smell. 
Fresh works best in a warm environment 
so if possible bring the area to be treated 
up to temperature then having removed 
any electrical heat source simply spray 
onto the affected surfaces. If it is not 
possible to heat the area then spray with 
a light mist of warm water after applying 
FRESH and allow to dry. 

£18.95

IBS Inflatable Boat 
PVC Adhesive
IBS1. Two-part adhesive. 250ml. Suitable for 
all PVC/Polyurethane in昀氀atable boats. As used by 
Major Manufacturers, service stations, MOD, etc. 
Shelf life unopened tin18 months. 
Mixed pot life 2-3 hours. Perfect for bonding your 
Borika FASTen mounts. 5% Hardener.
£14.95
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Borika FASTen 
Heavy Duty Universal 
Mount 140 X 140 mm 
FMP225. Larger pad for tougher jobs. 
Ideal for oarlocks.

£22.95

Borika FASTen Reinforced Mounting 
Platform for Solid Surfaces
FMB. This Borika FASTen universal base mount set is designed for installation on 
a hard surface. Perfect for aluminium, wood or plastic services such as kayak, rigid 
boats and transom boards. It is 昀椀xed and held in position using 4 x stainless steel 
self-tapping screws (included). Once in place, this FASTen base mount will allow you 
to 昀椀x equipment to your vessel using the whole range of Borika accessories. 
63 x 63 x 41mm.
£11.95

Borika FASTen Mount 
with Pad 110 x 110 mm 
FMP224. This universal mount is the foundation 
stone of all the extensive Borika range. Everything 
昀椀ts into it. You will require a 2 part PVC glue to 
adhere the mount to any PVC in昀氀atable boat. 
Size 110mm x 110mm x 43mm 

£17.95

Borika FASTen 
Reinforced Mounting 
Platform Solid Boats
FFR444. The perfect mount for a solid boat or Kayak.
4 stainless self tapping screws included.
£21.95

Borika FASTen 
Universal Self Adhesive 
Mount 110 x 110 mm
FMS224. 3m Self adhesive mount, no glue or 
screws. Only suitable for solid surfaces ( GRP or 
wood). Not suitable for PVC in昀氀atable boats
110mm x110mm. 

£24.95

Borika FASTen Universal Mount 
61mm x 61mm
FS219. Compact mount for solid surfaces where space is at a premium. 
4 x stainless self tapping screws included.. 61mm x 61mm x 35mm.
£9.95

Mounts

Borika FASTen Inflatable Boat Accessories

F O R  B O AT S  &  K AYA K S

How it works

1

2

3

Install the 
mounting system 
suitable for
your boat

Choose an 
accessory and 
additional parts 
if needed

Fix the accessory 
or assembly 
in the mount
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Borika FASTen T-Track Pad 
for Hard Surface Mounting 
with T-Bolt Mount 155mm
TRK150. Attach a Borika FASTen T-Track Pad to your kayak or boat to have a 
adjustable mounting point for Borika accesories. This 155mm T-Track pad simply 
screws into any hard surface. You can then slide along a T-Bolt mount adaptor (or 
multiple) and tighten it up in your chosen spot. This will function as a place to mount 
numerous Borika accesories to, including 昀椀shing rod holders, 昀椀sh 昀椀nders 
and so much more.

£7.95

Borika Mount 
for Side T-Track Adapter
FS223. This Side T-Track Adapter Borika Mount is ideal for setting up a Borika 
mounting point on your boat or kayak. Simply slide this 
into your T-Track rail or T Bolt adater and tighten 
this up. The Hex hole will then function as a point 
to mount a Borika 昀椀shing holder, 昀椀sh 昀椀nder 
and much more. This mount is at a 90 degree 
angle to the T-Bolt giving you more options with 
personalising your mounting set up. 

£14.95

Borika FASTen Double Mount 
for Tubes and Rails
FMR232 Attach a Borika FASTen Double Mount to your tube/rail to open up a new mounting 
point for various Borika accessories. Looking for ways to attach equipment or accessories to 
an A-frame or maybe a guide rail? This Borika mount will clamp around the pole giving you two 
mounting spots for your needs whether you want to attach a navigation light, 昀椀shing rod holder or 
anything else for that matter. Suitable for tubes 30-32mm
£27.95

Borika FASTen Triple Mount Rail 
with Two Fasten Points
GR500-3. This Borika FASTen Triple Mount Rail opens up a world of possibilities. It simply 昀椀ts 
into the FASTen base mounts on your boat (not included) to give you a further 3 mounts for a 
whole variety of Borika kit. Dimensions; 500mm x 136mm x 65mm. Weight: 1.15kg 
FASten base mounts on boat not included.

£72.95

Borika FASTen Triple Mount Rail
GM350-3. This Borika FASTen Triple Mount Rail opens up a world of possibilities. It 
simply 昀椀ts into the FASTen base mount on your boat (not included) to give you a further 
3 mounts for a whole variety of Borika kit. Dimensions: 350mm x 136mm x 65mm. 
Weight: 1kg. FASten base mount on boat not included

£72.95

Borika FASTen 
Triple Mount Rail
GRP500-3. This Borika Triple Mount Rail opens up a world of possibilities. It simply 昀椀ts into 
the FASTen base mounts on your boat (not included) to give you a further 3 mounts for the 
Borika accessories you need. This rail attaches to two Borika base mounts and so is very well 
supported. All mounts on the rail are removable and adjustable..

£65.95

Borika FASTen T-Track Pad 
for Hard Surface Mounting 
with T-Bolt Mount 255mm
TRK255. Attach a Borika FASTen T-Track Pad to your kayak or boat to have a 
adjustable mounting point for Borika accesories. This 255mm T-Track pad simply 
screws into any hard surface. You can then slide along a T-Bolt mount adaptor (or 
multiple) and tighten it up in your chosen spot. This will function as a place to mount 
numerous Borika accesories to, including 昀椀shing rod holders, 昀椀sh 昀椀nders 
and so much more.

£11.95

Borika FASTen Compact Track 
Adapter Mount
FS227. Use the Borika FASTen Compact Track Adapter Mount to 
turn your existing or new Borika T-Track into a Borika 
mounting point for all accesories. Simply attach 
this to your T-Track and place your chosen 
Borika accesory into the hex hole at the top 
and spin to lock. A simple and effective way 
to upgrade your setup wether your attaching a 
昀椀shing rod holder for kayak 昀椀shing or attaching a 
camera setup for your adventures. 

£9.95

Borika FASTen Round Pad for Hard 
Surface Mounting with T-Bolt Mount
MB218. The Borika FASTen Round Pad is a great way to set up a mounting point 
on your kayak or boat for a Borika accesory with a T-Bolt. Screw this into your hard 
surface, and you have the perfect place to attach a T-Bolt mount adaptor to.
£5.95

Borika T-Track Adapter Mount
FS218. This Borika T-Track Adapter Mount is ideal for setting up a Borika mounting 
point on your boat or kayak. Simply slide this into your T-Track rail or T Bolt adater and 
tighten the grey centre piece up. The Hex hole will then function as a point to mount 
a Borika 昀椀shing holder, 昀椀sh 昀椀nder and much more. You 
can also use a Borika extendable accesory mount in 
conjunction with this to give yourself more 昀氀exible 
mounting options. 

£11.95

Borika FASTen Variable Tube Clamp 
for 19mm - 70mm 
FMC. The Borika FASTen mount and mounting clip make
it possible to secure this on a tube, railing, handrail, mast
or track without drilling. Thanks to the grooved rubber
inner layer, the clip can clamp items of variuos shapes
be it round, square or rectangular. 
Adjusts between 19-70 mm.
£38.95

Borika FASTen Transom Clamp 
with 2 Mounts
FMK. This Borika FASTen universal base mount is
designed to clamp onto your transom and seat. It 
will grip a transom up to 40mm wide. 
The design gives you the option of
昀椀tting it in 2 different planes.
£43.95

Borika FASTen Transom Clamp 
with Mount
FMK_2022061010472900. This Borika FASTen universal base mount is designed to 
clamp onto your transom. It will grip a transom up to 40mm wide. This 
design gives you the option of 昀椀tting it in 2 different planes. This 
clamp offers up a whole host of options for making the 
most out of your boat set up, for example it is perfect for 
you to your 昀椀sh 昀椀nders transpoer to on your boat.
£39.95

IBS Inflatable Boat 
PVC or Hyperlon Adhesive
IBS1. Two-part adhesive. 250ml. Suitable for all PVC/
Polyurethane in昀氀atable boats. As used by Major 
Manufacturers, service stations, MOD, etc. Shelf life 
unopened tin18 months. Mixed pot life 2-3 hours. Perfect for 
bonding your Borika FASTen mounts. 5% Hardener.
IBS1 £14.95

IBS-H £14.95

Borika FASTen Mount with Platform
FMR132. This Borika FASTen universal base mount kit is designed to be mounted 
on either a 30mm or 32mm tube. No drilling of the tube is required. See images for 
example of typical installation. Once in position you can loosen the retention screws 
to move the mount along the tube wherever you need it without the need to remove it. 
Easy to adjust! Size 76mm x 70mm x 65mm.
£22.95

T-Track System

Borika FASTen Inflatable Boat Accessories
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Borika FASTen Accessory 
Mount Extender 
with 2 Pivots
FEX100. The Borika FASTen Accessory Mount Extender with 2 
Pivots, is a fantastic way to con昀椀gure your boating or kayaking to 
your exact needs. Customise your setup by placing this in your 
chosen mount. You then have the option to extend up your chosen 
Borika accesory by 100mm, and rotate this on two pivots. For 
example, if you wanted your Borika anchor roller to be angled 
clear of your boat and at an angle, this would be the option for you!

£23.95

Borika FASTen Extendable 
Accessory Mount Extender 
with 2 Pivots
FEX220. The Borika FASTen Accessory Mount Extender with 2 
Pivots, is a fantastic way to con昀椀gure your boating or kayaking to your 
exact needs. Customise your setup by placing this in your chosen 
mount. You then have the option to extend up your chosen Borika 
accessory by 220mm, and rotate this on two pivots. For example, if 
you wanted your Borika anchor roller to be angled clear of your boat 
and at an angle, this would be the option for you! 

£27.95

Borika FASTen Fishing Rod Holder 
with Hard Deck Mount
HTB213. Adjustable base to hold your rod 昀椀rmly in any position. Rotating collar 
helps reduce ‘strike-theft’. Rear gimble lock reduces rod rotation for compatible 
rods; lift to slide rods through. Fully adjustable 360° around, over 90° vertical. Easy 
access to reel when in position. Square-tooth adjustable tilt stops rotational slipping. 
Black. For spinning reels, bait casting reels, 
boat reels, 昀氀y reels. 
NOTE: We strongly recommend that 
you tether your 昀椀shing rod to the 
boat while in use.

£34.95

Borika FASTen Fishfinder 
Mount with Telescopic 
Transducer Holder
FT450. This Borika Fish昀椀nder Mount with 
telescopic transducer holders is designed to 
insert into any of your Borkia FASTen mounts 
which have installed on your boat, SUP or 
Kayak. The adjustments on the link arms leave 
you with multiple options on the angle and 
depth of the transducer. For example, it can be 
mounted in such a way that when in collision with 
an underwater object the transducer arm will 
simply de昀氀ect away, protecting the transducer 
from serious damage. The transducer bracket is 
designed to hold a variety of different branded 
transducers. The set includes: an adjustable 
transducer arm mount, the adjustable link tube 
to the boat, the platform to attach your 昀椀sh昀椀nder 
onto again with an adjustable arm (100x100mm).
£54.95

Borika FASTen Fish Finder Plate with 
Pivot for 9-12in Screen
SLR220. The Borika FASTen Fish Finder Plate with Pivot is perfect for attaching a 昀椀sh 
昀椀nder to your boat or kayak set up. This plate will 昀椀t into your existing/new Borika mount 
and comes equiped with a ball joint pivot so you can rotate the plate for ease of use. 
This 昀椀sh 昀椀nder plate is designed for use with a 9-12 inch screen.
£79.95

Borika FASTen Inflatable Boat A Frame Kit
The Borika A-Frame Kit can be used to attach a whole array of equipment to (eg lights, rods, 昀氀ag, camera etc), helping 
to keep some kit outside of the boat and de-clutter. It can also be used as a handrail, awning holder, etc. It is constructed 
from aluminium tubing and polyamide swivel and tilt mouldings with angled support arms. The feet of the A-Frame attach 
to the boat using 4 x FASTen base mounts (not included) . The A-Frame comes complete with 2 x FASTen mounts on the 
tubing for quick installation of various bits of equipment. These 2 mounts can be moved wherever you need them on the 
tubing. Apart from mounting a range of equipment on it, it acts as a great support when standing in the boat and it looks 
great! Black. 2 universal FMr132 Borika 
accessory mounts on frame. 
FASTen base mounts NOT included.

800mm x 500mm 
Fits on boat tubes 
between 85cm - 105cm. STP050. 
£225.95 

800mm x 800mm 
Fits on boat tubes 
between 105cm - 125cm. STP080. 
£236.95

800mm x 1100mm 
Fits on boat tubes 
between 125cm - 145cm. STP110. 
£259.95

Mount Extensions

Fish Finder Accessories

Rod Holders

Borika FASTen Aluminium 
Tub Extender 205mm
EX225. The Borika FASTen Aluminium Tub Extender is ideal for 
increasing the distance between your accessory and mount. This 
accessory enables you to easily put accessories overboard or lift 
out of a kayak or boat by 205mm. This is ideal for use with a phone 
case or 昀椀sh 昀椀nder monitor. It also offers you the option to rotate 
your accessory to whatever angle you require.

£18.95

Borika FASTen Fishing Rod Holder Kit 
Inflatable Boat
HTP213. Adjustable base to hold your rod 昀椀rmly in any position. Rotating collar helps 
reduce ‘strike-theft’. Rear gimble lock reduces rod rotation for compatible rods; lift to slide 
rods through. Fully adjustable 360° around, over 90° vertical. Easy access to reel when 
in position. Square-tooth adjustable tilt stops rotational slipping. Black. For spinning reels, 
bait casting reels, boat reels, 昀氀y reels. 
NOTE: We strongly recommend that you tether 
your 昀椀shing rod to the boat while in use.
£27.95

Borika FASTen 
Fishing Rod 
Holder 
Black
HT213

£19.95

Borika FASTen 
Fishing Rod 
Holder 
White
HT213-W 
£19.95

Borika FASTen 
Fishfinder Swivel and Tilt 
Platform 
100mm x 100mm 
SLT223. This Borika Fish昀椀nder Swivel and Tilt Platform can 
be used to mount 昀椀sh昀椀nders as well as mounting photo/
video equipment. 
Size: 138mm x 106mm x 97mm.
£24.95

Borika FASTen Inflatable Boat Accessories
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Borika FASTen 
Anchor Roller with 
Guide Ring Black
AR002 

£24.95

Borika FASTen 
Anchor Lock 
with Tilt
AL003

£27.95

Borika FASTen 
Action Camera 
Holder with Flexible 
Clip for Lighting
NG004.
£29.95

Borika FASTen 
Video Equipment 
Mount
TP014.
£22.95

Borika FASTen 
Telescopic Swivel 
Camera Holder 
600mm
NG600 
£58.95

Borika FASTen 
Swivel and 
Tilt Holder for 
a Camera or 
Navigation 
Light 
NG002.
£22.95

Borika FASTen 
Anchor Lock 
Mount Kit
ALP002.

£35.95

Borika FASTen  
Mooring Cleat 
FC229

£6.95

Borika FASTen 
Rigging Clip
CFP

£6.95

Borika FASTen 
Handle
PH206

£14.95

Borika FASTen 
Rope Halyard 
Connector
HR227
£6.95

Borika FASTen 
Holder for Lonako 
Portable 
Navigation 
Lights
LF001

£10.95

Borika FASTen 
Lonako Portable 
Three Colour 
Navigation Light
LC003.

£186.95

Borika FASTen 
Lonako Portable 
White Navigation 
Light
LW001

£167.95

Borika FASTen 
Oar Tube Clips Pair
OH032-2
£19.95

Borika FASTen 
Oar Tube Collar 
with Adapter
RL032-2
£35.95 
PER PAIR

Borika FASTen 
Single Elliptical 
Ring
RM273
£6.95

Borika FASTen 
RING MOUNT
PR203

£10.95

Borika FASTen 
Bag Small
BM182

£24.95

Borika FASTen Bag 
Medium
BM183

£25.95

Borika FASTen Bag 
Large
BM184
£36.95

Borika FASTen 
Telescopic Lonako 
Nav Light Holder
LF1100 

£42.95

Borika FASTen 
CUP HOLDER
CUP.

£20.95

Borika FASTen 
6in 
Waterproof 
Smart 
Phone Case 
Mount
TP285

£59.95

Borika FASTen 
Folding 
Aluminium 
Ladder
FL032

£109.95

Borika FASTen Inflatable Boat Accessories
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TOP TIP: Avoid pooling of water 
by fitting cover supports which 
allow the water to run off the cover.

Boatworld SIB Cover 
Boatworld is proud to introduce our NEW SIB Cover PU backed, 600 Denier, 7.2 oz Polyester cover. 
These covers will 昀椀t SIBs from 10.6 ft to 11.5ft (3.2 - 3.48mts) / 11.6 ft to 12.5ft (3.5 - 3.81mts) with an adjustable 
beam of up to 70”( 1.78mts).  This cover is a superior product to most available on the market. Our SIB Cover is 
Mildew Resistant, UV Resistant, Water Repellant and has a 1/4 inch elastic cord 昀椀tted around the hem of the cover 
for easy 昀椀tting.  55”-70” ( 1.4 - 1.78mts) Adjustable Beam. 600 Denier PU backed Polyester. Cut out at the back to 
accommodate for the engine . 3 elasticated cut outs at bow end of cover to accommodate variety of bow shapes. 
1/4 Inch Elastic Cord around the hem for tight 昀椀tting. 4 Tie Down Straps. Breathable cover. Double stitch sewn 
seam. Free anti-moisture storage bag with handle. Spare strap for tying up cover when not in use.
7.5’ -  8.5’  XC2107  £64.95 8.5’-9.5’  XC2108 £69.95 

9.6’ -10.5’  XC2109 £74.95 10.6’ -11.5’  XC2110 £79.95 

11.6’-12.5’  XC2111 £84.95 12.6’ -13.5’  66584 £89.95 

Premium Quality Boat Cover - 3 sizes with free mesh storage bag 
XC113. Sizes: 14’-16’ / 17’-19’ / 20’-22’. Fantastic quality 6oz 300 denier boat cover that will 昀椀t most boats. 
Hardwearing, water repellent and breathable. The covers have a shockcord hem that keeps the cover snug to the boat, 
in addition there are 12 webbing loop tie down points. A trailer tie down strap kit is available if you intend to 
tow your boat with the cover on. These covers will 昀椀t outboard and inboard models. 
Seams are overlap so not 100% waterproof. 
Installation of a support pole is essential to stop water pooling .

14’-16’ (max beam 86”) £89.95

17’-19’ (max beam 96”) £99.95

20’-22’ (max beam 102”) £114.95

Westland Boat Covers for Boats with Fitted Wakeboard Tower 
XC145. Features: L Shaped velcro straps to allow cover to 昀椀t around the wakeboard tower. 
Solid plastic vents to allow the cover to breath. Soft touch lined around windscreen area. Non stretch cord with rope 
ratchets for a tight 昀椀t. Suitable for trailering. 100% 60z polyester. Lightweight and durable. 
Breathable. Water repellent. Mildrew resistant. 3 year limited warranty. Made in USA.

17.5’-18.5’ (max beam 102”) £550
18.5’-19.5’ (max beam 102”) £570
19.5’-20.5’ (max beam 102”) £590
20.5’-21.5’ (max beam 102”) £610

Super Premium Quality Boat Cover - 3 sizes with free mesh storage bag 
8oz 600 denier, our top end boat cover. Low stretch rope hem with 2:1 ratchet hook tension system. 
Trailer tie down straps included. Telescopic Support pole included. 2 Air vents to prevent mildew. 
Soft fabric on the inside around the windscreen area prevents windscreen scratches. 
These covers are heat taped on all seams to make it as waterproof as possible. 
Support poles need to be installed 
to stop water “pooling” on the cover.

XC1186. 14’-16’ (max beam 86”) £199.95

XC1187. 17’-19’ (max beam 96”) £229.95

XC1188. 20’-22’ (max beam 102”) £249.95

Heat Taped 
Seams

Air Vents 
to prevent mildew

Budget Quality Boat Cover - 3 sizes 
XC116. Sizes: 14’-16’ / 17’-19’ / 20’-22’. 
A Budget  boat covers available in 3 sizes. 
4oz 300 denier water repellent cloth. Elasticated hem. 
Only suitable for lightweight use or indoor storage cover.
14’-16’ (max beam 86”) £45.95

17’-19’ (max beam 96”) £49.95

20’-22’ (max beam 102”) £59.95
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Boat Cover 
Pole Stand Kit
XC120. Nylon Webbing straps form a ridge along the 
cover. Plastic sheathing protects your boat at the straps 
contact points. Support pole adjustable from 65cm to 
165cm. Fits most boats up to 7.5m long.
£29.95

Boat Cover Tie Down Kit
XC121. This is an ef昀椀cient way to secure your boat cover 
when trailering. Constructed of 1” black polypropylene 
webbing and convenient quick-release buckles. Unlike 
bungee cords these durable tie-downs don’t stretch, so 
they won’t tear your cover or damage your boat. Each kit 
contains twelve 8’ straps.
£16.95 PER SET

Telescopic
Boat Cover 
Support
XC119. Telescopic alloy pole 
with rubber end cups. Ideal for 
wintering and prevention of build up of 
water. 50 cm - 120 cm.
£16.95

Suction Cup Tie Downs
STD-6C. Suction Cup Tie Downs are perfect for 100’s of 
tie down applications where there simply isn’t an anchor 
point, cleat or other device to anchor conventional tie 
downs. Giant 3-1/4˝ suction cups with toggle ball ties 
stick to auto 昀椀nishes, boat 昀椀nishes and windows. Great 
for boat covers, tarps, trunk lids, ropes, cords, 昀椀shing 
poles, 昀氀ashlights, etc. Too many uses to list! 
4 Pack, 6˝ ties stretch to 11˝.
£14.95 PER SET

Dinghy Covers
Quality Dinghy covers at fantastic prices.
All 600 Denier pu backed Polyester.

Optimist. XC157 £49.95

Laser. XC94 £59.95

Topper. XC158  £59.95

Splash.  £79.95 

Comet. £79.95

Pico. XC159 £79.95

Mirror. XC225 £59.95

Laser Under Cover. XC94-1  £99.95 

Laser 2. XC95  £89.95 

Dart 18’. XC156  £99.95

Stormsure Caravan & Awning Repair Kit 
RKBOXCARA. Stormsure’s repair kits are all-in-one packs containing 
carefully selected contents that enable you to easily make reliable and 
long-lasting repairs to the respective type of item or 
piece of equipment. 

£6.95

#1 COVER TEAR FIX! Walker Bay Rowing 
Boat Covers 
Polyester overall cover to suit Walker Bay boats. 
Adjustable hem and 
Hull tensioning straps

8ft x 4ft 4” beam size. 
XCWBBC-8ft 
£89.95

10ft  x 4ft 9” beam size 
XCWBBC-10ft 
£99.95

Boatworld 
Boom Mainsail Cover 
100% Polyester premium cloth. PU backed 
cloth. Waterproof Cord for tying off at clew end 
of boom. Full height sewn in zipper at mast end 
with cord tie up at top. 6 webbing tie down velcro 
loop straps for wrapping around the length of 
boom. Blue.

8-9’ XCS0018 £49.95

9-10’ XCS0018S £54.95
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Boatworld 2.5kg Grapnel HDG 
Anchor Kit
XC220-A. This 2.5kg hot-dipped galvanised grapnel anchor comes complete 
2 x 8mm HDG shackles, 1mt of 6mm HDG chain, 50ft (15mts) of rope and a 
tough nylon storage bag. The storage bag means you 
can neatly stow this anchor system in your Jetski or 
boat, protecting it and your vessel!  The HDG anchor 
makes it suitable for seawater as well as free water. This 2.5kg 
grapnel anchor will hold in mud, 
sand, gravel and rock and is 
designed for the temporary 
mooring of small boats, 
sailboats, PWC, 
in昀氀atable boats, canoes 
and 昀氀oat tubes. Will it 昀椀t 
in my anchor locker? Bag 
size approx 39cm long x 
12cm diameter folded.

£32.95

0.7kg / 1.5kg / 2.5kg / 3.2kg / 4kg 
Folding HDG Grapnel Anchor
Ideal for jetskis, kayaks and small craft (e.g.dinghies). 
Galvanized 昀椀nish. These anchors start at only 
12 inch long and fold away for handy storage. 
Folds away when not in use using locking cap. 

0.7kg XC219-2  £6.99 

1.5kg XC219  £9.95 

2.5kg XC219-1 £17.95

3.2kg FGA-3.2 £22.95

4kg FGA-4 £27.95

Boatworld 
PWC Sand 
Anchor & Buoy
A-1. Ideal for anchoring in 
shallow water - ideal for 
jetskis, dinghies, ribs and 
canoes too!! Fill the durable 
nylon anchor bag with up to 35 
pounds of rocks or sand. 
Buoy marks the anchors 
location. Tie-ups are easy with 
the 昀氀oating heavy duty rope 
and a giant snap hook.

£18.95

Boatworld 1.5kg Red Grapnel 
Anchor Kit
XC220. This 1.5kg red-coated grapnel anchor comes complete with 25ft (762cm) 
of rope sliced to it, a tough nylon storage bag, an in-line rope 昀氀oat which slides up 
and down the rope and a HD stainless steel snap-hook at the other end. 
The storage bag means you can neatly stow this anchor system in your 
Jetski or boat, protecting it and your vessel! Fits into most PWC seat 
compartments ( size approx. 12” (30cm) long x 3 ½” (9cm) diameter). 
The red-coated anchor makes it easy to spot in 
the water. This 1.5kg grapnel anchor will hold in 
mud, sand, gravel and rock and is designed for the 
temporary mooring of small boats, sailboats, PWC, 
in昀氀atable boats, canoes and 
昀氀oat tubes. 
£24.95

Grapnel Hook HDG
9” long x 8”wide ( 231mm x 195mm). 
Made from 8mm dia bar. Hot Dipped 
Galvanized 昀椀nish. 4 pronged. Weighs 1.5lbs 
(0.7kg). 15mm dia eye for rope attachment. 
Ideal as a simple anchor, for retrieving lost 
昀椀shing gear, nets, clearing weed.
0.7KG XC93-5 £5.95

1.5KG XC95-6 £14.95

Drift Anchor
XC1006. Great for slow trolling live bait and drift 
昀椀shing on rivers. Constructed from rugged, 
reinforced nylon that will not fray. Our Drift 
Anchor is designed with a resistance free 
lanyard that inverts the sock to empty 
water for a easy retrieval. A drift anchor 
can also be extremly helpful in the 
event of engine trouble.  This 
anchor is suitable for boats under 
6m. Blue in colour. Comes with 
Free Mesh Storage bag. 
750mm L x 600mm D. 
£14.95

Boatworld Screw Anchor System
XC165. Designed for use in shallow water by the beach. It comes 
complete with nylon storage bag, 10ft 
(3mts) of rope, an in-line 昀氀oat, plated 
steel screw anchor system & 2 stainless 
steel snap hooks. Screw your anchor 
into the sand/mud, then simply 
clip one end of the rope onto 
your PWC or dinghy and the 
other to the screw anchor! 
This is just a great way 
to temporally anchor in 
shallow water!

£14.95

Oval Downriggers
These Boatworld Oval Downriggers are to be used 
when 昀椀shing using the trolling method. They enable 
you to cast your lure at a desired depth.

XCDR-4  4lb (1.8kg)
£12.95 

XCDR-6  6lb (2.7kg)
£15.95

 XCDR-10 10lb ( 4.5kg) 
£25.95

3.5kg / 5kg HDG 
Bruce Claw Anchor Kit 
This quality 3.5KG anchor kit is designed for SIBS and sports boats 14ft +. 
Once the anchor is set it gives a good hold in mud, sand and rocky bottoms. 
The anchor will resists changes in direction. This kit consists of a 3.5kg 
HDG Bruce anchor, 30mts(100ft) of 8mm 3 braid nylon rope with HDG 8mm 
thimble one end, 2 x 8mm HDG shackles and 4mts of 6mm HDG short link 
chain. 

3.5KG XC175-1 £62.50

This quality 5KG anchor kit is designed for SIBS and sports boats 18ft +. 
Once the anchor is set it gives a good hold in mud, sand and rocky bottoms. 
The anchor will resists changes in direction. This kit consists 
of a 5kg HDG Bruce anchor, 30mts(100ft) of 12mm 3 
braid nylon rope with HDG 8mm thimble one 
end, 2 x 8mm HDG shackles and 4mts of 
8mm HDG short link chain. 
5KG XC175 
£89.95

2KG / 3.5kg / 4.5kg HDG 
Danforth Anchor Kit 
2 kg Danforth anchor.A good all rounder suitable for 8-14ft Craft. 
Consists of 2 kg anchor, 1m x 6mm chain. 15m of 8mm anchor line. 

2kg XC136-2D £32.95
3.5kg Danforth Anchor Kit- A good all round anchor which stows easily. 
For boats 12-18ft. The Kit consists of a 3.5kg Danforth anchor, 
2 x 8mm shackles, 2 meters of 6mm HDG chain, 
30mts (100ft) of 8mm anchor line. 
3.5kg XC136-1 £45.95
A good all round anchor which stows 
easily. For boats 14-22ft. The Kit 
consists of a 4.5kg Danforth anchor, 
2 x 8mm shackles, 2 meters of 6mm 
HDG chain, 30mts (100ft) of 8mm 
anchor line. 

4.5kg XC136 £54.95

Boatworld 2.5 / 3.2 / 4KG 
Grapnel Anchor Kits
HDG Grapnell Anchor. 
2 x 8mm shackles. 
One galvanised 6mm x 2mt (6’ 6”) chain. 
One nylon twist 8mm x 300m (100ft) anchorline.
2.5kg XC136-2  £39.95

3.2kg XC136-3  £44.95

4kg XC136-4  £51.95

Boatworld 0.7kg 
Sup/Kayak Anchor Kit
XC220-4. Designed and ideal for use with your SUP 
or Kayak. This anchor kit comes complete with PVC 
昀氀oat and 7.6mts (25ft) of anchor 
line, which is attached 
to a red painted folding 
grapnel anchor at one 
end and a stainless steel 
snap hook at the other! 
To complete this great 
package, it all comes in 
a handy nylon storage 
bag with drawstring!

£17.95
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2m x 6mm Chain 
XC174. 2 metre x 6mm HDG short link chain, 
suitable for attaching to an anchor. 

£7.50

4m x 6mm Chain 
XC173. 4 metre x 6mm HDG short link chain, 
suitable for attaching to an anchor. 

£15.00

4m x 8mm Chain 
XC173. 4 metre x 8mm HDG short link chain, 
suitable for attaching to an anchor. 

£32.00

Boatworld Bungee Dock Line Singular
XC-BWDL-S. Boatworld Bungee Dock Lines absorb shock to boats, cleats, docks, 
pylons and other hardware. The bungee cord is hidden inside the rope and acts 
as a built-in snubber. Two foam 昀氀oats on the Boatworld 
bungee dock line protect the boat from cha昀椀ng. Large 
6” (150mm) foam 昀氀oats. Adjustable 5” (125mm) loops at 
both ends for quick docking. Recommended for docking 
boats and PWC’s up to 4,000 pounds. Tensile strength 
2,150 pounds. Colour black. Approx 6 ft stretching to 9 ft 
(183cm - 273cm). 16mm 
diameter line.

£12.95

Boatworld Bungee 
Dock Lines Pair
XC-BWDL. Two of our shock 
absorbing dock lines.

£19.95

6” Polished Stainless 
Steel Deck Cleat 
XC214. 4 Fixing holes. Open Base. Stainless steel polished 
昀椀nish. 6 inch/ 150mm long. Fixings not included.
£13.95

Boatworld 
Stainless Steel 
Rope Clam Cleat 
Polished 昀椀nish. 
Fixings not included.

Mini 
XC214-1 48mm L x 15mm W £6.85

Junior 
XC214-3 80mmL x 18mm W x 24mm H £7.45

Boatworld Stainless Steel 
Steel Paired Bow Chocks 
Polished 昀椀nish. Fixings not included.
115mm XC214-2 14mm wide £13.95

150mm XC214-2 14mm wide £17.95

HD Galvanised 
Bow Shackle

8mm 
XC117-1 £0.60
10mm 
XC177 £0.85

Stainless Steel 
Bow Shackle 
Attaching anchor chains to 
anchors. Attaching anchor lines 
to chains and boat. Attachment of 
rigging to masts/boom/deck.
8mm XC117-89  
£1.85
10mm XC117-SSBS £2.65

Transom Ski Tow Eye
XC222. Suitable for mounting in the centre 
of the transom of any inboard powered 
sportsboat as an alternative to a ski 
pole. Strong 8mm stainless steel. 
63mm(2 1/2”) dia overall. Curved 40mm 
rope tongue. Bolt dia 10mm x 
60mm long beyond mounting 
backplate. Inc backing plate, 
washers, nuts.

£17.95

Bow & Transom Eye
M8 SIZE : XC1274-3. 304 stainless steel. 
Comes with 昀椀xing plate, 2 x washers, 2 x M8 nuts. 
11cm o/a/ length. Threaded legs 72mm long. 
28mm inside diameter of eye.

£4.95

M10 SIZE : XC1274-4. 304 stainless steel. 
13cm o/a length. Threaded legs 55mm long. 
41mm inside diameter of eye. Comes with 昀椀xing 
plate, 2 x washers,  2 x 10mm nuts.

£7.95

Stainless Steel Eye & Eye 
Swivel Shackle
6mm : Swivel eye inside width 18mm.
o/a length approx 82mm. o/a width 32mm.
8mm : Swivel eye inside width 20mm.
o/a length approx 87mm. o/a width 36mm.
13mm : O/A size of 148mm in length.
Swivel eye inside width 32mm dia. Width 58mm.

6mm XC1274-2  £2.65

8mm XC1274-3  £5.25

13mm XC1274-1  £16.95

Stainless Steel 
Jaw Swivel Snap Shackle 
Ringed sprung secure locking pin.

O/A of 70mm long x 35mm wide. 
Shackle size 12mm dia. 
Swivel eye size 12mm dia. 

70mm XC1273 £3.95
O/A 92mm long x 46mm wide. 
Shackle size 20mm dia. 
Swivel eye size 15mm dia 

92mm XC12731 £7.50.

Stainless Steel 
Fixed Snap Shackle 
Sprung locking pin. 

52mm long x 31mm wide 
Shackle size 15mm dia 
Fixed eye size 12mm dia 

52mm XC1271 £2.95
70mm long x 42mm wide 
Shackle size22mm dia 
Fixed eye size 16mm dia 

70mm XC1271-1 £3.95

80mm Stainless 
Steel Carbine Hook
XC93. Handy for any manner of jobs, 
hooking up a tube where no easy 
attachment is available. 
Good for your keys as well !!
£2.35

80mm Stainless Steel 
Carbine Hook with Screw
XC93-4169. Made from 316-grade stainless steel. 
7mm dia steel. Sprung loaded. Handy for any 
manner of jobs at the end of a rope e.g. 
hooking up a tube where no easy 
attachment is available.

£2.50

Deck & Rigging Hardware

Shop our full 
range of Deck 
& Rigging 
Hardware

Boatworld Mooring / Dock Line
20ft/6mt long with an 8”/20cm spliced eye at one end. Made 
from double braided nylon making it strong, 昀氀exible and hard 
wearing. Unlike polyester, line will stretch under sudden 
loads. The Mooring/Dock Lines are 3/8”(10mm) thick with 
a tensile strength of 4400lbs or 5/8”(16mm) thick with a 
tensile strength of 10,800lbs. This makes them ideal 
for small craft and sports boats.

10mm XC139 £9.75

16mm XC139-1 £18.95

30m (100ft) x 8mm / 
30m (100ft) x 12mm 
Nylon Anchor Rope

8mm XC139-3  
£29.95 

12mm XC139-4  

£42.50

Boatworld Padded Anchor 
Bag 1.5kg / 2.5kg
Adjustable Toggle Cord. Padded throughout. Ideal for 
storing anchors, ropes, shackles, etc. Black

1.5kg XC220-1 

£3.95 
Size approx 
31cm (12”) long 
x 8.5cm (3 1/2”) diameter
2.5kg XC220-2 

£5.95 
Size approx 40cm (16”) long 
x 10cm (4”) diameter

TOP
SELLER

Boatworld Anchor Bungee 
Never swim to shore again. A system of bungee-style rope for mooring a 
number of different craft from PWC to boats, allowing you to get to shore 
and let your craft return to anchor as you secure your bowline. 
Stretches from 14 ft to 50 ft. 
Stainless Steel fastenings. NO RUST!
XC-ABB Blue. 
XC-ABR Red.
XC-ABL Black.
£37.95 

FED UP OF GETTING YOUR SHORTS WET?

Boatworld Mini Anchor Bungee 
Suitable for PWC and small craft. Stretches 8 ft to 25 ft approx.
Stainless Steel fastenings. NO RUST!
XC-MABB Blue. XC-MABR Red.
£27.95

1

2

3

Pull boat to shore, Anchor Buddy S-T-R-E-T-C-H-E-S

Anchor Buddy retracts as you pay out your dock line

Anchor Buddy retracts as you pay out your dock line

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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Boatworld Adjustable JetSki/Boat Ski Pylon
XC1931. Polished 2 inch diameter stainless steel pole and support arms. 
Comes complete with all 昀椀xings. Pylon adjusts telescopically in height 
between 21 1/4” to 25 1/4” (54cm to 64cm). Fully adjustable bottom 
昀椀xing bracket on main pole to take up any 昀椀xing angle between 
horizontal and 80 Degrees. Telescopic 1 inch diameter support 
arms adjust between 15 3/4” to 24” (40cm to 61cm). Integrated 
handle for rear facing observer with knurled grip. Polished 
smooth rope head for less wear and tear. Stainless steel clip 
pins attach support arms to pole for quick and easy assembly. 
These clips and a single Allen Bolt to release main pole from 
bottom bracket, means the whole assembly can be detached/
attached in a couple of minutes!! Space above support 
arm bracket for 昀椀xing Boatworld Wakeboard Rack 
(not included). Rack 昀椀tting not recommended 
for kneeboarding or towing towables 
without mods. Contact us for details!!

£199

Boatworld JetSki/Boat 
Rack Post
XC193-2. This high quality Boatworld JetSki/Boat Rack Post 
has the following features: Polished 2 inch diameter stainless 
steel pole (bolted onto threaded insert). Comes complete with all 
昀椀xings. 15 3/4” (40cm) tall. Fully adjustable bottom 昀椀xing bracket 
on main pole to take up any 昀椀xing angle between horizontal and 
80 Degrees. Bottom bracket on pole secured by 4 s/s screws/
bolts into deck. Designed for 昀椀xing Boatworld Wakeboard Rack 
(not included). The Boatworld JetSki/Boat Rack Post is ideal 
for rear decks of Jetskis with an Boatworld Ski Pole 昀椀tted or 
cockpits/decks of boats where a Wakeboard Tower is not an 
option. Helps reduce clutter in/on the boat! NOTE Boatworld 
Wakeboard Rack not included in this price - post only!!
£79.95

PWC Budget 
Cover 
Grey. 210 pu nylon. 
Tailored to suit side mirrors.

XC194 
1-2 person size 106”-115” 
£29.95

XC195 
2-3 person size 116”-135” 
£39.95

1-2 person size 106”-115” 
£49.95

PWC Premium 
Cover 
XC122. Grey. Now available in 
hardwearing polyester cloth, 
tailored to suit side mirrors.

2-3 person size 116”-135” 
£59.95

Boatworld PWC 
Sand Anchor & 
Buoy
A-1. Ideal for anchoring 
in shallow water. Fill the 
durable nylon anchor 
bag with up to 35 pounds 
of rocks or sand. Buoy 
marks the anchors 
location. Tie-ups are easy 
with the 昀氀oating heavy 
duty rope and a giant snap 
hook. Yellow.
£18.95

Boatworld Trailer Winch 
With Strap & Sprung Hook
XC12440-1. 1200lbs / 540kg trailer winch with 50mm 
wide strap and sprung hook.

£27.95

Boatworld 
Trailer Winch Strap
XC3678. This Trailer Winch Strap is easy to 昀椀t. 
Black webbing. Retaining bolt included. 
Complete with clip hook.

£9.95

Boatworld 8m Boat 
Ratchet Trailer Strap
XC350. Perfect for securing your boat to 
the trailer. Comes in 2 halves c/w hook 
ends to locate onto your trailer 
chassis. The strap is 
50mm wide x 8m long. 
8800lbs / 4000kgs 
breaking strain.

£11.95

Boatworld Jet Ski 
Trailer Winch Strap
XC1240-1. Getting your personal watercraft (PWC) 
in and out of the water is a breeze with this 
heavy-duty winch strap. With a break 
strength of 3,500 lbs and a soft-loop 
hook, it helps you to rapidly load and 
unload your PWC while protecting 
its 昀椀nish. Features: Heavy-duty strap 
works with hand winch, enabling you 
to safely load and unload your PWC 
from your trailer. Loop end secures 
to winch drum. Two options for 
fastening strap to your PWC’s 
bow. Zinc-plated steel snap 
hook. Built-in keeper prevents 
hook from disconnecting. Soft 
loop - protects your PWC’s gel coat 昀椀nish. 
Winch not included.

£13.50

A CINCH TO WINCH!

Boatworld 
Mini Anchor Bungee 
Suitable for PWC and small craft. 
Stretches 8 ft to 25 ft approx.
Stainless Steel fastenings. NO RUST!
XC-MABB Blue.
XC-MABR Red.
£27.95

Boatworld PWC Contour Fender
HH-PWCB. Docking a PWC has never been safer with the introduction of the Boatworld PWC 
Contour Fender.  Engineered speci昀椀cally for PWCs it hinges in the centre to better protect 
PWC bodies from docks designed for bigger boats. It hooks under the rub rail with a moulded 
acetyl hook integrated into the back of the fender. If your PWC has them, you will want to 
connect the top of the fender to a cleat or ski eye with the adjustable strap and vinyl dipped 
steel hook provided. If not, simply thread the strap through the rubber block provided and 
place it inside the PWC s storage compartment then shut it. 
The block anchors the fender strap perfectly and will not damage 
the body. We recommend 2 fenders per PWC. Fits all PWCs. 

£17.95
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Dry Pak Waterproof Duffle Bag 70 Litre 
DP-D1BL. Shut out the water by rolling down the top a few times and snapping the side release buckles together. Unroll and open to 
enjoy the huge tapered access opening on top. 
Convenient water resistant zippered 
pocket with storm 昀氀ap on each 
side, one clear, one opaque. 
Quality manufactured from 
extra heavy vinyl/polyester 
laminate with electronically 
welded seams ( no leaky 
sewn seams here!) The 
molded bottom adds structure 
and protection to contents. 
Removable and adjustable 
shoulder strap.  
Approx sizes are: 12” ( 305mm) Wide 
x 231/2” ( 600mm) Long 
x 13” (330mm) High folded down. 
£49.95

Dry Pak Roll Top Dry Bag 
Clear 35 Litre 
WB-6. Versatile and durable, your gear will stay dry inside 
these round bottom dry bags, even in adverse conditions. 
Shut out water by rolling down the top a few times and 
snapping the side release buckles together. The yellow 
and blue bags are constructed of extra heavy-duty vinyl /
polyester tri-laminate with RF-welded seams. It’s quick and 
easy to 昀椀nd items inside the clear bags, made of durable 
waterproof 18 oz. vinyl with RF-welded seams. Great 
for power boats, sail boats, personal watercraft, kayaks, 
canoes, camping, motorcycles, ATV’s, snowmobiles and 
car top luggage racks too!
Clear : 12” diameter x 19” long, mesh reinforced. 
35 Litres capacity.  

£17.90

Sola 60 Litre Dry Holdall
A0027. The Sola Dry Holdall is a way of taking extra kit on 
your boat, SUP or kayak and not having to worry about the 
contents. The fold-over dry ensures a watertight opening 
& closing to keep all your belongings dry from potential 
splashes. It can double up as an overnight bag if 
you are wild camping, sailing or going 
on a big adventure. 60ltr. 
Sturdy Construction in 
Cylindrical Shape. 
Viewing panel and 
tough waterproof 
material. Store wet 
wetsuits. Store dry 
clothing. Snap-shut dry 
fastenings allow watertight 

opening and closing.

£25.90

Sola 50 Litre Dry Back Pack
A0025. Carry all your equipment & kit down to the water’s edge 
whilst being able to carry your SUO, kayak or boat at the same 
time. The fold-over dry ensures a watertight opening & closing 
to keep all your belongings dry from potential splashes. It can 
double up as an overnight bag if you are wild camping, sailing or 
going on a big adventure. 50ltr. Sturdy Construction in Cylindri-
cal Shape. Viewing panel and tough waterproof material. Store 
wet wetsuits. Store dry clothing. Snap-shut dry fastenings allow 
watertight opening and closing.

£25

Sola 5mm 
Adult Zip Boot
XC339. A1213. Super warm 5mm titanium 
neoprene. Highly durable sole with 
extra grip. Contoured toe protection. 
Blind stitched for less water 
penetration. Easy in and out zip with 
anti 昀氀ush barrier. 
Size 6-12 UK.
£35.90

Test Pilot Pwc Glove 
XC178-3. The Testpilot PWC Gloves feature: Short model for more free-
dom of movement. Non slip silicon printed hand palm. Padded panels 
on the palm of the hand. PVC knuckle and 昀椀nger guards. 
Segmented 昀椀nger design. 
Soft and strong amara 
fabric in the palm of the 
hand. Lycra panels to 
enable maximum 昀氀ex in 
use, perfect for ultimate 
throttle response. 
Sizes XS- XXL. 
£19.90 
PER PAIR

Sola Collapsible Changing Bucket
A0033-044-01. The Sola Collapsible ‘Wetty’ Changing Bucket 
is the perfect addition to any holiday. Can be used to store your 
wetsuit after use, as well as 
to stand in and change to 
save your feet getting full 
of sand when changing. 
Genius! 
44cm diameter. 
38cm height.
Webbed 
shoulder straps.

£27.50

Ultimate Lanyard Pwc Safety Lanyard
UL-1. The Ultimate PWC safety lanyard has it all! 4 keys to 昀椀t ALL brands: 
SeaDoo, Yamaha, Kawasaki, Honda, Polaris, Tiger Shark and Wet Jet. A 
stainless steel key ring is also included for hooking up to Sea Doo D.E.S.S. 
devices or hanging keys. We call it “Ultimate Lanyard” because it has a 
comfortable 昀氀oating detachable wrist band, 昀氀oating vest lanyard and high 
pitch pealess whistle for emergencies. A swivel snap hook keeps the cord 
from tangling. No accessories to buy for this lanyard!

£22.95

Telescopic Paddles  
Lightweight, adjust easily to variable lengths with 
a simple twist. A section of the aluminium shaft 
disappears inside the blade to allow for compact 
storage under boat seats or in PWC storage 
compartments. Corrosion-resistant aluminium shaft. 
High-impact moulded blade and boat hook handle.
Hassle-free locking device. The bright orange blade is 
great for signaling in emergencies. 
P-1:  20 - 45 inch long, for low pro昀椀le boats and PWCs. 
P-3:  25 - 72 inch long, for low pro昀椀le boats and PWCs.
P-1  £19.95

P-3  £24.95

Telescopic Boat Hook
XC351. This Telescopic Boat Hook is made 
from anodised aluminium. Rubber handle. 
Length 4ft to 7.5ft. Quarter turn locking action 
required to lock at desired length. 

£19.90

Sola Towel Changing Robe
A1051-BL. Wanting to dry off and cover up at the 
same time? The Sola Towel Changing Robe 
is the perfect accessory for after you’ve 
been out on your boat, been for a wild 
swim or been to the beach for the day.
100% Cotton Velour
Small/Medium - 90x90cm
Large/X-Large - 90x100cm
£19.95

Boatworld Telescopic P-1 
Emergency Paddle
XCP-1. The Boatworld P-1 Telescopic 
Emergency Paddle is great for dinghies, 
liferafts and PWCs. Bright red in colour for 
easy visibility this paddle is a great addition to 
your safety gear. 
Anodised aluminium shaft. 
Blade size 28 x 15.7cm. 
Paddle extends from 53-108cm. Boat hook-
shaped handle with handgrip in the blade. 
Stowed size. 
53mm x 15.7cm.
£12.95

Sola Waterproof 
Changing Coat
A1053. The Sola changing coat is an essential 
garment for the outdoor enthusiast. 
Whatever your sport or activity, the 
Sola changing coat will keep you 
warm, dry and comfortable whilst 
you change. Fleece lined. Wind 
and waterproof exterior with hood 
昀氀eece. Lined pockets adjustable 
velcro cuffs. Ykk-2 reversible 
zip. Internal zip pocket with 
headphone hole. Secondary 
inside pocket. 
Sizes S, M, L XL.
A1053  Black. 
A1053 -05 Navy.
£85
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O’Brien X Scream
2211507. The O’Brien X-Scream is a deck-style 
towable tube that delivers hours of fun while 
riders are whipped out and bounced around 
behind the boat. The 昀氀at deck makes it 
comfortable to lay or kneel on, especially 
with two EVA pads underneath the riders’ 
arms and body. Features 8 handles with 
EVA knuckle guards, allowing riders to 
modify their position. Built to last year after 
year, the X-Scream features a durable 30 
gauge bladder that is completely covered 
with a 840D nylon cover. Its Quick Connect 
tow hook and lightning valve make setup quick 
and easy so you can spend more time out on 
the water. This large towable tube is sure to be 
a hit with the whole family.  Up to 4 riders or 
680 lbs. Use tube rope with minimum tensile 
strength of 4100 lbs.
£389.95

Airhead Strike 

with Rope & 12v Pump 
AHST-23K. Ready for a wild ride? This fully covered deck tube is 
fast as lightning and ready to strike some fun into your family’s 
boating adventures. With a double-stitched nylon cover, 
heavy duty PVC bladder, and electronically welded seams, 
this tube is built tough and ready for endless fun out on the water. Four 
nylon wrapped handles paired with neoprene knuckle guards ensure comfort as 
you ride, and our patented Speed Safety Valve assists with easy in昀氀ation and 
de昀氀ation to maximize your time out on the water. Diameter De昀氀ated: 54in.
£139

Airhead Slice
AHSSL-22. You’ll really slice up 
the water with this 58 inch diameter low 
pro昀椀le towable! Peak performance is guaranteed with SLICE’s topside neoprene panel, 4 
nylon-wrapped handles and neoprene knuckle guards. The durable 30-gauge virgin PVC 
bladder is fully encased by a double-stitched nylon cover with a reinforced internal tow 
harness. SLICE is equipped with a super-convenient Kwik-Connect for easy hook-ups and 
a Boston valve for fast in昀氀ating and de昀氀ating. It’s easy to climb onto SLICE from the water; it’s 
tapered to only 6 inches high at the back. Designed for 1 or 2 riders. 58 inch diameter.

£139

Boatworld Super Skimmer
BWSS. Grab your fellow thrill-seeker’s and step aboard for a wild 
ride on the whip! Our high performance 3 rider low pro昀椀le deck 
tube, will take your breath away! It’s got an oversized topside 
neoprene body panel and 6 deluxe handles with neoprene 
knuckle guards. The 30-gauge virgin PVC bladder is fully 
encased by a rugged double-stitched nylon cover. Super 
Skimmer is equipped with a heavy duty quick connector and 
Boston valve for the ultimate in convenience. It’s tapered at the 
back to only 6 inches, for easy boarding from the water. 
70 inch diameter.
£149.95

PLEASE CHECK WEBSITE 
FOR LATEST PRICES 

as some products may have increases out of our control since going to press.

FREE TUBE BAG WITH ANY TUBE OVER £200!!  
Subject to availability WORTH £30

CONTACT US FOR 
PACKAGE DEAL 
DISCOUNTS
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Full Throttle Enforcer
302200-100-002-21. Comfort 

handles with neoprene 

knuckle guards. EVA 
body pads. Boarding 

assist straps. 

Full Nylon Cover. 

Max Rider Weight 

-150kg. 
60in De昀氀ated Size.

£199

KEEP YOUR TUBE ROPE 
OUT OF THE WATER!

ZUP RopeZUP Tow Assist 
with Rope 
ZUP-RTA. The Rope ZUP Tow Assist ball does just that...keeps the tow 
rope UP. Can be used on towables with capacities up to 4-riders. By 
keeping the tow rope out of the water, you reduce drag and increase 
mpg on the boat...That’s whatZUP! Reduced drag also enhances 
tube performance on turns and slides. The oval shape of the 
Rope ZUP allows the ball to rotate freely in the water and absorb 
shock on the rope. Dimensions 36” x 26”. 60ft rope included. 
Rope Diameter 1/2”. Rope Break Strength 4800 lbs.

£74.95
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Full Throttle Speeder
302900. Fancy a run ride? Climb 
on board on the Full Throttle 
Speeder and be prepared for a 
bumpy 昀氀ight. It’s well-thought-out 
form gives users a lively, energetic 
feeling and make them literally 昀氀y 
over the water. A one-way valve and 
quick connector makes this tube super 
user-friendly. Great for the older kids and 
adults. 6 Handles with neoprene knuckle guards. 
Double-stitched nylon. Max 2 Persons towable. 
One way Boston valve. Quick connector for easy towing. 
Dimensions when de昀氀ated : 66” x 71” (167 x 180cm).
£249

Full Throttle 
Mega 
Enforcer
303200. Comfort 

handles with 

neoprene knuckle 

guards. EVA body 
pads to protect upper 

body from abrasion. 

Boarding assist straps 

make loading tube from water 

easier. Rugged and durable nylon 

cover.  Max. weight - 510 lbs. 
70” De昀氀ated size.
£279



Airhead Griffin 2 & 3 
Take 昀氀ight on our newest winged tube! The grif昀椀n is a legendary creature with the body of an agile lion and the head and wings of a 
soaring eagle. It’s no surprise that this aerodynamic creation can manoeuver with agility and speed. Swing and swoop about the seas 
on the Grif昀椀n’s wings! Riders will roll up on the edges through turns and with shifts in weight. The wings also make them a joy to tow, as 
they slide effortlessly across wakes. Boarding straps in the back to make it easy to climb on board from the water. The deluxe, double-
webbing handles have EVA knuckle guards for extra comfort. Oversized EVA pads are strategically located to protect rider’s knees. 
The durable 30-gauge RF welded PVC bladder is completely wrapped in double-stitched 
840-denier nylon. A heavy-duty Kwik-Connect provides easy 
hook-ups and the Speed Safety Valve makes it easy and 
fast to de昀氀ate and in昀氀ate. 

Airhead Griffin 2
AHGR-02. 70 in. x 69 in. (de昀氀ated).
£249

Airhead Griffin 3
AHGR-03. 70 in. x 90 in. (de昀氀ated). 
£329

Airhead Switchback
AHSB-4FB. The Airhead Switchback is a new and exciting 4 rider 
towable. Two riders sit in front with a comfortable in昀氀atable backrest 
and side panels to keep them in place. The other 2 riders kneel 
behind them, riding chariot style. It’s a totally different sensation 
riding in front or back, so it’s like 2 tubes in 1, consequently the name 
Switchback! This deluxe towable slides effortlessly across the 
wake. There are plenty of boarding straps for 
re-boarding from the water. 
2 heavy gauge PVC bladders. 
Full rugged double-stitched nylon 
cover to ensure long service. 
Comes complete with heavy-duty 
Kwik Connect. Easy in昀氀ation and 
de昀氀ation with the 2 Speed Safety 
Valves. Size 88” x 70”.
£460

Full Throttle Hubbub 2
303400. 2-way towing points for multiple 
riding styles. Tow from the front for a seated 
secure ride or tow from rear in kneeling 
position. 10-comfort grab handles. EVA seat 
pads for kneeling and sitting comfort. Rugged 
and durable nylon cover. Max. weight – 340 
lbs. 65” x 66” De昀氀ated size. 
£349
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Airhead Big Mable
53-2213. Big Mable provides enough room for two people and also 
has plenty of handles so one can ride kneeling, prone, or seated with 
a comfortable backrest. With its unique shape and dual tow points, 
every ride is a brand new experience. Dimensions 74 x 74 inch. Front 
& Back Tow Points for different riding experiences. EVA Foam Pads 
for a Comfortable Ride. Heavy-Gauge PVC Bladder. Heavy-Duty Full 
Nylon. Cover with Zipper. Heavy-Duty Foam. Seat Bumpers. Multiple Grab 
Handles with Knuckle Guards. Patented Speed Safety Valve for Fast In昀氀ation and 
De昀氀ation. Unique Backrest/Front Riser Construction.
£349

Zup Zoom Two
ZUP-5267. The Zup Zoom Two towable tube has two tow points 
for multiple riding positions. Ride traditionally seated on the 
comfortable “couch” with backrest for back support or tow from 
the opposite direction and ride chariot-style while kneeling. One 
of the most exciting and versatile tubes on the market, the Zoom’s 
feature a heavy-duty, double-stitched, full nylon cover, durable 
RF-welded K80 PVC bladder, tubular webbing foam-昀椀lled handles 
with EVA knuckle guards, comfortable EVA foam seat and knee pads, 
a quick-connect tow system, and 2 reinforced tow harnesses. Neoprene Pads:  
2. Cover Material: 840D/420D Nylon. Bladder Construction: K-80, .66mm. Number of 
Handles: 10. Tow Points: 2. Weight Capacity: 155kg. De昀氀ated Dimensions: 68.25” x 
68.25”
£349

Zup Zoom Three
ZUP-5274. The ZUP ZOOM Three towable tube has two 
tow points for multiple riding positions. Ride traditionally 
seated on the comfortable “couch” with backrest for 
back support or tow from the opposite direction and ride 
chariot-style while kneeling. One of the most exciting 
and versatile tubes on the market, the Zoom’s feature 
a heavy-duty, double-stitched, full nylon cover, durable 
RF-welded K80 PVC bladder, tubular webbing foam-
昀椀lled handles with EVA knuckle guards, comfortable EVA 
foam seat and knee pads, a quick-connect tow system, and 2 
reinforced tow harnesses. Neoprene Pads – 2. 
Cover Material – 840D/420D Nylon. Bladder Construction – K-80, 
.66mm. Number of Handles – 10. Tow Points – 2. Weight Capacity – 230kg. 
De昀氀ated Dimension 79” x 78”.
£429

O’Brien Baller 4
2181558. With the ability to be towed from multiple 
points, the O’Brien Baller 4 ensures excitement on 
the water. Easily swap from seated to chariot-style 
riding positions to maximize the fun delivered 
from a single tube. The smooth SofTec 
top of the Baller series provides the most 
luxurious ride of any tube in this category. 
This soft, seamless material prevents any 
uncomfortable rubbing so that you can have 
a blast all day long. Max. Capacity – Up to four 
riders or 680 lbs. Two-Way Towing – Tow from 
either end for multiple riding positions and more fun. 
Enhanced Durability – Fully covered in a heavy-duty 
nylon shell. Premium Comfort – Smooth SofTec top and 18 soft 
webbing handles. 2 Quick Connect Tow Hooks – The safest, fastest 
and easiest way to connect your rope to the tube. 2 Lightning Valves – In昀氀ate/
de昀氀ate faster than ever before. Size – 75” x 93”.
£499
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#1 BEST VALUE TUBE DEAL!

FANCY A SPIN?!

Airhead Poparazzi 3
AHPZ-1750. Poparazzi 3 In昀氀atable Triple Rider Towable 
TEETER TOTTER! Catch a wave with the 
POPARAZZI for up to 3 riders! Its unique, 
high winged shape with rocker 
bottom allows you to carve 
into the wake and glide 
across the water’s surface 
with minimal drag. With a 
turn of the boat, inside riders 
will teeter deep into the wake 
while the other riders will rise high 
above it! Multiple EVA Foam body pads 
allow riders to comfortably perform every 
riding position imaginable. The unique High Rise 
Tower equipped with multiple Double Webbing Foam 
Handles with Knuckle Guards allow standing or kneeling on 
the back deck. Stand, sit, kneel, steer, lay, balance and freestyle 
with the POPARAZZI! 
£525

Boatworld Vortex
XC1235. For a barrel full of fun get aboard our 54 inch Boatworld 
Vortex In昀氀atable Towable Tube. The Boatworld Vortex comes 
equipped with 4 EVA foam 昀椀lled webbing handles, water drain, 
webbing tow point with Kwik Connect, boston valve and a 420D 
Nylon Cover over a heavy duty PVC inner. All is 昀椀nished off in 
fab eye-catching graphics! De昀氀ated size 54”/137cm.
£75

O’Brien Letube Deluxe
2141505. Take the classic LeTube and add a full cover to it and 
you’ve got the O’Brien LeTube Deluxe. This single-rider, donut 
style tube is just as fast and fun on the water as the original, 
but with some added durability. For maximum excitement out 
of a single-rider tube, the O’Brien LeTube Deluxe is hard to 
beat. 1 Rider or 77kg (170lbs). 
Fully Covered 420 D Nylon. 
4 Handles with EVA Knuckle Guards. 
1 Lightning Valve. Diameter 54” / 142cm
£129.95

Airhead Blast
AHBL-12-2020. Soak up the sun and “have a blast”. The Blast 
1 features a tropical-themed partial tube cover, four neoprene 
knuckle guard handles, and a Kwik-Connect for easily getting 
your tube out on the water. Our heavy-duty PVC bladder has 
electronically welded seams and a signature Speed Safety 
Value for quick in昀氀ating and de昀氀ating. Enhanced with double-
stitching throughout the tube cover and a self-draining 昀氀oor, the 
Blast 1 is ready for years of adventures out on the lake, at the 
beach, and beyond!. Diameter 54” / 142cm
£85

Vortex Package XC-1235VPRP. 
Vortex Tube,  1 Rider Tube Rope 
& Pump for only 

£99
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DEMON WAKE CUTTER FOR ONLY £149.95!

Boatworld Demon 2
BWD. 1 or 2 riders can carve up the water whilst being 
towed behind boat or jetski. To turn the Boatworld 
Demon 2 left simply lean left and to turn right... you’ve 
got it!! Plastic 昀椀ns sewn onto the side of the cover to 
help you carve a track through the water and 2 pairs of 
yellow neoprene handles with knuckle guards. If you fall 
off its a cinch to get back on board with the open back 
design. The Boatworld Demon 2 has in昀氀atable bladders 
in the deck and the surrounding main tube. 
Boston valve in the main tube and a quick connect 
supplied as standard makes for quick getaways. 
Steerable with sewn in 昀椀ns. 4 neoprene sewn in handles 
with knuckle guards. Tough 420d nylon cover. 
30 gauge PVC bladder. Size 60 x 46 inch.
£149.95

Zup Tow Zone 2
ZUP-5281. Get in the TOW ZONE! ZUP’s cockpit-style 
Tow Zone II towable is the perfect tube to unwind and 
have fun with friends. This tube is heavy-duty, and fully 
covered with an in昀氀atable backrest and seat bottom; soft 
foam safety grip handles and a quick-connect tow hook. 
The cockpit design provides a sense of safety and comfort 
for little ones as well as a relaxing and/or thrill ride for more 
experienced riders…your choice! Cover Material 420D Nylon. 
Bladder Construction K-80, .66mm. 4 Handles. 1 Tow Point. 
155kg Weight Capacity. De昀氀ated Dimension 188cm x 177cm (74in x 70in).
£299

Zup Tow Zone 3
ZUP-5298. Get in the TOW ZONE! 
ZUP’s cockpit-style Tow Zone III 
towable is the perfect tube to unwind 
and have fun with friends. This tube 
is heavy-duty, and fully covered 
with an in昀氀atable backrest and seat 
bottom; soft foam safety grip handles 
and a quick-connect tow hook. The cockpit 
design provides a sense of safety and comfort 
for little ones as well as a relaxing and/or thrill ride 
for more experienced riders…your choice! Cover Material 
840D Nylon. Bladder Construction K-80, .75mm. 6 Handles. 1 Tow Point. 
230kg Weight Capacity. De昀氀ated Dimension  190cm x 290cm (75in x 115in). 
£419

FREE TUBE BAG WITH ANY TUBE OVER £200!!  
Subject to availability WORTH £30
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ZUP Zone Buster 3
ZUP-ZB3D. Bust through the wake with ZUP’s 
Zone Buster 3 towable tube. For the thrill seekers 
in mind, the Zone Busters are designed with 
topside stabilizer 昀椀ns that help keep you centered 
up during hard turns. Features tow handles 
with neoprene knuckle guards to provide a 
comfortable grip. Multiple safety tow handles. 
Quick-connect tow hook for easy set. Stabiliser 
昀椀ns. Boarding handles. Heavy-duty 840D nylon 
cover. De昀氀ated dimensions: 78 x 75″. 6 Handles.
Weight capacity: 231 kg.

£229



Boatworld 
Vortex Duo
XC1235D. The Boatworld Vortex Duo 
In昀氀atable Towable Tube gives you the 
maximum fun there is on the water for 2 
riders.The Boatworld Vortex Duo is a sit-in 
style design. The Vortex Duo is a terri昀椀c 
towable tube for gliding gently through 
the water or zipping across the wake for a 
wilder ride. Great for all levels of tubers. It 
has a nylon cover over a heavy-duty PVC 
bladder and 4 EVA foam 昀椀lled webbing 
handles with neoprene knuckle guards. Ideal 
for towing behind any sports boat or jet ski 
with the easy “Quick connector” attachment. 
Triangular wedge-shaped wing with 2 rider 
seating position. Heavy-duty 24G PVC bladder. 
840D Nylon cover. Tow attachment: “Quick connector”. 
Boston valve. 4 soft webbing handles  / EVA 昀椀lled 
handles with knuckle guards. 
De昀氀ated size: 76” x 60”/ 193 x 152 cm.
£119.95

#1 BEST VALUE COCKPIT TUBE DEAL!

O’Brien Booker 4
2191627. The O’Brien Booker series of tubes has every rider raving about how secure they feel with the tube’s angled sides. 
With handles running along the front and sides, riders have multiple grip options and can help direct how the tube rides on the 
water. The SofTec top takes it to a new level by providing premium comfort and makes this U-Deck series tube a guaranteed 
winner. Features: Max. Capacity – Up to four riders or 680 lbs. Tube Style – U-Deck series. Enhanced Durability – Fully covered in 
a heavy-duty nylon shell. Pure Comfort – Smooth SofTec top and 14 soft webbing handles. Quick Connect Tow Hook – The safest, 
fastest and easiest way to connect your rope to the tube. Lightning Valve – In昀氀ate/de昀氀ate faster than ever before. Size: 58” x 85”.

£399

FANCY A TWIN SPIN?!
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As used on BBC TV ‘s Top Gear!

Airhead 
Jumbo Dog
HD-5. Monster dog is more like it! 
You’ll have the time of your life on 
this “water weenie” designed for 
1 to 5 riders. JUMBO DOG has 
deluxe nylon-wrapped handles. 
The neoprene knuckle guards and 
seat pads are for comfort and to help you 
stay on top. It’s a whopping 150 inch long 
x 44 inch wide. Rope hook-ups are super easy 
with the heavy-duty Kwik-Connect. Three 30-gauge 
vinyl air chambers are fully encased by a double stitched 
1,680-denier nylon cover. JUMBO DOG is equipped with 
a Boston valve for the ultimate in in昀氀ating and de昀氀ating 
convenience.

£389.95

Stormsure PVC Repair 
Adhesive & Sealant
XC10-1001-2. Repair your favourite towables or wetsuit with Stormsure PVC 
Repair Adhesive & Sealant. Repairs and Seals PVC Products (Not to be used 
on Fabric or Nylon covers). Compact for easy storage 
and transportation. Fix your product or wetsuit 
in 2 hours or less!

£7.95

Stormsure Water Sports 
Repair Kit
RKBOXWATER. Glue for repairing all types of water 
sports equipment. Repair leaks, cracks and rips on 
water sport in昀氀atables. Repairs are permanent, strong, 
waterproof, 昀氀exible and resistant to abrasion (weather 
and water abrasion).
£9.95

Airhead Hot Dog
HD-3FB. You’ll have the time of your life on this “water 
weenie” designed for 1 to 3 riders. Airhead Hot Dog 
has deluxe nylon-wrapped handles with neoprene 
knuckle guards. There are three neoprene seat pads 
for comfort and to help you stay on top. It’s a whopping 
103” long x 44” wide. Rope hook-ups are super easy 
with the heavy-duty Airhead Kwik-Connect. 
Three 30-gauge vinyl air chambers are fully 
encased by a double-stitched 840-denier 
nylon cover. The Airhead Hot Dog is 
equipped with a Boston valve for the ultimate 
in in昀氀ating and de昀氀ating convenience. 
£239.95

Boatworld 
6 Man Water Sled
XC4. Boatworld Water Sled 6 Man is the 
choice of professional beach operators, clubs, 
beach hotels and anyone looking for heavy-duty use 
from a towable. Made of super tough 0.9mm Hyperlon heavy 
duty material. Hang on handles and non-slip seat pads. 2 x Gorilla 
strength tow bridles. Pump & repair kit supplied as standard. 
Length 560cm. We recommend all riders of in昀氀atable towables wear brightly coloured safety helmets. 
This is to prevent injuries such as the clash of heads and also gets you seen in the water!! See our range of helmets!!

£765
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Sportsstuff Hot Dog 2
53-3055. Don’t be a weenie, climb on and have the time of 
your life on the HOT DOG 2 & 3! Yes, they look incredibly 
yummy with those classic hot dog condiments on 
top. However, they are serious pieces of towable 
equipment! HOT DOGs are equipped with comfortable 
nylon-wrapped handles with neoprene knuckle guards. 
Three 30 gauge vinyl air chambers are fully encased by 
a double-stitched 840-denier nylon cover. Featuring Kwik 
Connects and Speed Safety Valves for convenience. De昀氀ated: 
76” x 44”.
£159



KEEP YOUR TUBE ROPE 
OUT OF THE WATER!

ZUP RopeZUP Tow Assist 
with Rope 
ZUP-RTA. The Rope ZUP Tow Assist ball does 
just that...keeps the tow rope UP. Can be used 
on towables with capacities up to 4-riders. By 
keeping the tow rope out of the water, you reduce 
drag and increase gas mileage on the boat...
That’s whatZUP! Reduced drag also enhances 
tube performance on turns and slides. The oval 
shape of the Rope ZUP allows the ball to rotate 
freely in the water and absorb shock on the rope. 
Dimensions 36” x 26”. 60ft rope included. Rope 
Diameter 1/2”. Rope Break Strength 4800 lbs.

£74.95

Boatworld Heavy Duty 
Tow Bridle  
XC167-1. Wide enough to go around 
any outboard at 12 ft/122 cm long. 2 
Ultra strong stainless steel karabiner 
style clips to attach to boat and tow line. 
Features a self centering pulley reducing 
stress of the boat’s (D-) rings and transom. 
Rope break strength: 2400 lbs/1090 kg. Float to keep rope 
away from the propeller & rope tidy. Red. 

£27.95

Boatworld Tow Bridle
BTB. If your boat isn’t equipped with a pylon or ski eye and you enjoy watersports 
activities, you need a tow harness. It creates a tow attachment point at the center 
of your boat, behind your outboard or stern drive. This 1,500 pound 
tensile strength tow harness is perfect for pulling a skier, wake 
boarder, knee boarder, or 1 rider tubes. Simply clip it onto 
your boat with the hooks provided, 
and attach your ski or tube rope. A 
6˝ 昀氀oat keeps the attachment loop 
昀氀oating on top, away from your propeller. 
12 feet long to 昀椀t larger boats and pontoons. Snap hook 
opening width 7/16”. Yellow / Red.
£12.95

Boatworld Tow Bridle Rope
TB-R. The Boatworld ski tow harness is a great addition to any boat which doesn’t 
have a tow pylon, centre towing hook or tower. The high-impact moulded plastic 
昀氀oat/pulley system allows for easy attachment of ski ropes, wakeboard ropes 
and tube ropes. By using a centralised point it equalisers the central point 
for the skier, tuber, wakeboarder etc. to make it easier for them but 
also to cut down the stain on your boat. The red design helps it to 
stand out on your boat and in the water and with the vinyl 昀氀oat 
this will keep it out of the way of the propeller. Rope attachment 
tool for boats without a tow pylon, centre towing hook or 
tower (older I/Os, outboards, and pontoon boats). Designed 
to equalize the pull of a skier, tuber, wakeboarder, etc. 8ft 
(2.4m) line with 昀氀oat and pulley with stainless steel axle. 16 
strand, 960 昀椀laments, 16 mm diameter. Tensile strength – 
1750 lbs. Corrosion-resistant snap hooks.
£16.95

Boatworld 
4 Rider Tube Rope
XC1238. 50ft long. 
4,150lb 
strength rope. 
Rope 昀氀oat.
Comes with 
Boatworld 
rope tidy.

£22.95

Airhead Bungee 
Tube Tow Rope
AHTRB-50. Add a little extra zing and 
excitement to your tubing! This 9/16 
inch x 50 ft. tube rope has a 3/8 
inch diameter bungee cord spliced 
inside. It’s rated at 4,150 pounds 
tensile strength, conforming to 
WSIA recommendations for 1 - 4 
rider tubes. You’ll enjoy brief surges 
of speed as the bungee stretches and 
contracts. It reduces wear and tear on 
tubes and riders too, by absorbing sudden 
jerks from slack in the line. A Rope Keeper is 
included for convenient storage.

£47.95

Airhead 
Kwik-Connect
AHKC-1 Conveniently attach and detach 
tube tow ropes to towables with AIRHEAD’s 
Kwik-Connect. There’s no need to thread 60 
feet of rope through the tow strap each time 
you connect or disconnect a tow rope. The 
high impact Kwik-Connect has a 1 inch diameter 
hole to accept up to 6,000 lb. break strength tube 
ropes. Recommended for 1 to 4 rider towables that 
are not equipped with Kwik-Connects.
£14.95

Boatworld
1 Rider Tube Rope
XC11221. 50ft long 16 strand PP rope.
1,500lb strength rope. 
Looped either end for quick 
connection and rope tidy.
Yellow and black.
£12.95

Boatworld 
2 Rider Tube Rope
XC1237. 50ft long 16 strand PP rope. 
2,375lb strength rope. 
Rope 昀氀oat. Looped either 
end for quick connection.
Red/Yellow. 
Comes with Boatworld 
rope tidy.

£14.95

Airhead Bungee 
Tube Rope Extension 
AHTRB-3. Add extra zing, excitement and comfort to
your tubing! Attach AIRHEAD’s Bungee Tube Rope Extension between your 
boat’s tow point and the tube tow rope. You’ll enjoy brief surges of speed as 
the bungee stretches and contracts. 
It reduces wear and tear on tubes 
and riders too, by absorbing 
sudden jerks from slack in the 
line. This 16 strand, 9/16 inch 
x 3 foot polypropylene rope 
stretches to 5 feet. The 4,150 
pound tensile strength is 
perfect for up to 4 rider tubes. 
Red & Yellow.
£22.95

SELF CENTERING

Airhead Tow Demon 
Harness 8ft Cable
AHTH-6. Airhead’s Tow Demons are higher strength versions 
of a classic and very popular water sports tow harness. The 
high-impact moulded plastic 昀氀oat / pulley system allows for 
easy attachment of ski ropes, wakeboard ropes and tube 
ropes. Connect Tow Demon quickly and easily to boats 
with the 2 large corrosion-resistant snap hooks. Available 
in vinyl-jacketed steel cable and 昀氀oating rope versions. 
Recommended for recreational water skiing, wakeboarding, 
kneeboarding and towing 1 rider tubes. 

£36.95
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#1 PUMP. 
JUST DIAL 
IN THE 
PRESSURE!

PUMP UP TO 
3 BOARDS!!

Boatworld Digital 
SuperHigh Pressure Pump  
XC1299. Just dial in the pressure, 1-20 psi.  Plenty of pressure for 
in昀氀atable tubes, boats & SUPs! Comes with 12 volt 20AMP socket 
conection & adaptor allowing connection to battery with alligator 
clips. In昀氀ate SUPs up to 20 psi in minutes. Ideal for In昀氀atable SUPs, 
towables, boats and other drop stitch in昀氀atables requiring high 
pressure.2 stage high pressure in昀氀ation and de昀氀ation. Auto shut-off, 
just dial in the pressure from 1 to 20 PSI !! Interchangable Halkey 
Roberts Valve and Boston Valve adaptors. The whole In昀氀atable 
SUP experience just got a lot easier!! 

£99.95

Boatworld 12V High Volume Electric 
Air Pump 
HB-501A. Produces 3 times the pressure of other 12-volt air pumps.
Gets towables, boats and rafts nice and 昀椀rm for peak performance. 
A removable pressure release valve limits the output to 1.4 psi, 
the perfect in昀氀ation pressure for towables. Heavy duty 21″ hose 
reinforced with PVC coils. Hook it up to your car, truck or boat 
battery with the alligator clips connected to a 10-foot power cord as 
well as having an adapter for DC 12v Charger. 4 Adapters including 
Halkey Roberts Valves. Alligator Clip & DC 12V Car Charger. 
Volume 410 litres/min. Maximum pressure 2.5 psi. 
Draws 28 amps / 340 watts.
£69.95

Airhead Boston Valves 
AHBV-2. Two Boston Valves with EZ Grip square bases, which 
are much easier to turn than round, especially with wet hands. 
Bright red, so they’re easy to 昀椀nd. For Airhead Boston Valve 
equipped in昀氀atables.
£8.95 PER PAIR

ALWAYS CARRY 
A SPARE!... 
BOSTON VALVE 
MEGA PRICE! 

Outdoor Master 
Shark II Electric Pump
OUTMS. Get out on the water in no time 
with the Shark II pump from outdoor 
master. The Outdoor Master Shark II can 
in昀氀ate 3 stand up paddleboards without 
having to stop, all the way up to 20 psi. 
In昀氀ating each SUP board within 5-10 
minutes thanks to its state-of-the-art engineering whilst remaining 
light and compact.  This high pressure electric pump features an 
automatic shut-off so that when you have reached your desired 
PSI the pump will switch off all by itself. But the features don’t 
stop there, the Shark II has hands free de昀氀ation meaning you can 
get your board packed away in just 3 minutes. The unique active 
cooling design means that there is no danger of an overheat and 
prolongs the life of the pump. This is a versatile and high quality 
electric pump. Able to be used on almost any SUP board, boat, 
kayak or air mattress! Even coming with a complete nozzle set for 
compatibility. Pressure range: 0.5-20 psi. Digital pressure gauge 
with an accuracy of 0.01%. 12V DC connector. 2.75m cable length. 
1.37m hose. 350L/Min at 1st stage. 70L/Min at 2nd stage.Net 
weight: 1.65kg. Test Approved. This pump has passed ef昀椀ciency 
tests with CE, CA65 and RoHS compliant certi昀椀cations. 
£135.95

O’Brien Boston Valve
84524. Suitable for all pre-2015 in昀氀atable 
towables tubes. Will work on 2016 onwards, 
not suitable for OB tubes with Lightning valve. 
£9.95

Boatworld Pump
XC11-bp. Lightweight robust plastic pump. 
In昀氀ates and de昀氀ates. High volume 2 litre 
per stroke. Bilge capacity. Comes with 
4 interchangable nozzles. Comfy 
handle. Continuous stream of 
output on both up and down 
strokes. Designed to 
in昀氀ate/de昀氀ate towables, 
toys, airbeds etc. 
Approx 18”x 8” in size
£17.95

Airhead 12v Air Pump
AHP-12H. This high-volume 12 volt portable air pump in昀氀ates and 
de昀氀ates towables, boats, pools, mattresses and beach toys quickly. 
The universal valve 昀椀ttings 昀椀t many popular valves including Boston 
valves and stem valves. The power plug is equipped with a 10ft. long 
power cord. Volume is 380 litres/minute. Maximum pressure: 0.7 psi. 
Draws 11.8 amps / 145 watts. We recommend “topping off” large 
towables in昀氀ated with this 
pump with a few strokes 
of Boatworld’s Double 
Action Hand Pump or Foot 
Bellows Pump.

£19.95

Boatworld Inflatable Boat 
Stirrup Pump
AQBSP. Blowing up boats and SUPs to 20 PSI  
is a cinch. The pump incorporates a patented Fast 
System Switch Valve, which allows you to switch 
from high capacity double action to high pressure 
single action i.e. double action means air is being 
pumped out on both the up and down strokes, single 
action means only on the down stroke. Clever stuff !

£29.95

#1 VALUE 
12V PUMP  

XCBV. 1x Boston Valve which 
昀椀ts all Airhead and Jobe tubes. 
Unbeatable value at this price.  

£4.95
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Sportsstuff 
Fiesta Private Island
54-2010. The Fiesta Private Island has room 
for 8 people with moulded PVC 
cup holders all around and 
a comfortable mesh bottom 
surface to keep you cool 
while you’re relaxing. 
Features heavy-duty K80 
PVC construction, the 
Speed Safety Valve, 
anchor system so you 
don’t 昀氀oat away, and 
moulded handles for 
easy transporting. Tie 
the 昀氀oating 16 QUART 
COOLER (included)  
with moulded cup 
holders to the island’s 
grommet system. 11.5ft 
x 11.5ft (de昀氀ated). 
£595

16 Quart Cooler 
included!

ZUP Dropstitch Water Mat 18ft x 6ft
ZUP-5755. Introducing ZUP’s heavy-duty, in昀氀atable 昀氀oating mat that will have you running, 
sliding, or relaxing ALL DAY LONG! Designed with superior drop-stitch technology, this mat 
easily in昀氀ates and becomes a rigid platform, if fully in昀氀ated, or let a little air out for a soft 
platform and a relaxing day on the water. Featuring double reinforced seams for enhanced 
durability and D-rings for securing your mat to your boat, dock, anchor, or other water toys. 
When the day is done, simply de昀氀ate your mat, easily roll up and secure it in the included 
travel bag. Integrated carrying handles. D-rings for securing mat and/or other toys. 4″ superior 
dropstitch technology. Double reinforced seams. Dual-action pump and storage bag included. 
Perfect for small yoga classes on the water! 18ft L x 6ft W x 4 inch H.

£895

OUR ALL NEW 
WEBSITE IS 
PACKED WITH 
EVEN MORE KIT 
& SPECIAL OFFERS

Can’t find what you’re looking for?...
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ZUP Coast Board for Kids
ZUP-CBK. ZUP creates FUN for literally EVERYONE, including the 
youngest and newest watersports enthusiasts. Lay, Kneel, Sit, Stand, 
COAST. The Coast Board rides and glides behind the boat with ease. 
Designed for slow speeds and safe rides, this Board has all of the features 
new riders are looking for. Buoyant, bright, comfortable and safe, the Coast 
Board is guaranteed to put a smile on the face of even the most timid 昀椀rst-timer. Designed for riders 
145 lbs and under. Includes: 60’ rope that can stay permanently connected and StartZUP Handle. Tow 
hook. Integrated, non-through handles give riders a safe place to hold on & control the Board; Soft, 
non-skid EVA Pad for comfortable, riding in any position. Constuction: Roto-molded plastic boatd w/ 
EVA Foam Deck. Dimensions: 48 x 27 x 5″. Weight: 5 kg. Weight limit: 65 kg
£299.95

O’Brien Platform Trainer
2211148. Thousands of kids learned to ski on platform-style skis back in the 50’s, 60’s, and 
70’s. Well, what worked so well back then still works great today! When it comes to getting 
a little skier started right there’s no substitute for surface area and the O’Brien Platform 
Trainers have surface area in abundance. Constructed of eco-friendly bamboo, the 
Platform Trainers are the whole training package, complete with a trainer rope and handle 
for the little skier to hold onto, and another rope for the observer in the boat. Your kids will 
be skiing in no time on the O’Brien Platform Trainers! Length - 46”. 117cm. Trainer rope with 
handle. Weight range up to 85lbs. 38.5kg. Bamboo Construction. Easy grip handle.

£220

O’Brien Jr Vortex 
including O’Brien X7 Adjustable Binding 
2211134. It may seem like an oxymoron, but the Jr. Vortex Combos are the compact version of the “Big Daddy” 
adult Vortex combos. These skis are perfect for getting pre-teen to early teenage skiers up and out of the water 
and skiing like legends! They work great for lighter adults too. The 54” Jr. Vortex offers the extra surface area 
that works so well on the adult Vortex, but in a smaller, more maneuverable size for younger and lighter skiers. 
Length- 54”/ 137cm. Fin- Plastic. Binding- Jr X7 Adj Binding. Stabilizing bar. Weight range up to 140 lbs. Foot 
size- kids 1.5 UK - mens 6.5 UK.
£285

Big Ez Ski Trainer
AHEZ-200: 1 Rider, 120 lbs. weight capacity. 56” (L in昀氀ated)
£269.95

Ez Ski Trainer & Big Ez Ski Trainer
Ez ski trainer puts the fun back into teaching young skiers! Heading for the lake but dreading the task of 
teaching another young skier? Airhead Ez Ski to the rescue! Ez Ski is a revolutionary in昀氀atable water ski 
hybrid with integrated wooden water ski trainers and ski bindings. Ez Ski is engineered for stability while 
towing (10 mph maximum), so your child will feel very secure. Ez Ski is the ultimate con昀椀dence builder, 
taking the tears, fear and frustration out of teaching new young skiers and replacing it with safety and fun! 
Your child will enjoy immediate success on the Ez Ski. No more 昀椀ghting with 
diving water skis, ski skimmers, bindings, boat wakes or ropes! Children board 
the Ez Ski right from the swim step or stern of your boat, no swimming required. 
Children sit comfortably on the in昀氀ated seat for start-ups until they’re ready to 
stand up and ski at their own pace. While your children have the time of their 
lives on Ez Ski, they’ll actually be learning to be comfortable with the speed 
and sensation of water skiing and watersports in general. This awesome 
trainer teaches basic skiing fundamentals including proper stance, handle 
position, balance and weight transfer for turning. Patented.

Ez Ski Trainer 
AHEZ-100: 1 Rider, 70 lbs. weight capacity. 
47” x 35” x 12” (LxWxH in昀氀ated)
£215.95

O’Brien All-Star Trainers
2211140. When it’s time to teach the kids to ski, the All-Star Trainers are the ultimate training tool! When you get a pair of All-Star 
Trainers, you are really getting a training system. These skis come with a stabilizer/trainer bar that prevents the skis from doing 
the “splits” and keeps them level. They also come with two ropes as part of the package; a short training rope and handle for the 
skier to hold that connects to the stabilizer bar at the front of the skis and a longer rope and handle to be held by an experienced 
observer in the boat. With this system, the observer can release the skier if they fall, taking the pressure off the kid. This system 
makes it incredibly easy to get them up and skiing with minimal drama. The All-Stars are the perfect system for making your kids into 
waterskiers! Length – 46”. Stabilizer Bar. Trainer Rope with Handle. Weight range up to 85 lbs. 
£199.99

Full Throttle Trainer Water Skis
FTTS. These wood trainers are the answer for teaching small children to ski the easy way! Detachable stabilizing ropes at the tip and 
tail that securely hold the skis the proper distance apart to ensure control and con昀椀dence when learning. As the child progresses, 
they can be removed providing more freedom. Double handle rope provides added safety for beginners. The child holds one end 
of the rope while the parent holds the opposite handle while in the boat. If the child falls, simply let go of the handle to prevent any 
injuries. This gives the parent more control over a safe ski lesson for beginners. For children ages 3 to 6 and up to 80 lbs. Length: 
116.8 cm / 46”.
£110

Full Throttle Junior Water Skis
330100-400-999-22. Full Throttle shaped junior ski features the wider fore-body for easy deep water 
starts, removable stabiliser bar for ease of pull and dual-density bindings for comfort. Dual tunnels make 
these skis easy to ride in rough water and stable in calm water. It is easy to see why these skis are the best 
choice for the junior skier. Intended for skiers up to 64kg.
Removavble Stabalister Bar. Length: 54” (137cm).
£175

Also 
available in blue 
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O’Brien Vortex including 
O’Brien X7 Binding & Free Boatworld Case
These wide-body skis are designed for super easy deep-water starts and big, carving 
turns, at minimal effort. The extra surface area reduces drag and provides a huge amount 
of lift to get bigger skiers up on plane with ease. The large surface area also allows for 
skiing at a slower, more comfortable boat speed. A side bene昀椀t is it takes less horsepower 
to get Vortex skiers up, and these make an easy way to teach deep-water slalom starts. 
Length - 65.5” / 166cm. Fin - plastic. 
Binding - X7 adj. Foot size - Mens 4.5 - Mens 13.
Red - 2211130.  Blue - 2211132.

£295

O’Brien Celebrity including 
O’Brien X7 Binding & Free Boatworld Case
The O’Brien Celebrities, make almost anyone, from newbies to experts, feel right 
at home on the water! With the easy adjustability and great 昀椀t of the X-7 bindings, 
you’ll be skiing in no time. The heightened performance from the ski’s side-cut 
bevel paired with the smooth, predictable control from its dual tunnel make the 
Celebrities the most versatile pair of combo skis in our line. Lots of surface area 
provides plenty of lift for exceptionally easy deep-water starts and a 昀氀atter, 
faster rocker line minimizes drag as well as fatigue.  
Fin - plastic. Binding - X7 adj. Foot size - Mens 4.5 - Mens 13.  
Length - 64” / 163cm - 2211114. Length  68” / 172cm - 2211120
£229

O’Brien Performer including 
O’Brien Z8 Binding & Free Boatworld Case 
2211106. Designed for the family that needs a great pair of skis but also intends 
to use them as a slalom ski. Built to be easy to get up on, but with features usually 
reserved for higher performance slalom skis, the Performers are the best of both 
worlds. Paired with the new Z-8 bindings, which utilize adjustable laces for a more 
secure 昀椀t and a fully padded footbed for premium comfort. 
Length - 68” / 172cm. Fin- Metal. Binding- Z-8 Bindings. Foot Size- Mens 6-12.
£400

Boatworld Combo Ski Case 
XC1112-1. The Boatworld Combo ski case is designed to 昀椀t all combo paired 
waterskis. Tidy up the clutter on your boat and keep your prized combo skis well 
protected. It will even 昀椀t the the wide style of 68” long such as the O’Brien Vortex 
or Jobe Hemi series, and is just as happy storing the O’Brien Traditional style. The 
case is shaped to hold the pair of combo skis back to back to ensure the top deck 
remains protected and your bindings remain pristine. Two handles joined by a velcro 
transit band ensure easy carrying. Constructed of heavy duty proofed Nylon cloth 
with strengthened beading around the edges. 3/4 length heavy duty zip for easy in/
out storage. There is room inside the bag to store your ski rope and ski gloves.

£39.95

Boatworld Combo Ski 
Stabiliser Bar
CSSB. Perfect for helping with deep water starts for beginners. 
Attach to your skis to help keep your skis parallel when practising your starts, 
also gives you a stable, predictable ride. With 2 thumb turn 昀椀xing knobs. For 
ski’s sized 62-67in and sitting at 34cm to hole centres on the bar.
£14.95

Boatworld 
Combo Binding Set
XC208. Are your old combo skis in need of a refurb? Save £££s on a 
full set of bindings. Comprises of 2 x Heel, 2 x Toe, 1 x Slalom Toe and all 昀椀xings.
£59

Combo Fins
XC209. High visibility ABS plastic drop 
through 昀椀n, will replace most brands on 
the market.

£9.95

FREE CASE 
WITH EVERY 
COMBO SKI

Boatworld Blades including 
Adjustable Binding & Free Boatworld Case
BWCS-2. Perfect beginner combo ski for all adults. High visibility 昀椀ns.
Extra slalom toe. Super tough RIM construction. Unbeatable price. 
Bindings 昀椀t UK foot size 4-12 . Length 67” / 170cm.
£149

Boatworld Blades Trainer Skis 
including Adjustable Binding  
BWCS-1.  Perfect beginner combo ski for youths and lighter-weight skiers. 
High visibility 昀椀ns. Extra slalom toe. Super tough RIM construction. Unbeatable price! 
Bindings 昀椀t UK foot size 1-6. Length - 59” / 150cm. 
£139

#1 BEST VALUE TRAINER & COMBOS!

BINDING SET 
MEGA DEAL!!

Also available in blue 
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Available in 67” & 69” with same graphics

O’Brien Sequence with O’Brien 
Z-9 Binding & Free Boatworld Case
BW115. SIZES: 67” 2160540 . 69” 2160542. The Sequence is a 
ski that anyone can get up on that also makes short work of the 
slalom course! This wide-bodied ski makes light work of deep 
water starts. With a transitional tunnel-to-full concave bottom 
design, it is stable yet exceptionally responsive to quick turns and 
strong pulls. This is a true hybrid ski that does it all! Comes with 
O’Brien Z-9 Binding.
£429

O’Brien Z-9 Binding
2201409. SIZES: XS (up to 7). STD (7-11). XXL (12+). If you need a binding 
that your whole family can share, but you still want stellar performance, 
look no further. The Z-9 features a lightweight chassis/plate combination 
to get your foot as close to the ski as possible. 
The lower cut to the binding makes for an easier 
release and gives great 昀氀exibility. The front 
lace system makes this very easy to get into, 
and a cinch to snug up. An EVA footbed 
makes it comfy and secure. And a 
wide range of size adjustment 
makes this the perfect 
binding for family use.

O'Brien RTP 
2160520. SIZES: XS (up to 7), 
STD (7-11), XXL (12+)

#1 SLALOM SKI MEGA DEAL!

O’Brien Siege with O’Brien Z-9 Binding & RTP including Free Boatworld Case
XC1115. The Siege offers striking speed and stability. Featuring the same shape as the popular Sixam 2.0, the Siege is incredibly responsive! 
With a tunnel concave, edge changes are effortless and the ski turns on a dime. 
A softer 昀氀ex and increased rocker make this ski feel stable right out of the box. 
FLEX - Performance. FIN – Adjustable 
A.R.C. - No hassle 昀椀n. Forward and back adjustment. 
ROCKER PATTERN – Smooth transitions from edge to edge. 
TUNNEL CONCAVE –Quick, easy edge changes and amazing 
tracking. BEVELS – A small, de昀椀ned bevel means a faster easier turning ski. 
RIDER ABILITY- Intermediate to Advanced.
ADULT SIZES :  66” 67.5” 69” £429 
JUNIOR SIZES : 59” 62” 64.5” £399

Adult Sizes 66”, 67.5” & 69” 
Junior Sizes 59”, 62” & 64.5”

62”  

59” 66” 67.5” 69”64.5”

O'Brien Pro Tour Slalom Water Ski with Z-9 Binding & Free Boatworld Case
Choose the O’Brien Pro tour  slalom waterski if you’re looking for a stable, easy-riding ski for beginner slalom riding. The rocker shape is more pronounced, making for smoother turns 
and reducing drag. The narrow tunnel base design is very stable, 
but the adjustable arc 昀椀n allows you to tune the Response as your skills grow. The included Z-9 bindings have 
lateral reinforcement for improved edge control, and the 
EVA footbed provides all day comfort behind the boat.
Only available in 68”. 

2201124 Mens. 2200362 Ladies 58”.

WAS £259 NOW ONLY £199
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Slalom Mono Skis
INTEREST 

FREE 
CREDIT

available on any order 
over £99 in value



FREE PADDED 
CASE WITH EVERY 
SLALOM SKI

Volume control strap 
for custom fit

Wrist 
support

HANG ON 
LONGER

Double padded Amara 
palm - NO BLISTERS

Neo back makes the fit like a glove

Triple stitch for 
strength

Test Pilot PWC Glove 
XC178-3. The Testpilot PWC Gloves feature: Short model for more freedom of movement.
Non slip silicon printed hand palm. Padded panels on the palm of the hand. PVC knuckle and 昀椀nger 
guards. Segmented 昀椀nger design. Soft and strong amara fabric in the palm of the hand.
Lycra panels to enable maximum 昀氀ex in use, perfect for ultimate throttle response. Sizes XS- XXL. 
£19.90 PER PAIR

Boatworld Slalom Ski Case XC1223. Our Slalom Ski Case is a great way to protect your ski and  features: 
Tough black polyester construction. Padded throughout the entire bottom length. Vent panel on one side of binding area to allow ski to breathe and dry out. 
Large binding compartment to take up to double binding and allow extra storage. Tail to mid zipper. Zipped pocket located on one side of binding area for 
extra storage e.g gloves. Fits mono skis up to 70’ in length. 
Tailored to 昀椀t wide bodied mono skis as 
well as standard. Pair of carrying handles with 
velcro lock over. Available in two size's 68” and 70” 
make sure you order the correct size 
for your ski. Great value at this price!!
£39.95

O’Brien Z-9 Binding
2201409. SIZES: XS (up to 7). STD (7-11). XXL (12+). If you need a binding that 
your whole family can share, but you still want stellar performance, look no 
further. The Z-9 features a lightweight chassis/plate combination to get your 
foot as close to the ski as possible. The lower cut to the binding makes for 
an easier release and gives great 昀氀exibility. The front lace system 
makes this very easy to get into, and a cinch to snug up. An EVA 
footbed makes it comfy and secure. And a wide range of size 
adjustment makes this the perfect binding for family use.

£99.95

O’Brien X9 Binding RTP 
2160520. SIZES : Junior / XS 3-6 / STD 6-11. 
O’Brien Rear Toe Plate Binding. The 昀椀rst choice for 
building a quality slalom ski.

£49.95

Slalom Buoys 
TB-215. These Slalom Buoys are competition size 9" diameter buoys. 
Moulded in loop for fastening anchor line. Lightweight but durable PVC 
construction. Very useful for marking out on the water for other things 
e.g. swimming areas, hazards etc. Available in a choice of 3 colours, 
green, red and yellow. Supplied de-昀氀ated. 
£9.95 EACH

Boatworld Pro Slalom Glove
XC68. Pro ski glove at an everyday price. Pre curved 昀椀ngers for ease of grip. 
Bullet proof Amara construction. Integrated Velcro wrist support system allows 
you to hang on longer. Sizes: S-M-L-XL -XXL
£29.95 PER PAIR

GET YOUR O’BRIEN PERFORMER COMBO SKIS ON PAGE 62
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Boatworld Tow Bridle
BTB. If your boat isn’t equipped with a pylon or ski eye and you enjoy watersports activities, 
you need a tow harness. It creates a tow attachment point at the center of your boat, behind 
your outboard or stern drive. This 1,500 pound tensile strength tow harness is perfect for 
pulling a skier, wake boarder, knee boarder, or 1 rider tubes. Simply clip it onto your 
boat with the hooks provided, and attach your ski or tube rope. A 6˝ 
昀氀oat keeps the attachment loop 昀氀oating on top, away from your 
propeller. 12 feet long to 昀椀t 
larger boats and pontoons. 
Snap hook opening width 
7/16”. Yellow / Red.
£12.95

Boatworld 
Kneeboard Combo
XC205-1. 13” smooth grip + extra 6” grip, 3 section 
65ft mainline. Small 
grip locks behind 
handle hook for 
an easy start. Grip 
diameter: ø 27.5mm. 
Ideal for all levels of 
kneeboarding. 2 x 5ft 
(152cm) sections. 
1 x 55ft (1676cm) 
section. PE rope.
Comes with Boatworld 
rope tidy.

£34.95

Boatworld 
Rope Floats
Our Boatworld Rope Floats come in 2 colours, red and 
yellow. Made from ultrasonically welded plastic. It is 
ideal for watersports ropes, small anchor lines, 昀椀shing 
nets and ponds and marking out swimming lanes or 
restricted areas. 
Size 5 1/2”(14cm) long x 3” (7.5cm) wide. 
12mm hole through the middle.
XC188-Y. Yellow.
XC188-R. Red.
£2.50

Airhead 
8 Section
Ski Rope
AHSR-8. 8 Section Radius Handle Ski Rope Ski longer, 
harder and stronger with less muscle fatigue. The 17 
degree, 13 inch radius aluminium core handle with TPR 
Diamond Grip is the ultimate in quality. There are 8 
colour-coded sections and take-up loops for skiing in 
slalom courses or for 昀椀nding just the right spot to ski on 
your boat’s wake. Full length 昀椀nger guards help create a 
comfortable split 昀椀nger grip. You’ll love the candy stripe 
colour scheme of this UV-treated,3/8 inch, 16-strand, 
1,600 lb. tensile strength rope. 
A Rope Keeper is included for tangle-free storage.
£34.95

Boatworld 
5 Section Performance 
Water Ski Rope
XC228. 12” long EVA soft grip handle.
28mm dia aluminium core.
75ft total length 
with 5 take offs (38ft/4ft/6ft/7ft/15ft).
16 strand PP rope.
Breakstrength 1750lbs/794kg.
Comes with Boatworld 
rope tidy. 

£29.95

Airhead Ez Up Deep-V Slalom 
Training Rope
AHSR-2. 12 inch 昀氀oating handle has a textured TPR grip.
Aluminium core handle with moulded end caps 
and 昀椀nger guards.
75 foot long, 16-strand rope 
is UV-treated and has a 
1500 lb. tensile strength.
For added durability, the 
EZ Up bridle is completely 
covered with 昀氀exible vinyl.
A Rope Keeper is included for 
tangle-free storage. 
£34.95

Boatworld 
1 Section Ski Rope
BWSR. Perfect all round recreation ski rope.
1 section, thumb guards, smooth grip and rope tidy. 

£22.95

Boatworld Rope Tidy
XC228-1 12.5mm diameter brassed top hanger ring. 
Velcro adjustable strap up to 55mm diameter.
Lots of uses around the boat for tidying ropes 
eg.watersports ropes,mooring lines, small anchor lines etc. 

£2.75

KILLER 
PRICE!!

Airhead 4 Section Performance 
Water Ski Rope
AHSR-4. This 75-foot long rope has 4 sections 
(40ft., 10ft., 10ft., 15ft.) to meet the needs of skiers and 
riders of all skill levels. The Airhead 4 Section Performance 
Water Ski Rope has a 12” aluminium core handle has a 
performance “Tractor” grip and full-length moulded 昀椀nger 
protectors. You’ll love the candy stripe colour scheme of 
the UV-treated 16-strand 1,600 lb. tensile strength Airhead 
4 Section Performance Water Ski Rope.  A Rope Keeper is 
included for tangle-free storage. 
£27.95

Boatworld Heavy Duty 
Tow Bridle  
XC167-1. Wide enough to go around 
any outboard at 12 ft/122 cm long. 2 
Ultra strong stainless steel karabiner 
style clips to attach to boat and tow 
line. Features a self centering pulley 
reducing stress of the boat’s (D-) rings 
and transom. Rope break strength: 2400 
lbs/1090 kg. Float to keep rope away 
from the propeller & rope tidy. Red. 

£27.95

SELF CENTERING
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Boatworld Wakeboard 
Trick Handle 
with 4 Section Rope
BWH3. The 12” double-density handle is 
machined to provide a superior grip for optimum 
performance. High strength aluminium core, 4” 昀椀nger 
protectors, handle 昀氀oats in the water for easy start-ups. 
6” mini torque aluminium trick handle which provides extra 
leverage and pull for spins and inverted tricks. The bridle is 
fully encased in 昀氀exible vinyl for protection against abrasion and 
wear. The low stretch 16-strand 30-昀椀lament rope has 4 sections 
with take-off loops 
(5, 35, 10, 10, 10ft) for all riding styles. A Rope Tidy is included for 
tangle-free storage. 65ft length. Rope tidy for easy storage. 
Rider Ability - Intermediate.
£29.95

Airhead Dyneema Thermal Flat 
Line Wakeboard Rope
AHWR-8.Thermal Wakeboard Rope AIRHEAD’s Dyneema 
Thermal wakeboard rope provides zero stretch for the 
crisp instantaneous response that expert wakeboard 
riders demand. The Thermal-coated Dyneema line is 
stiff and rigid, resists kinking and twisting, 昀氀oats and 
boasts a 2,000 lb. break strength. It’s 70 foot long 
with a 5 foot handle bridle and 4 sections mainline 
(5,50,5,5,5). Equipped with 15 inch wide EVA grip and 
full-length PVC tubing for added durability. A Rope 
Keeper is included for tangle-free storage. Break 
Strength: 2,000 lb. Size 1: 70 ft. long with 5 ft. handle 
bridle and 4 section mainline.
£89.95

Airhead 
Tow Demon 
Harness 
8ft Cable
AHTH-6. Airhead’s Tow Demons are higher strength versions 
of a classic and very popular water sports tow harness. The 
high-impact moulded plastic 昀氀oat / pulley system allows for 
easy attachment of ski ropes, wakeboard ropes and tube 
ropes. Connect Tow Demon quickly and easily to boats 
with the 2 large corrosion-resistant snap hooks. Available 
in vinyl-jacketed steel cable and 昀氀oating rope versions. 
Recommended for recreational water skiing, wakeboarding, 
kneeboarding and towing 1 rider tubes. 

£36.95

Airhead Dyneema 
Flat Line Wakeboard Rope 
and Handle Green
AHWR-4. Airhead Dyneema Flat Line wakeboard 
rope is Airheads top of the range rope for serious 
wakeboarders. It provides zero stretches for the crisp 
instantaneous response that expert wakeboard riders 
demand. The Thermal-coated Dyneema is 昀氀at and is 
virtually impossible to tangle. It 昀氀oats and has a 2,000 
lb. break strength. It’s 70 foot long with a 5-foot handle 
bridle and 4 section mainline (5,50,5,5,5). 
The 15 inch wide EVA grip provides a secure hold.
A Rope Keeper is included for convenient storage.

£109.95

Airhead Wakeboard Trick 
Handle & 4 Section Rope
AHWR-1. This Airhead Wakeboard Trick Handle & 
4 Section low stretch rope provides professional 
wakeboard rope quality at half the price. The 15″ double-
density EVA PHAT GRIP handle is machined to provide 
a superior grip for optimum performance. It has a high 
strength aluminum core, 4″ 昀椀nger protectors and foam 
昀氀oats. The 6″ TPR covered aluminum handle provides 
extra leverage and pull for spins and inverted tricks. 
The bridle is fully encased in 昀氀exible vinyl for protection 
against abrasion and wear. The low stretch 16-strand 
30-昀椀lament rope has 4 sections with take-off loops 
(5, 35,10,10,10) for all riding styles. A Rope Keeper is 
included for tangle-free storage.
£49.95

Get your 
Sozo 
on the 
next 
page!..

Mega deal on O’Brien 
Valhalla Wakeboard 
See page 69

...you’ll 
find the 
Enforcer 
there too!

Boatworld Tow Bridle Rope
TB-R. The Boatworld ski tow harness is a great addition to any boat which doesn’t 
have a tow pylon, centre towing hook or tower. The high-impact moulded plastic 
昀氀oat/pulley system allows for easy attachment of ski ropes, wakeboard ropes 
and tube ropes. By using a centralised point it equalisers the central point 
for the skier, tuber, wakeboarder etc. to make it easier for them but 
also to cut down the stain on your boat. The red design helps it to 
stand out on your boat and in the water and with the vinyl 昀氀oat 
this will keep it out of the way of the propeller. Rope attachment 
tool for boats without a tow pylon, centre towing hook or 
tower (older I/Os, outboards, and pontoon boats). Designed 
to equalize the pull of a skier, tuber, wakeboarder, etc. 8ft 
(2.4m) line with 昀氀oat and pulley with stainless steel axle. 16 
strand, 960 昀椀laments, 16 mm diameter. Tensile strength – 
1750 lbs. Corrosion-resistant snap hooks.
£16.95
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O'Brien Radica
with integrated aquatic hook
2151210. The Radica is our response to demands for exceptional 
performance and value. Taking cues from our already industry-
leading kneeboard designs, we’ve blended wakeboard and water-
ski design elements into the Radica to bring levels of performance 
previously unheard of at this price. Wakeboard styled quad, 
cupped moulded 昀椀ns make edging and carving a breeze, while 
allowing release for spin-type tricks. The water-ski in昀氀uenced 
edge bevel helps the board sit low in the water for stability and 
allows quick edge to edge transitions when carving. From the 
built-in hook that makes getting up easy, to the super-stable 
ride that beginner & intermediate riders will love – you just might 
say it’s radical! Integrated hook. Quad moulded 昀椀ns. EVA pad. 
Variable edge bevel. O’Brien graphics are updated periodically, 
please check current graphic with us.

£170

ZUP Kneeboard Blue
with integrated aquatic hook
ZUP-75816. Introducing the NEW Kneeboard from ZUP 
featuring quickstart handles.  Riders can say goodbye to the 
old way of doing things, no more struggling to 昀椀nd how or 
where to hold on, no more slipping off. Now riders can get 
on their knees with ease and grab the tow rope when ready!
Featuring quad moulded 昀椀ns, our Handle It kneeboard 
edges and carves like no other board of its kind! With a 
unique blend of both waterski and wakeboard features, this 
kneeboard utilises bevelled edge technology to sit lower in 
the water, providing added stability and quick edge-to-edge 
transitions. New integrated handles for easy 
starts – Quickstart Handles. ¾” EVA 
Foam Pad. Integrated Tow Hook. Blue 
w/ Lime Pad. Adjustable, Padded 
Strap. Vibrant colours for added 
safety and fun. Works best with the 
DoubleZUP handle!

£199.95

O'Brien Voodoo
with integrated aquatic hook
2151208. One ride and the Voodoo will have you under its 
spell… With performance edges and a low-pro昀椀le cross 
section, the Voodoo combines hard-charging edging and a 
forgiving ride. Quad moulded 昀椀ns at each corner of the hull 
provide extra tracking control and the curved underside 
makes edge transitions quick and smooth. The 3/4” 
thick pad provides plush comfort for your knees and the 
padded strap locks you in for maximum control. Integrated 
hook. 3/4” EVA pad. 
Padded adjustable strap. Variable bevelled edge. 
Quad moulded 昀椀ns. O’Brien graphics are updated 
periodically, please check current graphic with us.

£169.95

Boatworld Carve
with integrated aquatic hook
BWKB-1FB. Boatworld Carve Kneeboard will take the sport of kneeboarding 
to new heights and provide fun for the entire family. Offering a huge amount 
of bang for your water sports buck, The Carve has many of the advantages 
of higher priced kneeboards. Featuring the patented Rib Design for strength 
and durability, the Carve’s shape is inspired by Competition boards and it is 
equipped with the Aquatic Hook. The patented Aquatic Hook is perfect for 
beginners, ensuring an easy start, and saves arm strength for the ride. 
The Carve is an incredible performer, providing a comfortable and stable ride 
for the entire family. A comfortable and stable ride allows you to take your 
knee boarding to awesome new heights. 

£119

#1 KNEEBOARD DEAL!

O'Brien Ricochet 
with integrated aquatic hook
2151204. The Ricochet is the perfect transition for anyone 
stepping up from a traditional plastic beginner kneeboard 
to a higher performance 昀椀berglass board. Compression 
molded construction coupled with a molded-in hook makes 
learning and progressing a breeze. Built with the same 
quality materials as our 昀氀agship 昀椀berglass kneeboards, the 
Ricochet brings high performance at a value price. With 
a larger template shape, variable beveled edges, twin tip 
and a pronounced V-Hull, this remarkable board design 
makes it very manoeuvrable, very forgiving and easy to 
ride. The Ricochet comes with a molded 昀氀ex pad and a 3” 
padded strap making your ride comfortable and secure. 
The Ricochet is the perfect step into high-performance 
kneeboarding. 

£400

O'Brien Sozo 
with Free Boatworld Case
2161228. The O’Brien Sozo is ridden by nearly ALL the 
top kneeboarders in the world! It is truly in a class of its’ 
own. The Sozo is explosive, lightweight and unbelievably 
maneuverable. The clean, fast template comfortably 
initiates turns, edges up the wake with ease and is 
extremely forgiving. It features O’Brien’s Fusion Core 
(wood stringers within a foam core), which is CNC 
machined to exact speci昀椀cations, giving the board a 
liveliness and lightness like no other. Its’ unique Sandwich 
Construction insures the optimum 昀氀ex pattern, storing 
energy and releasing it perfectly when you punch off 
the wake. The Sozo pad is state-of-the-art as well. This 
extraordinary pad softens landings like no pad ever ridden. 
It is extremely soft, supportive and can be adjusted perfectly 
on the board to the riders preferred position. All the pros 
agree, the Sozo kneeboard is the best board on the market, 
hands down. The Sozo Park Edition featuring an Impact Base 
bottom is now available.

£690

O'Brien Enforcer 
with Free Boatworld Case 
2181206. Built off our wildly successful Sozo, the 
Enforcer shares many of its qualities but has been 
con昀椀gured as a no-compromise all-terrain
beast. Featuring our signature Impact Base, Durarail 
sidewalls, and snappy Fusion Core - the Enforcer can 
take anything you can throw at
it and come back for more. The more parallel edge 
pro昀椀le and squared off tip and tail are dialed in for 
pressing rails, hitting kickers, and
overall incredible performance on the water. The 
snappy, 昀氀exible deck softens landings, helps initiate 
turns, and lets the tips 昀氀ex – giving
you maximum pressability on the rails.

£690

Boatworld Kneeboard & ZUP Case
XC1225. Our Kneeboard Case is a great way to protect your 
kneeboard or ZUP. Heavy duty polyester 
construction. Full length zipper makes 
for easy entry. Double carrying 
handle with velcro lock over. 
Zippered extra vented pocket 
for gloves etc. Large size 58" 
(147cm) x 28" (71cm) allows for 
extra storage of rope etc. Large 
enough to take a ZUP!! (just!)
£39.95

FREE BOATWORLD CASE 
WITH EVERY KNEEBOARD

Carve Package 
Board, BW Kneeboard Rope, Vest & 
BW Kneeboard Case for only 

£154.95 BWWKP
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ZUP Package 
XC1234. Board, BW Kneeboard 
Combo Rope & BW ZUP Case 
for only 
£485

ZUP You Got This 2.0 
Blue Board with integrated 
aquatic hook 
& Free Boatworld Case
ZUP-4069.  ZUP.™ is a fresh easy way to have 
fun with all of your family & friends. Whatever you 
want to do - lay down, kneel up, stand, rest, ride 
backwards - go on, be creative! With your buoyant, 
durable moulded board, everyone getZUP.™ 
Pull it behind any boat or jetski! Enjoy stress-free 
towing with the integrated tow hook. 

£299

ZUP Package 
YGT2BW. Board, BW Kneeboard 
Combo Rope & BW ZUP Case 
for only 

£335

Zup You Got This 2.0 – Ultimate Package 
YGT2ZRP. Board, DoubleZUP Tow Handle 
& BW ZUP Case 
for only 

£399

Zup Do More 2.0 – Ultimate Package 
XC-DM2W-UP. Board, DoubleZUP Tow Handle 
& BW ZUP Case 
for only 

£549

DoubleZUP Tow Handle & Rope! 
XC1143. The next generation of the DoubleZUP Handle. Designed to be used with any ZUP Board, this is more than your 
ordinary tow rope. When starting out, this handle takes all the strain out of the ride by connecting directly to the tow hook. If 

riders want to change positions or just need 
a relaxing break, the DoubleZUP 
makes it easy and safe to reattach 
the tow rope to the ZUP Board. Most 
importantly, the double handle 
system keeps 昀椀ngers away from 
any pinch point when attaching 
and detaching from tow hook.

£99.95

Zup Do More Large Fin Set 
ZUP-4465. For those looking to add a little more “bite” to their DoMore Board, this large 昀椀n is for 
you. The set includes 3 昀椀ns so you can easily switch out the 昀椀n con昀椀guration on your DoMore 
Board. These 昀椀ns are speci昀椀cally designed to create a better grip and 
add stability to your DoMore Board. The height provides more control 
while the longer base will allow you to make more powerful turns. 
Use them in combination with the stock smaller 昀椀ns to create 
your perfect setup.

£30

ZUP Do More 2.0 Watersports 
Board with integrated 
aquatic hook 
& Free Boatworld Case 
252115001. We have a new Handle on this. with 
a soft rubber top. All Boards will come standard 
with 3 昀椀ns now. The 昀椀ns that come stock are the 
SMALL 昀椀ns with option to buy a 3 LARGE 昀椀n 
pack if the customer is looking for 昀椀ns that will be 
better for sur昀椀ng. These 昀椀ns will addmore grip 
to the Board. 

£449

ZUP Multi-Carry Tote Bag
ZUP-MCZTB.The Multi-Carry Tote Bag offers the perfect blend 
of comfort, convenience and style. With three convenient 
ways to carry your Boards, extremely durable construction 
and sweet, ZUP® coloring, this bag is sure to be a welcome 
addition on any water sports outing! With this Multi-Carry Tote 
Bag, you can bring either ZUP Board you prefer…plus toss 
in your DoubleZUP Handle and Rope. Designed for use with 
YouGotThis 2.0, DoMore, and YouGo Boards. Straps on the 
inside of the bag allow it to be adjusted for a 昀椀rm 昀椀t on any 
ZUP Board. Carry on Shoulder, by Hand, or as BackPack. 
Breathable material allows your boards to air dry even when 
put up wet. Weight: 1.13 kg. Dimensions: 59″L x 28″W x 6″H. 
Polyester Blend. 

£64.95

Boatworld Kneeboard Combo
XC205-1. 13” smooth grip + extra 6” grip, 3 section 65ft mainline. 
Small grip locks behind handle hook 
for an easy start. Grip diameter: 
ø 27.5mm. Ideal for all levels of 
kneeboarding. 2 x 5ft (152cm) 
sections. 1 x 55ft (1676cm) section. 
PE rope. Comes with 
Boatworld rope tidy.

£34.95

Boatworld Kneeboard Strap
BWKBS. The Boatworld Kneeboard Strap perfect to replace worn out old straps. 3” wide.
£17.95

Boatworld 
Hook & Footman Loops
BWHFL. Designed to 昀椀t any kneeboard, our replacement hook and 
footman loops are the ideal repair solution. Comes with 昀椀xings.
£6.95
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FREE PADDED 
CASE WITH 
SELECTED 
WAKEBOARDS

Boatworld Padded Wakeboard Bag
XC1226. Size: 58”/147 cm x 21”/53cm. Our Padded Wakeboard Bag is a great way 
to protect your wakeboard. Takes your board and bindings, is constructed in 
heavy duty polyester and is fully padded. Extra long zipper for easy 
access. Vented water drain holes. Adjustable shoulder strap and 
single carrying handle. Small interior zipped pocket e.g for binding 
screws. Large interior vented zipped pocket e.g for board shorts. 
Exterior luggage label pouch. The Boatworld Padded Wakeboard 
Bag is what you want at check in!!

£45

Ez Wakeboard Trainer
AHEZ-300. Engineered for stability while towing (10 mph maximum), so your child will feel 
very secure. The ultimate con昀椀dence builder, teaching new young boarders safely and with 
fun! Your child will enjoy immediate success on Ez Wakeboard Trainer. No 昀椀ghting with diving 
wakeboards, boat wakes or ropes! Children board the stable Ez Wakeboard Trainer right from 
the swim step or stern of your boat, no swimming required. This awesome trainer teaches 
basic wakeboarding, kneeboarding, wakesur昀椀ng and wakeskating fundamentals including 
proper stance, handle position, balance and weight transfer for turning. Patents pending. 
1 Rider, 70 lbs. weight capacity, 47”x 35” x 12” (LxWxH in昀氀ated). Body Board size: 39” 
£209.95

#1 WAKEBOARD DEAL!
O’Brien Valhalla with O’Brien Access Bindings 
& Free Boatworld Padded Case
143 cm. 2200092. One of the most reliable and forgiving shapes on the market, the Valhalla is 
perfect for beginner and intermediate riders who rely on consistent, predictable performance 
to improve their riding. With that being said, some of the best riders in the world, including 
David O’Caoimh, rave about the Valhalla and have made it their go-to shape. Its Feather 
Core, tapered thickness pro昀椀le, and molded 昀椀ns give the Valhalla tons of control from edge to 
edge; making it an ultra-reliable board. Paired with a Progressive Rocker and Delta Base, the 
Valhalla generates a smooth, controlled pop off the wake; allowing the rider to maintain control 
in the air and build con昀椀dence in their riding.
O’BRIEN ACCESS BINDINGS Bindings Open Toe: Open toe design allows greater range of 昀椀t. 
Dual Lace Zones: Pinpoint 昀椀t adjustment. TPU Rear Cuff Flex Panel. Strobel Lasted React Liner: 
Lycra lined, moulded toe and heel for greater comfort, adjustability and control. Integrated J-Bars: 
Eliminate heel lift within the binding for greater control and helps support the ankle. 
3-D Contoured EVA Footbed. Available sizes: UK 6-10  &  9 -13.
WAS £500 NOW ONLY

£425 YOU SAVE £75!!

Full Throttle Aqua Extreme Wakeboard 
with Lace-Up Bindings & Free Boatworld Padded Case
FTWB-1. Easy riding design for all levels of wakeboarders but especially preferred by beginner/
intermediate riders. The Aqua Extreme has multiple de昀椀ned channels that run from the tip to the nose 
for increased stability and edge control. This board has a continuous rocker to effortlessly lift you 
off the wake and provides a more mellow turn. Appropriate for riders 155 lbs. and up. Length: 140 
cm/55.1”, Width: 42 cm/16.5”, Rocker: 2.5” Continuous. 
BINDINGS ARE INCLUDED WITH THE WAKEBOARD. Bindings will 昀椀t size 6-12 UK. 
Traditional claw plate, 昀氀oating EVA toe, Elastic Laces, and Molded EVA heel.
WAKEBOARD CONSTRUCTION: Layered glass top sheet. 
Two molded-in 昀椀ns with continuous rocker. Clean, crisp graphics. 
V-bottom tunnel. Feather core technology - high density for added strength. 
Lightest bottoms available - superior molding properties. 
ABS retention strips - lock in place the hex heads of our stainless inserts. 
Reinforced ABS 昀椀n block - for added strength and secure 昀椀n attachments. 

£325

Full Throttle Aqua Extreme Package BWWWP. 
Full Throttle Aqua Extreme Wakeboard with Lace-up Bindings, 
Boatworld Wakeboard Trick Handle with 4 Section Rope, 
Full Throttle Adult Ski Vest, Boatworld Padded Wakeboard Bag for only 

£349.95
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O’Brien Royale Wakesurfer
2191242. Size: 163cm / 63”, 54.6cm / 21.5”. Whether 
you want a mellow cruise behind the boat – or you are 
looking to get after it, the Royale delivers! At 63” 
& over 19.6 litres of volume, the Royale is big 
enough for almost anyone – but also responsive 
enough for serious shredding. Ideal for those 
with a smaller wake or bigger riders in need of 
more volume, the Royale provides the perfect 
blend of a forgiving ride with a surprising level 
of agility and freedom on the wave. Constructed 
with new Surf CAP construction, the Royale is light 
for its size and more durable than you would expect. 
Rider Pro昀椀le: beginner to advanced surfers in search 
of a larger board construction: Surf Cap – An extremely 
lightweight foam core wrapped in a durable polymer 
shell. Super light and extra strong, this shell makes the 
board resistance to dings to keep you shredding and 
eliminate the stressing. Volume - 19.63L. 
Weight range - 72kgs and above / 160LBS. 
Fin Merc 3.0.

£459

Airhead Wakesurf Rope
AHWS-R01. This 16 foot PolyE wakesurf rope has 
a 3 section mainline, a 12 inch grasp knot 
and a extra large spiral rope braid. 
You’ll have an easy time 昀椀nding the 
sweet spot of the boat’s wake with this 
rope design. Blue/ Black. 
Break strength: 1200 lb.

£39.95

Airhead Charge 
Wakesurf Board
AHWS-04. The Charge is a full foam 
wakesurf board and a great and economical 
way for the whole family to enjoy the wake! 
Quick to accelerate on the wave, it comes 
with a removable 3-昀椀n setup for agile turning 
and control. Rounding out the board’s 
capabilities with an EVA pad and kick with a 
4-inch nose rocker. With the sport continuing 
to grow in popularity, isn’t it time you got to 
experience what all the excitement is about? 
Enjoy the Charge and 昀椀nd out for yourself! 59 
in. x 21 in. x 2.4 in.
£199

Airhead Wakesurf Rope 5 Section
AHWS-R02. This 25 ft. PolyE 
5 piece sectional wakesurf rope 
has a 12 ft. mainline with four 
grasp knots and a 10 in. EVA 
handle. With the additional 4 
removable sections (3 ft., 3 ft., 
3 ft., 4 ft.), you are sure to 昀椀nd 
the right spot on the water to ride 
in style. Break strength:1200 lbs.

£34.95

Full Throttle Mens Rapid-Dry Flex-Back Life Vest 
142500-100. Sizes: S-3XL. Full Throttle Men’s Red up to 3XL Hinged Rapid-Dry Flex-Back Life Jacket 
is made with soft, comfortable, neoprene construction to deliver increased stretchability. The Poly-span 
polyester/spandex interior of the Full Throttle life jacket provides a soft surface against your skin for 
all-day comfort Full Throttle life jacket has large armholes that were built in for enhanced freedom of 
movement and easy twists and turns. The Flex-Back is an ultra-comfortable, 
昀氀exible vest for maximum mobility on the water. 
£75
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ZUP Helmet
ZUP-750. Manufactured with style and 
function in mind, the ZUP watersports 
safety helmet offers an excellent balance 
protection and design. Soft, EVA foam 
lining the inside provides a level of comfort, 
as well as additional cushioning and 
buffering for absorbing impact.  The exterior 
shell is made of high impact rated ABS, while 
the additional and extended air holes provide 
a constant air 昀氀ow and cooler feel.  CE Certi昀椀ed, 
the ZUP helmet is the perfect accessory to keep you 
safe on the water this year! Sizes : S, M, L & XL
£54.95



Mens Wetsuits

100% 
SUPER 
STRETCH

100% UltraFlex DS

DOUBLE SUPER 
SEAL NECK

Fully adjustable 
and watertight

SEAMLESS 
PADDLE 
ZONES

Flexible and unique design 
which utilizes minimal seam 
placement for comfort

O’Neill 
Reactor Series 3/2mm
Get a full dose of performance technology at an incredible 
price. The Reactor Series utilizes our exclusive FluidFlex™ 
in the shoulder and sleeves, a fully adjustable super 
seal neck, and Krypto Knee Padz. Everything you could 
possibly want in an entry level wetsuit.

FEATURES
Top Sleeve/undersleeve: FluidFlex™
Body: Fluid Foam
Chest/Back: Mesh Smooth Skin Fluid Foam
Knee: Krypto Knee Padz
Neck: Smooth Skin Fluid Foam
30% FluidFlex™/ 70% Fluid Foam
Krypto Padz: ergonomic knee protection
YKK Back Zip System
Single Super Seal Collar: fully adjustable seal
Hidden Key Pocket
Flatloc Stitched (breathable seams)
Strategic Seamless. Paddle Zones.

O’Neill Mens Reactor Shorty
XC11. Black/Graphite or Black/Blue. Sizes Adult S-4XL 
£75

O’Neill Mens 
Reactor Full Suit
XC24. Black/Graphite or Black/Blue. 
Sizes Adult S-4XL  
£95

FLUIDFLEX™ 
FIREWALL

Measurably Lighter, 
Warmer and More Flexible

Sola H20 4/3mm
The H20 4/3mm back zip fullsuit provides an ideal 
solution as either an all year round cold water 
wetsuit or an intermediate step between winter 
and summer months. Combining the lightest, 
most supple neoprene available with high-end 
features and minimalistic panel tailoring, provides 
unrestricted performance and superior comfort. 

FEATURES:
100% insulight 4 way super stretch neoprene
Featherlight ss-1 foam for a light and comfortable 昀椀t
4mm torso and lower body, 3mm arms
Back entry ykk zip with metal slider
Glued and blind stitched for zero water penetration
Neoprene stretch tape internally for added durability
Double diamond knit nylon kneepad
Biaxel sport tape in critical positions
Glideskin collar
 
A1707 Sizes  SML-XLG
£145

Mens Sola Sizes 
 HEIGHT CHEST WAIST 
SML 5’4”-5’6” 33”-35” 28” 
MSM 5’6”-5’8” 35”-37” 30” 
MST 5’8”-5’10” 35”-37” 30” 
MED 5’8”-5’10” 37”-39” 32” 
MTL 5’10”-6’0” 37”-39” 32” 
MLG 5’10”-6’0” 41”-43” 34” 
LGS 5’8”-5’10” 41”-43” 36” 
LGE 6’0”-6’2” 41”-43” 36” 
XLS 5’8”-5’10” 43”-45” 38” 
XLG 6’2”-6’4” 43”-45” 38” 
XXL 6’3”-6’5” 45”-47” 40”

Mens O’Neill Sizes 
 HEIGHT CHEST WAIST 
S 5’8”-5’10” 36.5”-38.5” 29”-31” 
M 5’9”-5’11” 38.5”-40.5” 30.5”-32.5” 
L 5’10”-6’0” 40.5”-42.5” 32.5”-34.5” 
XL 5’11”-6’1” 42.5”-44.5” 34.5”-36.5” 
XXL 6’0”-6’2” 44.5”-46.5” 36.5”-38.5” 
XXXL 6’0”-6’2” 47”-49” 41.5”-43.5” 
4XL 6’0”-6’4” 51”-54” 44”-48”

Wetsuits
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Stormsure 
PVC Repair Adhesive 
& Sealant
XC10-1001. Repair your favourite towables or 
wetsuit with Stormsure PVC Repair Adhesive & 
Sealant. Repairs and Seals PVC Products 
(Not to be used on Fabric or Nylon covers). 
Compact for easy storage and transportation. 
Fix your product or wetsuit in 2 hours or less!

£7.95

Stormsure 
Premium Neoprene Queen 
Wetsuit Repair Kit
NQB. Its fast drying and resistance allows 
you to repair holes and tears in your neoprene 
wetsuit (surf, kitesurf, windsurf, etc) in just 20 
minutes. Works with all neoprene materials, 
latex, pvc and many other materials too! 
Flexibel stretchy, abrasion resistant and 
very strong. 

£7.95

Ladies Wetsuits

O’Neill Ladies 
Reactor  Shorty
3801. Sizes Ladies 6-14.
£75

O’Neill Reactor Series 3/2mm
Get a full dose of performance technology at an incredible price. 
The Reactor Series utilizes our exclusive FluidFlex™ in the shoulder 
and sleeves, a fully adjustable super seal neck, and Krypto Knee Padz. 
Everything you could possibly want in an entry level wetsuit.

FEATURES
Top Sleeve/undersleeve: FluidFlex™
Body: Fluid Foam
Chest/Back: Mesh Smooth Skin Fluid Foam
Knee: Krypto Knee Padz
Neck: Smooth Skin Fluid Foam
30% FluidFlex™/ 70% Fluid Foam
Krypto Padz: ergonomic knee protection
YKK Back Zip System
Single Super Seal Collar: fully adjustable seal
Hidden Key Pocket
Flatloc Stitched (breathable seams)
Strategic Seamless. Paddle Zones.

 
O’Neill Ladies 
Reactor Full Suit 
3800. Sizes Ladies 6-14. 
£95

100% 
SUPER 
STRETCH

100% UltraFlex DS

SEAMLESS PADDLE 
ZONES

Flexible and unique design 
which utilizes minimal seam 
placement for comfort

KRYPTO 
KNEE PADZ

Ergonomic 
knee protection

DOUBLE SUPER 
SEAL NECK

Fully adjustable 
and watertight

Sola H20 4/3mm
The H20 4/3mm back zip fullsuit provides an ideal solution 
as either an all year round cold water wetsuit or an 
intermediate step between winter and summer months. 
Combining the lightest, most supple neoprene available 
with high-end features and minimalistic panel tailoring, 
provides unrestricted performance and superior comfort. 

FEATURES:
100% insulight 4 way super stretch neoprene
Featherlight ss-1 foam for a light and comfortable 昀椀t
4mm torso and lower body, 3mm arms
Back entry ykk zip with metal slider
Glued and blind stitched for zero water penetration
Neoprene stretch tape internally for added durability
Double diamond knit nylon kneepad
Biaxel sport tape in critical positions
Glideskin collar

A1708 Sizes Ladies 6-16.
£145

Ladies Sola Sizes 
 HEIGHT CHEST WAIST 
6 5’1”-5’3” 32”-33” 22”-24” 
8 5’2”-5’5” 33”-35” 24”-26” 
8T 5’5”-5’8” 33”-35” 24”-26” 
10 5’5”-5’8” 35”-37” 26”-28”  
10T 5’7”-5’10” 35”-37” 26”-28” 
12 5’7”-5’10” 37”-39” 28”-30” 
12T 5’8”-5’11” 37”-39” 28”-30” 
14 5’8”-5’11” 39”-41” 29”-31” 
16 5’9”-6’0” 41”-43” 30”-32” 
18 5’10”-6’0” 43”-45” 31”-34”

Ladies O’Neill Sizes 
 HEIGHT CHEST WAIST 
6 5’5”-5’7” 31.5”-33.5” 24”-26” 
8 5’6”-5’8” 32.5”-34.5” 25”-27” 
10 5’7”-5’9” 34”-36” 25”-27” 
12 5’8”-5’10” 35.5”-37.5” 28”-30” 
14 5’9”-5’11” 37”-39” 29.5”-31.5”

Wetsuits

Sola Collapsible Changing Bucket
A0033-044-01. The Sola Collapsible ‘Wetty’ Changing Bucket 
is the perfect addition to any holiday. Can be used to store your 
wetsuit after use, as well as 
to stand in and change to 
save your feet getting full 
of sand when changing. 
Genius! 
44cm diameter. 
38cm height.
Webbed 
shoulder straps.

£27.50
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Junior Wetsuits

O’Neill 
Junior Reactor Series 3/2mm
Get a full dose of performance technology at an incredible price. 
The Reactor Series utilizes our exclusive FluidFlex™ in the 
shoulder and sleeves, a fully adjustable super seal neck, 
and Krypto Knee Padz. Everything you could 
possibly want in an entry level wetsuit. 
Youth full suits have ankle zips for ease of donning.

FEATURES
Top Sleeve/undersleeve: FluidFlex™
Body: Fluid Foam
Chest/Back: Mesh Smooth Skin Fluid Foam
Knee: Krypto Knee Padz
Neck: Smooth Skin Fluid Foam
30% FluidFlex™/ 70% Fluid Foam
Krypto Padz: ergonomic knee protection
YKK Back Zip System
Single Super Seal Collar: fully adjustable seal
Hidden Key Pocket
Flatloc Stitched (breathable seams)
Strategic Seamless Paddle Zones

O’Neill 
Junior Reactor 
Full Suit 3/2mm
XC32 Black/Berry or Graph/Tahiti/Black 
Sizes 4-16 years 

£69

KRYPTO 
KNEE 
PADZ

Ergonomic 
knee protection

DURABILITY 
AND 
STRETCH

30% FluidFlex™/ 
70% Fluid Foam

O’Neill Junior Reactor Shorty
XC19 Black/Berry or Graph/Tahiti/Black. Sizes 4-16 years.
£49.95

Junior O’Neill Sizes 
AGE HEIGHT CHEST WAIST 
10 4’7”-4’10” 28”-30” 23”-25” 
12 4’10”-5’1” 29”-31” 25”-27” 
14 5’1”-5’4” 31”-33” 27”-29” 
16 5’4”-5’7” 33”-35” 28”-30”
Children O’Neill Sizes 
AGE HEIGHT CHEST WAIST 
4 3’10”-4’1.5” 23”-25” 20”-22” 
6 4’1.5”-4’4.5” 24.5”-26.5” 21.5”-23.5” 
8 4’4.5”-4’7.5” 26”-28” 23”-25”

Wetsuits

Sola Waterproof Changing Coat
A1053-05. The Sola changing coat is an essential garment for the outdoor 
enthusiast. Whatever your sport or activity, the Sola changing coat will keep you 
warm, dry and comfortable whilst you change. Fleece lined. Wind and waterproof 
exterior with hood 昀氀eece. Lined pockets adjustable velcro cuffs. 
Ykk-2 reversible zip. Internal zip pocket with headphone hole. 
Secondary inside pocket. Sizes S, M, L XL.
A1053  Black. A1053 -05 Navy.
£85

Sola Towel Changing Robe
Wanting to dry off and cover up at the same time? 
The Sola Towel Changing Robe is the perfect accessory for after 
you’ve been out on your boat, been for a wild swim or been to 
the beach for the day. 100% Cotton Velour.
Small/Medium - 90x90cm
Large/X-Large - 90x100cm
A1051-BL Black
A1051 Blue

£19.95
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4Water Kids Lifejacket Choo 100 
LIF1803. Offers varying degrees of buoyancy 
dependent on the weight range, unique 
design of hinged, foam collar offers 
superior comfort and support. 
Durable 300D PU coated polyester 
outer fabric, PVC foam front and back 
for inherent buoyancy, double crotch 
straps, DERLIN zipper. Lifting handle. 
Meets the standard for ISO 12402-4. 
100N Rated. Whistle and re昀氀ective 
tapes meet the ISO standard. 
Acetal Quickloop buckles. 
Sizes: 5-10kg (1-3 years). 10-
20kg (2-4 years). 
20-30kg (5-8 years). 
30-40kg (9-12 years). 
£32.70

Ski Vests

Lifejackets & Buoyancy Aids

Boatworld
Ski Vest
XC1280 
Colour: Blue.
SizeS: XS/S, M/ L, XL/2XL. 
Fantastic quality at a great price.  
4 buckles for a good 昀椀t. 
Soft, 昀氀exible foam core. Sturdy 
nylon exterior for durability.
CE approved. 
Retro昀氀ective tape and safety 
whistle included.

£39.95

#1 VEST 
DEAL!

O’Brien 
Ski Vest 
XC1153 Colour: Blue. 
Size: XS, S/M, L/XL, SL. 
Fantastic quality at 
a great price.  
4 buckles for a good 昀椀t. 
Soft, 昀氀exible foam core. 
Sturdy nylon exterior 
for durability. 
CE approved. 

£45

O’Brien 4 Belt 
Pro Vest 
21121. Colour: Red. 
(Medium only in Blue)* 
Size: S-XXXL. Soft 昀氀exible foam 
core for extra comfort. Sturdy nylon 
exterior for durability. 
4 Buckles for security and excellent 
昀椀t. Big arm holes allow for a wide 
range of motion. Extra foam on 
the side of the vest for better 
protection and comfort. 
CE Approved.

£54.95 *PLEASE NOTE: 
Medium size is 
only available 
in Blue colour, 
rest of sizes 
Red only.

Onyx General 
Purpose 4 Pack
2 Red, 2 Blue in clear, reusable storage 
bag with breathable mesh and carry 
strap. Contains four adult universal 
general purpose vests. 

4 PACK 
SPECIAL OFFER 
DEAL PRICE 
£99.95 
103200

Sola Frenzy Front Zip 
Buoyancy Aid
A0914. The Sola Frenzy Front Zip Buoyancy 
Aid is a high-昀椀tting buoyancy aid which is great 
for sports in which you need 昀氀exibility around 
the deck or board. Sports such as Stand Up 
Paddle Boarding, Sailing, Kayaking and many 
more. 50n Buoyancy aid which conforms with 
EU safety standards.
100% Nylon Outer.
YKK Heavy Duty Frint Zipper.
Webbing belt with sturdy 
adjustable quick-release buckle.
High-昀椀tting for maximum 昀氀exibility.
Front storage zip pocket. 
Sizes: XS/S (30-50kg), 
MED/LGE (50-70kg), 
XLG/XXL (70kg+)
£39

Full Throttle 
Teens 
Nylon Life Vest 
112200-505-010-22.  Great vest for youths 
who are transitioning between kids vests and 
adults vests. Suitable for chest sizes 28-32in 
and over 40kg in weight this is a great vest for 
the teenagers in your life to feel comfortable 
but more importantly safe. There is always 
a temptation to get a vest which they’ll 
‘grow into’ but it is really important to 
get them a life vest that will not ride 
over their heads if they hit the water. 
The Full Throttle Teen Life Vest has 3 
heavy-duty adjustable buckles to ensure 
a great 昀椀t which makes it great for skiing, 
boating, 昀椀shing, stand up paddleboarding 
and many other on the water activities. 
Suitable for Teens and small adults. 

£29.95

Typhoon 
Hydro SL 
Lifejacket 
Automatic
400356. The Hydro is a UK 
designed lifejacket, offering 
exceptional quality and 
anattractively priced product. 
This lifejacket is suitable for 
experienced sailors to novices 
alike for a whole range 
of activities from yacht 
sailing, to cruising the 
inland waterways to angling. 
150N buoyancy. Velcro closure. 
United moulders in昀氀ator. 
Single crotch strap. Auto. 
BS EN ISO 12402. CE approved.
One size 昀椀ts all. Red.
£64.95

Typhoon Hydro 
Lifejacket 
Manual    
400356. The Hydro is a UK 
designed lifejacket, offering 
exceptional quality at an 
attractive price. This lifejacket 
is suitable for a range of water 
based activities.
150N buoyancy.
Hook & loop adjustment closure.
United moulders in昀氀ator.
Single crotch strap.
Available in auto/auto harness/
manual options.
BS EN ISO 12402. 
CE approved.
One size 昀椀ts all. Green.
£69.95
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Xcite Joker 
Watersports 
Helmet
XC1157-3. 
CE Certi昀椀ed 
watersports 
helmet. ABS Shell. 
EVA Foam Liner. 
Adjustable Chin 
strap. Adjustable 
inner rear on 
thumbwheel. 
Fantastic Joker Graphics. 
11 air vent design. 
Sizes: Small 48-52cm, 
Medium 52- 57cm.
£18.95

ZUP Helmet
ZUP-750. Manufactured with 
style and function in mind, the 
ZUP watersports safety helmet 
offers an excellent balance 
protection and design. Soft, 
EVA foam lining the inside 
provides a level of comfort, as 
well as additional cushioning 
and buffering for absorbing 
impact.  The exterior shell is 
made of high impact rated ABS, while 
the additional and extended air holes 
provide a constant air 昀氀ow and cooler feel.  
CE Certi昀椀ed, the ZUP helmet is the perfect 
accessory to keep you safe on the water this 
year! Sizes : S, M, L & XL
£54.95

Xcite Heavy Duty 
Softshell Helmet
XC1156. Size: S-M-L.
Ideal for use in clubs  
and recommended 
by BSWF for riders 
when Tubing.  
Note: This helmet is 
NOT CE approved 
or any other of昀椀cial 
body. It is designed to 
reduce the probability of 
injury when 
used properly.

£19.95

TWF Pet Life Jacket
1033. Available in 3 sizes: 0-5kg, 5-15kg, 15-20kg.
Bright Orange for Visibility.
Re昀氀ective Stripes.
Carry Handle.
Adjustable 
Straps with 
heavy-duty 
quick-release 
buckles.
Back Pocket.  

£21

Alto Belt Pack Inflatable Flotation Device
Designed for a range of watersports, the ALTO is a lightweight, compact, in昀氀atable 昀氀otation device worn 
around the waist. Simple, discrete easy to use emergency in昀氀ation. Manually operated, the in昀氀atable tube is 
released from the waist pack and then supports the user under the arms and around the chest. 
ALTO offers users such as SUP, 昀椀shermen and boaters, a simple and easy to use in昀氀atable pack that feels 
invisible when worn. Large 75N of emergency buoyancy. Compact and lightweight adjustable waist belt for a 
simple, close 昀椀t. Can be worn on front or back. Manually activated. Blue. Yellow. Orange. Black. Red.
£54.95

Impact Vests

Boatworld 
Impact Neo Vest
BWNV. A top quality vest at a very affordable 
price. Our Neoprene Impact Jacket is great 
for all kinds of surface watersports. As well 
as looking great, the Boatworld Impact 
Neoprene Vest is designed to protect you 
in a fall so it is ideal for wakeboarding, 
kneeboards, waterskiing and even 
jetskiing. It is a comfortable snug 昀椀tting 
vest ensuring there is no riding up when 
you are in the water. It has a protected 
front zip so there is no snagging and two 
heavy-duty front buckles. It is suitable for 
men, women and kids. XS-XXXL.
£59.95

Full Throttle 
Mens Rapid-Dry 
Flex-Back 
142500-100. Sizes: S-3XL. Full Throttle 
Men’s Red up to 3XL Hinged Rapid-Dry 
Flex-Back Life Jacket is made with soft, 
comfortable, neoprene construction to 
deliver increased stretchability. The 
Poly-span polyester/spandex interior of 
the Full Throttle life jacket provides a 
soft surface against your skin for all-
day comfort Full Throttle life jacket 
has large armholes that were built in 
for enhanced freedom of movement 
and easy twists and turns. The 
Flex-Back is an ultra-comfortable, 
昀氀exible vest for maximum mobility 
on the water. 

£75

Full Throttle 
Womens Rapid-Dry 
Flex-Back 
142500-105. Sizes: S-XL. 
Shorter waist design for women. 
Stretchable Flex-Back insert. 
Seven segmented hinge.

£75

Full Throttle 
Youth Rapid-Dry 
142100. Size  24”-29”. 
Bright colours for greater visibility. 
Wide armholes allow freedom 
of movement. Front zipper with 
adjustable belts to keep 
vest from riding up. 
Fits youth 50-90 lbs. 
£49

Helmets
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Carson Floating Keychain
FA-20. The FA-30 Floating Keychain is the perfect accessory for a day 
on the water, boating, or watersports. Never worry about losing your 
keys again! The Floating Keychain features lightweight Foam Core 
Technology and 昀氀oats up to 3 standard keys. 
The bright, vibrant, 2-tone colors 
make it easy to spot if 
dropped in water.

£8.95

Carson Floating Eyewear Retainer
FA-10. Never lose your expensive sunglasses or prescription glasses 
again with the Carson Floating Eyewear Retainers. Great for a day on 
the boat, at the beach or for water sports. These neoprene retainers 
are lightweight and comfortable. Features lightweight Foam-Core 
Technology and will 昀氀oat up to 72 grams. Fits most frames and comes in 
multiple stylish patterns. FA-10-01 Graphite. FA-10-03 Crimson. 
FA-10-04 Seafoam.
£8.95

Sola Towel 
Changing Robe
A1051. 100% cotton velour. 
Sizes S/M - 90cm x 90cm. 
L/XL - 90cm x 100cm.
£19.95

Boatworld Floating Sunglasses
XC134. Black. Polarized, impact and scratch resistant, UV400 rated lenses 
give you 100% UVA & UVB protection. Anti-fog coated. Polarized means 
reduced glare off re昀氀ective surfaces eg water, snow. Perfect for watersports, 
winter sports, cycling, 昀椀shing and driving. Ventilated TR90 frame for optimum 
clarity. Light weight and tough! Padded nose area for protection on impact. Our 
sunglasses incorporate a non-removable 
strap, that is secure 
and adjustable with 
one hand. Each 
pair comes with 
micro 昀椀bre cleaning 
pouch, zip hardcase 
and safety leash line!

£19.95

Boatworld Pro Slalom Glove
XC68. Pro ski glove at an everyday price. 
Pre curved 昀椀ngers for ease of grip. 
Bullet proof Amara construction. 
Integrated Velcro wrist 
support system allows you 
to hang on longer. 
Sizes: S-M-L-XL -XXL
£29.95 
PER PAIR

Test Pilot Glove 
XC178-3. The Testpilot Gloves feature: Short model for 
more freedom of movement. Non slip silicon printed hand 
palm. Padded panels on 
the palm of the hand. 
PVC knuckle and 昀椀nger 
guards. Segmented 
昀椀nger design. Soft and 
strong amara fabric in 
the palm of the hand. 
Lycra panels to enable 
maximum 昀氀ex in use, 
perfect for ultimate 
handle grip. 
Sizes XS- XXL. 
£19.90 
PER PAIR

Sola Waterproof 
Changing Coat
A1053-05. The Sola changing coat is an 
essential garment for the outdoor enthusiast. 
Whatever your sport or activity, the Sola 
changing coat will keep you warm, dry and 
comfortable whilst you change. Fleece 
lined. Wind and waterproof exterior with 
hood 昀氀eece. Lined pockets adjustable 
velcro cuffs. Ykk-2 reversible zip. Internal 
zip pocket with headphone hole. 
Secondary inside pocket. 
Sizes S, M, L XL.
A1053  Black. 
A1053 -05 Navy.
£85

Sola 5mm 
Adult Zip Boot
A1213. Super warm 5mm titanium neoprene. 
Highly durable sole with extra grip. 
Contoured toe protection. 
Blind stitched for less water penetration. 
Easy in and out zip with anti 昀氀ush barrier. 
Size 6-12 UK.
£35.90 
PER PAIR

Carson 
Floating Keychain
FA-30. The FA-30 Floating 
Keychain is the perfect accessory 
for a day on the water, boating, or 
watersports. Never worry about 
losing your keys again! The Floating 
Keychain features lightweight Foam 
Core Technology and 昀氀oats up to 3 
standard keys. The bright, vibrant, 
2-tone colors make it easy to spot if 
dropped in water.

£7.95

Carson Water Resistant 
Floating Wallet
EW-20. Water resistant material to allow you to safely 
carry your credit cards, cash & identi昀椀cation. 
Will hold up to 32 grams, approximately 
12 credit cards. Not waterproof. 
Contents may not stay dry. 
Blue or Orange.
£9.95

Carson MiniScout 7x18mm 
Ultra-Compact, Lightweight Binocular
JD-710. The JD-710, MiniScout™ is a 7x18mm ultra-compact and Lightweight 
Sport Binocular that is so portable you can bring it with you anywhere. It has a 
center focus knob with an independent right diopter adjustment for maximum 
focusing 昀氀exibility. These ultra-compact binoculars are also lightweight at only 
4.5 oz. These pocket-sized binoculars are so small and compact they can 昀椀t in a 
pocket, handbag or backpack. 
This ultra-compact binocular 
is the perfect companion 
for sporting events, 
concerts and all 
outdoor activities.

£43.95

TWF Weever Kids Wet Shoes
1053. The TWF Kids shoes are the ideal shoe for most outdoor-
based water activities. Super Flex Protective Sole.
2.5mm durable and 昀氀exible neoprene upper.
100% Polyester. Mesh Side Drain Panel.
Adjustable Drawstring Toggle Fastening. 
Sizes UK Kids 9-10. UK Youth 1-4.
£6.80 
PER PAIR

Typhoon Storm3 Sock
300337. The Storm3 sock is an update of the 昀氀at-soled 
sock, this offers a 3mm neoprene with a glued & blind stitch 
construction for durability. 
Sizes Adult UK 4-11.
£22.95 
PER PAIR

Typhoon Morfa Aqua Shoe
300370. The Morfa Aqua Shoes are crafted with elasticated 
laces and toggles fastening for a secure 昀椀t.They feature 
a cushioned insole for comfort and a moulded sole for 
grip. Great for multiple 
watersports use. 
Adjustable toggle. 
Durable sole for 
added support. 
Heel pull tab 
for ease of 
application. 
Drainage holes 
on sole. 
Sizes Adult UK 3-13.
£24.95 
PER PAIR
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Boatworld Charger 11ft Inflatable SUP 
XC142-19. Comes complete with all you need to get on the water! Whether you want to 
tour the coastline, surf, 昀椀sh, take on some whitewater, or simply a paddling workout, 
just throw this into the back of the car, or take it on holiday as sports luggage! 
This is a large stable board that performs well in small surf. Great also for 
exploring the coastline, rivers and canals. It will even make a good platform for 
other activities like 昀椀shing and yoga.
Designed for use by the whole family and mixed abilities from beginner 
upwards. With 312 litres of volume it can take a maximum payload 
of over 150kg.

• 335cm (11ft) long. 83cm ( 33”) wide.
• 15cm (6”) thick high pressure air deck drop stich 
construction makes it a very rigid, tough & robust

• 1 large tough 昀椀n box with removable 昀椀n for 
stable tracking and smooth sur昀椀ng
• Large non slip EVA deck pad
• Comes complete with free 2 section lightweight 
adjustable aluminium paddle that 昀氀oats
• D ring at back for leash attachment

• 4 more D rings at front for strapping down equipment 
comes with black shockcord

• A further 4 more D Rings for optional 
kayak seat and gear attachment

• Complete with built in carry handle

• 2 D rings on rail for adjustable shoulder strap attachment 
(shoulder strap supplied)
• Complete with rucksack/bag for transport and storage of board
• Tie up strap to wrap up SUP when rolled up for rucksack

• Free High Pressure 27.5psi Bravo SUP Pump  
with adaptor and built in pressure gauge

• Free 10ft Surf leash with key pocket

• Complete with repair kit and valve spanner 

Recommended in昀氀ated pressure for 
Boatworld Charger In昀氀atable SUP 15-18 PSI (MAX). 
Weight of board, paddle, pump, bag, and repair kit complete 12kg. 
When packed away in rucksack size approx. 
83cm(33”) long x 36cm(14”) diameter.
£399.95

Boatworld 
SUP Seat
XC143-2. Why not add a seat to your SUP 
for the ultimate SUP/Kayak crossover
£29.95

Boatworld SUP 
Compact Aluminium 4 piece Paddle
XC344-1. Ideal for adults and kids, this paddle adjusts from 165 to 200 cm in adult form and 125 to 150cm for 
kids. When assembled for adults this paddle weighs approx 2 lbs. 3 oz. (1050g). The steamlined design of 
the 昀椀berglass blade enables ef昀椀cient paddling for all ages. Fast and easy to adjust.
£34.95

Boatworld SUP & kayak 
Aluminium 4 Piece Paddle 
with Optional Twin Blade
XC143-1. Perfect for your SUP or Kayak this paddle adjusts from 175 to 215 
cm (220cm as twin blade). Weighs approx 3 lbs. 10 oz. (1640g). The steamlined design of 
the 昀椀berglass blade enables ef昀椀cient paddling for all ages. Fast and easy to adjust.
£34.95

Shorter 3 piece assembly for kids

Longer 4 piece assembly for adults

ZUP Paddlemore Sup Seat System
ZUP-4441. Stand, Sit and Kneel effortlessly for comfort and fun. ZUP’s new SUP Seat is a 
world’s 昀椀rst. Now riders of any skill level can hop on an SUP and ride in multiple different 
positions based on their comfort and preference. The SUP Seat quickly ties in to the cen-
tral anchor system on ZUP’s Stand-Up Paddleboard. Velcro straps allow it to also be used 
on virtually ANY other SUP. Length 145cm. Width 68cm. Height 12.7cm. Weight 6.8kg. 
Weight Limit 158kg. 
Construction PVC 
Internal Bladder, 
Nylon External 
Cover.

£139
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Thrustme Cruiser 
Being lightweight, compact and easily mounted makes the 
Cruiser an ideal small motor to 昀椀t most 昀氀oating devices 
such as SUPs and Kayaks.

775-CRUISER  £1250

Borika FASTen 
Universal Mount 
FMP224. This universal mount 
is the foundation stone of all the extensive  
Borika range. Everything 昀椀ts into it. 
You will require a 2 part PVC glue to 
adhere the mount to any PVC in昀氀atable boat. 
Size 110mm x 110mm x 43mm 

£17.95

Borika FASTen Satin Aluminium 
Support Stand 800x500mm 
STP050. The Borika A-Frame Kit can be used to attach a whole array 
of equipment to (eg lights, rods, 昀氀ag, camera etc), helping to keep 
some kit outside of the Kayak and de-clutter. It can also be used as a 
handrail, awning holder, etc. It is constructed from aluminium tubing and 
polyamide swivel and tilt mouldings with angled support arms. The feet 
of the A-Frame attach to the boat using 4 x FASTen base mounts (not 
included). The A-Frame comes complete with 2 x FASTen mounts on the 
tubing for quick installation of various bits of equipment. These 2 mounts 
can be moved wherever you need them on the tubing. Apart from 
mounting a range of equipment on it, it acts as a great support when 
standing. Adjustable 昀椀ts on SUPs between 75cm 
– 90cm width centres. o/a top bar 
width 80cm. 2 universal FMr132 
Borika accessory mounts on 
the frame. 

£225.95

Borika FASTen Swivel and 
Tilt Holder for a Camera or 
Navigation Light 
NG002. This Borika FASTen system is designed to 
secure a camera or Navisafe portable navigation 
light into the FASTen universal base mount. Multiple 
positions can be achieved with adjustment in rotation 
and angle. Size 212mm x 126mm x 87mm. 
£22.95

Borika FASTen 6in 
Waterproof Smart 
Phone Case Mount
TP285. This is perfect for keeping your 
smartphone or GPS-navigator handy, safe 
and within sight. The case protects your 
device from moisture, dust and accidental 
damage while still allowing you to use the 
touch-screen. For phones up to 6” (15cm).
£59.95

Borika FASTen Action Camera Holder 
with Flexible Clip for Lighting
NG004. Adventuring late at night or early morning? The new Borika FASten 
Action Camera Holder could be for you. Perfect for 
getting those boating or kayaking camera shots while 
in low light conditions. The holder can be used to 
attach two cameras or has a 昀氀exible clip for use with 
a torch. To attach this to your set up you just need to 
place this in an existing Borika action camera holder 
and tighten up with the hand screw..

£29.95

JUST DIAL IN 
THE PRESSURE!

PUMP UP TO 
3 BOARDS!!

ANYONE FANCY 
A CRUISE?

THE KEY TO 
ACCESSORISING 
YOUR SUP...

Boatworld Digital 
SuperHigh Pressure Pump  
XC1299. Just dial in the pressure, 1-20 psi.  Plenty of pressure for 
in昀氀atable tubes, boats & SUPs! Comes with 12 volt 20AMP socket 
conection & adaptor allowing connection to battery with alligator 
clips. In昀氀ate SUPs up to 20 psi in minutes. Ideal for In昀氀atable 
SUPs, towables, boats and other drop stitch in昀氀atables requiring 
high pressure. 2 stage high pressure in昀氀ation and de昀氀ation. Auto 
shut-off, just dial in the pressure from 1 to 20 PSI !! Interchangable 
Halkey Roberts Valve and Boston Valve adaptors. The whole 
In昀氀atable SUP experience just got a lot easier!! 
£99.95

Outdoor Master 
Shark II Electric Pump
OUTMS. Get out on the water in no time with the Shark II pump 
from outdoor master. The Outdoor Master Shark II can in昀氀ate 3 
stand up paddleboards without having to stop, all the way up to 20 
psi. In昀氀ating each SUP board within 5-10 minutes thanks to its state-
of-the-art engineering whilst remaining light and compact. 
This high pressure electric pump features an automatic shut-off so 
that when you have reached your desired PSI the pump will switch 
off all by itself. But the features don’t stop there, the Shark II has 
hands free de昀氀ation meaning you can get your board packed away 
in just 3 minutes. The unique active cooling design means that there 
is no danger of an overheat and prolongs the life of the pump.
This is a versatile and high quality electric pump. Able to be used 
on almost any SUP board, boat, kayak or air mattress! Even coming 
with a complete nozzle set for compatibility. Pressure range: 0.5-20 
psi. Digital pressure gauge with an accuracy of 0.01%. 12V DC 
connector. 2.75m cable length. 1.37m hose. 350L/Min at 1st stage. 
70L/Min at 2nd stage.Net weight: 1.65kg. Test Approved. 
This pump has passed ef昀椀ciency tests with CE, CA65 and RoHS 
compliant certi昀椀cations. 
£135.95

Boatworld Inflatable SUP 
Stirrup Pump
AQBSP. Blowing up boats and SUPs to 20 PSI  is a 
cinch. The pump incorporates a patented Fast System 
Switch Valve, which allows you to switch from high 
capacity double action to high pressure single 
action i.e. double action means air is being 
pumped out on both the up and down 
strokes, single action means only on the 
down stroke. Clever stuff !

£29.95

18v Brushless Motor

Built In 259Wh 18.5V 
Lithium Ion

Runs for 2.5 Hours

4 Hours Charging Time 
230v 3A

Adjustable Shaft Length

3.3kg

16kg Thrust (Approx 2hp) 
14kg Reverse Thrust 
Snap On/Off 
Wireless Remote

6 Forward & 
Reverse Speeds

2 Year Warranty2

78 T : 01246 453815
All prices are correct at time of going to press but may be subject to change due to currency 昀氀uctuations and other factors out of our control. E &OE. 
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Airhead SUP 
Lashing Tabs
AHSUP-A012 . For SUPs, boats, camping and much 
much more!! Strong Ez to use adhesive backing 
means these will stick to most surfaces. Great for 
attaching drybags, lines, straps,cords or PFD devices 
to. Dual gated and clipped hook design to lash to!

£6 FOR 4

Replacement 
SUP Fin
AQSF. Replacement 昀椀n 
for all SUPs.
25x4x22
£14.95

Halkey Roberts Valve Spanner
XC170-1. The Halkey Roberts Valve Spanner is an essential bit of 
kit when owning an in昀氀atable SUP. 2 Sizes are available, check 
the section in the valve of your SUP board or in昀氀atable boat to 
make sure you order the correct spanner 

£4.95

August Race 
SUP Cleaning Kit
ARSUPK. Keep your SUP looking fresh and help it to last for years with this 
clean & protect kit - especially important if you ever intend to use 
your SUP in saltwater. Kit contains: 
AUGUST RACE™ SUP-A-CLEAN has 
been specially formulated for use on 
in昀氀atable/ rigid paddleboards and gives 
genuinely amazing results by gently 
working deep into the surface and quickly 
removing salt deposits, dirt and oxidisa-
tion. 2 x 500ml. 
AUGUST RACE™ SUP PROTECT is a 
spray-applied conditioning/protective UV 
treatment for in昀氀atable or rigid paddle 
boards that gives lasting protection 
against both salt & UV damage 2 x 500ml.
£29.95

Boatworld 0.7kg 
Sup/Kayak Anchor Kit
XC220-4. Designed and ideal for use with your SUP or Kayak. This 
anchor kit comes complete with PVC 昀氀oat and 7.6mts (25ft) of anchor 
line, which is attached to a red painted folding grapnel anchor at one 
end and a stainless steel snap hook at the other! To complete this great 
package, it all comes in 
a handy nylon 
storage 
bag with 
drawstring!

£17.95

Stormsure 
Stand Up Paddleboard 
Repair Kit
RKSUP. This very special 
adhesive glue is one of the 
few products that can repair 
leaks, holes, cracks and 
rips on all types materials 
of SUP and surf boards. For 
all shapes and sizes for all 
ages. Repairs are permanent, 
strong, waterproof, 昀氀exible 
and resistant to abrasion 
(weather and water abrasion). 
£7.95

Airhead Suction Cup Tie Downs
AHSUP-A010. Thousands of uses! Suction cup activated / deactivated 
with mechanical lever. For smooth 昀椀berglass surfaces. 
Versatile Dura昀氀ex wide gate spring hook. 
Heavy duty webbing. 
2 per package.

£14.95

Boatworld 10ft SUP Leash 
XC144. Boatworld 10ft SUP Leash is recommended for every SUP user. 
10ft long ankle leash with a quick release cuff. 
Comfort 昀椀t rolled neoprene cuff collar.
Hi-strength eurethane cord. Internal key pocket.
Double hardened swivels at both cuff 
and rail saver to reduce tangling. 

£22

Alto Belt Pack 
Inflatable Flotation Device
Designed for a range of watersports, the ALTO is a 
lightweight, compact, in昀氀atable 昀氀otation device worn around 
the waist. Simple, discrete easy to use emergency in昀氀ation. 
Manually operated, the in昀氀atable tube is released from 
the waist pack and then supports the user under the arms 
and around the chest. ALTO offers users such as SUP, 
昀椀shermen and boaters, a simple and easy to use in昀氀atable 
pack that feels invisible when worn. Large 75N of emergency 
buoyancy. Compact and lightweight adjustable waist belt for 
a simple, close 昀椀t. Can be worn on front or back. Manually 
activated. Blue. Yellow. Orange. Black. Red.
£54.95

Inflatable SUP 
& Boat Valve
XC228-2. The SUP Valve on your in昀氀atable SUP, like 
a lot of in昀氀atable boats, is known as a Halkey Roberts 
Valve. Although rarely needed, we stock these in case 
your existing valve lets you down. 
Changing valves over 
is easy with a 
valve spanner. 

£11

Halkey Roberts 
Valve Adaptor
XC170. The Halkey Roberts Valve 
Adaptor is an essential bit of kit when 
owning an in昀氀atable SUP. This comes 
with 3 different washers and has an 
adjustable valve pin. 
Fits 20mm I/Diameter hose.
Without it, you cannot blow up your 
board. Always carry a spare! 

£5.95
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